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ADVICE FOR THOSE WISHING TO BECOME INDEPENDENT

DISTRIBUTORS For MULTI LEVEL COMPANIES

By Martin Watt

I have not written anything on this issue for a long time because I thought my 
older articles on Young Living covered it. However, due to an increase in the 
number of people asking me about companies promoting distributorship - I 
have decided to try and help with a bit of advice. 

General issues with how these multi level companies work

They have fancy web and social media sites, they may have experts in 
marketing, they have doctors and scientists as advisors, and various other 
supposed experts to make themselves look trustworthy. 

Beware of essential oils and health products companies that have marketing 
experts on their board. The fact that their primary experience is in marketing 
should sound alarm bells. It can indicate a company whose primary objective is
sales at any cost. That is not a good ethical position in alternative health care. 

Beware of those companies who make a lot about their connections with 
marketing consultancies. You have to ask "are they just in it for the money, 
or do they really want to help peoples health"? I know what I think!! 

Beware of people on these boards who claim to be doctors, they may be, 
but they may also be people who have purchased a naturopath or other online 
certificate. In addition, the fact someone is a medical doctor does not mean 
they know anything about essential oils. Some of the "doctors" who popped up
on the old newsgroups were clearly brainwashed by the marketing hype of 
their instructors. They are also paid to validate products. 

Beware of certain supposed scientific advisors. Some of these people have
published research of no relevance to aromatherapy which is then twisted by 
the company to suit their marketing strategy. Also, as long as the cash is 
flowing, some of these advisers do not care about ethics. 

These companies often operate via their distributors giving very convincing 
presentations. In many cases they ensnare people into cult-like ways of 
thinking. Their sales people rarely have any training in medical matters and 
their only training is often lousy in-company courses where cult-like activity is 
rife.

Do not be mislead into the belief that getting on the essential oils bandwagon 
is a good thing. That was something people did years ago and the market is 
saturated. Here in the UK many aromatherapy suppliers have gone bust or 
packed up. In the USA things are also now not so good. So use essential oils 
by all means, but buy them from people who know what they are talking 
about. 

How the franchises work

As a distributor the companies advise you to build a team on which you get 
paid bonuses. This is multi level marketing at its worst. That long lived scam
has over the years left thousands badly out of pocket and ruined many 
families, yet people still fall for it. 

As a distributor you are paid a commission on sales made via your recruits. 
Sounds fine in practice, but read the small print carefully, and look at their 
options for not paying you. 

Some companies offer you to be an Independent Product Consultant for a 
small fee. In such cases you are expected to advise people on the use of 
essential oils, and other products, yet you may have no sound training to be 
able to give health advice. If you do this you are on your own if someone 
decides to sue you for causing damage to their health due to incorrect advice. 
The company will not stand behind you because they will claim you are
not their employee but are “independent”. 

Beware of facebook and similar blog sites. These can be set up by anyone
and made to look very convincing. They are now being exploited by con artists 
to sell products at inflated prices. They are also used to give health advice by 
people who have no training in what they advise, or are used by well meaning 
people who have picked up incorrect information from numerous sources. I 
have been horrified at some of the information sent to me. 

Some of the lies used to snare you

Frankincense oil can cure cancers. This is probably the worst kind of health
scam out there. The marketers who make such claims should be in jail for 
health fraud. 

1a. The tests conducted on this oil have mainly been done in lab conditions, 
such results cannot then be assumed to be replicated in humans via 
consumption of the oil as advocated by the marketing scammers. There are 
thousands of pieces of research on various extracts from plants which have 
indicated anti cancer activity, but few have been validated with human trials. 

1b. When the research is investigated, it is often found that testing has been 
on an individual chemical extracted from the oil such as boswellic acid. It may 
also be that the crude gum has been tested with an entirely different range of 
phytochemicals compared to the distilled oil. These results are then twisted
by the marketing scammers into the whole oil is what has been tested.

2 .With Frankincense, as someone who has gathered huge volumes of research
on this oil, there are several issues which you need to consider. 

2a. The biggest issue is that as Frankincense trees still grow wild, thus there is 
little consistency between the chemical profiles of their oils. The resins are 
gathered by tribes people and sold to traders at the main ports. These resins 
are then mixed together for resale to the West. Boswellia frereana is a generic 
name for the oils sold by the marketing scammers. Yet it is impossible to 
produce an essential oil just from that variety because the trees differ widely 
and giving them exact botanical names is almost impossible. 

2b. The fact that a particular sample of the oil has proven anti cancer 
properties in-vitro cannot then be taken to mean that all samples will have the 
same activity. 

2c. Another issue is traditional use, in some parts of Arabia the gum was 
chewed as a reputed cure for mouth and stomach cancer. However, that would 
be gums extracted from trees in the local area, trees a few miles away may not
have any such properties. 

Summary on Frankincense: Beware of all claims you will see over this and 
other oils being proven to have anti cancer activity. If someone has cancer and
normal medical treatments are failing they will be desperate to try anything. It 
is that awful situation that the quack medicine marketing people will play on. 

Most of these distributor operations make the claim that all their oils are "Pure 
Therapeutic Grade". This claim is false, there is no such distinction within the 
International essential oil trade. A distilled essential oil is either genuine or not.
This therapeutic grade concept is just a marketing scam. See other 
articles.

Many of the multi level web sites say: "The Egyptians were some of the 
first people to use aromatic essential oils extensively". That term should
sound the alarm bells over the depth of knowledge of the people running the 
business as it is not correct. The Ancient Egyptians used crude aromatic 
extracts, not distilled oils, but these marketing people twist this to fool you by 
saying "aromatic essential oils". 

Another incorrect statement you will see is "the powerful healing 
properties of essential oils were rediscovered in 1937 by a French 
chemist Rene-Maurice Gattefosse". Not true, essential oils were listed in 
the Pharmacopoeias of the UK and USA in the preceding Century. What the 
chemist Gattefosse did was to increase our knowledge of the properties of 
essential oils. 

Beware of pseudo science pushed by these companies. For example, they 
make a lot about the 'antioxidant' properties of certain essential oils. They then
give you references to validate their claims. Upon checking, you will find the 
research often has no relevance to the way they use the essential oil in their 
products. They also try to give the impression that the research is 'new'. In 
reality the properties observed by a new piece of research have often been 
known about for many years and reported on by other scientists. The other 
thing you will often find is that the researchers have not used the essential 
oil at all, but often one of the main constituent chemicals. They do not tell you
how much is required to have any effect. They do not tell you that the best 
form of natural antioxidants is in your daily food and drink. Most fruits and 
vegetables contain anti oxidants. So why pay the inflated price for these 
products when you would do better buying a bunch of red grapes or a carton of
red grape juice, or eating a carrot, or having a cup of tea? 

On some of the companies blog sites you will find recommended ways of using 
essential oils for health. The commonest blunder is advising that they are 
added to water. The fundamental blunder indicating their lack of knowledge is 
that water and oil do not mix. If you add an essential oil to water it will lay 
on the surface, that is exactly the way the oils are extracted via distillation in 
the first place. If you add an oil to water and it does mix then the oil has 
probably been modified in some way. 

Citrus oils: are claimed to be Anti-fungal among many other claims. Well 
consider this, if you leave an orange exposed to the air for a week or so, does 
fungus start growing on it? Citrus fruits go rotten the same as all fruits, yet 
these marketers mislead you into thinking the peel oils are so special. When 
citrus oils are tested in the lab using freshly extracted oils they may well 
display an anti fungal action. However, when those same oils are a few weeks 
old they will do nothing. 

Aromatherapy Jewellery: On one blog I was horrified to see someone 
advising putting essential oils onto clay pendants. If that is in constant direct 
contact with the skin the chances of a skin reaction are very high. Despite this 
high risk there were no warnings. 

Lastly, do not invest anything in these schemes. Chances are very high
you will not get enough customers and will end up seriously out of 
pocket. 
Back to article start 

Source and Copyright: aromamedical.org
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HARM CAUSED BY dTERRA AND THEIR DISTRIBUTORS

I am republishing the article below with the permission of the author. This 
report ties up nicely with my other article about 'dTERRA in Europe'.

Due to this company not providing accurate safety information, users of their 
products are being harmed. Instead false information is promoted:

1. “people only get reactions to adulterated oils”.

2. “that these kind of reactions are just the body “detoxing”. 

Both concepts are total nonsense and 100% false.

The horrific experiences of Stacey Haluka

I am hoping that my story will help save someone else from having to go through 
anything close to what I lived with, and the hell I lived through.  It would be 
irresponsible of me to not go public with my story and photographs, to share with 
others what could happen when using CPTG essential oils, especially since dTERRA is 
now launched in Canada.  I choose to no longer suffer in silence.

I enrolled with dTERRA in October of 2014. In November, I noticed a small rash on 
my left arm, so I applied Melaleuca oil on it.  I have used Tea Tree oil from the health 
food store several times in the past if I had a cut or scrape, and it has always helped 
me.  However, after applying Melaleuca on it for a couple of days, the rash got worse 
and started spreading.  I began asking other Wellness Advocates what I should use, 
as there is no one at dTERRA who can answer these questions for you.  I was advised 
to try oils good for the skin, which included Lavender, Geranium, Lemongrass, Myrrh, 
and “when in doubt, use Frankincense”. 

A few days later I ended up going to the emergency room as it was just unbearable.  I
felt like someone had locked me in a room with mosquitoes, wasps and fire ants and 
left me there. The doctor I saw told me that there was nothing he could do, and that I
needed to go back to my family doctor.  He gave me a prescription for a strong anti-
histamine (APO-HYDROXYZINE 25MG) to help with the itching and burning keep 
myself comfortable.  

Upon further research about reactions with dTERRA oils, it seemed that people that 
have had reactions generally need to do a detox, or it’s a sign of candida die off (at 
least that’s what others told me).  This was when I began doing the detox/reboot with
GX Assist, PB Assist, TerraZyme and LLV. I completed 2 rounds of the detox over a 
couple of months. In the midst of this I had a spot on my face that I applied 
Frankincense to, and the next day that spot was red. I put Frankincense on it again, 
and the next day it was worse so I tried Lavender, and it got worse again. I kept 
applying Lavender as it was supposed to help with open sores, and I was afraid that 
the rash was spreading to my face so I began to panic. As you can see by the photos I
have attached, it got really bad. This was when I decided to stop everything, I 
stopped using the oils and supplements completely.

Photos taken consecutively March 17, 18, 19 and 20, 2015.

Photos taken March 22 to March 31, 2015, after I stopped applying oils and taking
supplements. 

Now what? Will this ever end? My friends always commented on how beautiful my skin
was.  Why is my body failing me now? There were so many questions, with absolutely 
no answers. According to tests, I was perfectly healthy. Throughout this whole ordeal I
was in a living hell. I literally locked myself away from the world, I saw very few 
friends as I didn’t want anyone to see me like this, and to be honest, I didn’t want to 
see anyone, I even avoided telling my family how bad this had gotten.  If I left the 
house, it was only for brief periods of time and only after I had lathered myself in 
anti-itching cream. I didn’t let anyone see me unless they were helping me heal. I 
became severely depressed and could not see the light at the end of the tunnel.  I was
miserable, depressed, in pain and on edge. 

In June of 2015 I went to see an allergy specialist.  Once again, I was given more 
medications (30GM LYDERM CREAM 0.5% and ELIDEL CRM 1% PIMECROLIMUS 1%) 
 
In December of 2015 I went to my family doctor again, and left with another 
prescription (30 KETODERM CREAM).

In February of 2016 I went to see a dermatologist who ended up taking a biopsy from 
my leg, stitched me up and gave me yet another medication!  (60 GM CLOBETASOL 
PROPIONATE CREAM USP 0.05%w/w)

Throughout this ordeal I lost my life, my business and had to sell my house 
because I had no income and couldn't work.  I have been to several doctor’s, 
have had several tests done, and the doctors have been unable to identify any other 
significant health concerns.  Every now and then I try to apply an oil to my body, or I 
try to take the supplements in the LLV, only to have the rash break out again.  At one 
point I tried the Verage moisturizer and it left my face bumpy and red.  There are a 
few areas that have never gone away, as you can see in the photos below.

  October 9, 2015                  December 3, 2015                March 17, 2016

When I contacted my up-line to let them know what had happened to me, I was 
referred to dTERRA’s Reactions Department and called them.  There were several 
emails and phone call conversations throughout a short period of time with two 
gentlemen from this department. During these interactions I had asked them if this 
had ever happened to anyone else, has anyone else ever had a serious reaction from 
using the products?  I also asked if there was a plan for dTERRA to implement a 
training program for Wellness Advocates in regards to safety and precautions for using
the products.  

I told them, if I had thought for one second that these oils were the cause of what 
was happening to me, I would have stopped using them immediately.  The other thing
I had asked them several times was to have my information and photos forwarded to 
the Chief Medical Officer, as he is the expert and I wanted to talk to him and ask him 
to help me.  

I was assured on several occasions that my information had been forwarded to him, 
and I could feel their eyes rolling and their patience growing thin with me. I never 
did get any answers to any of my questions, and I began to feel like I was a 
nuisance to them. During one conversation with dTERRA’s reaction department, he put
me on hold to speak to the CMO’s secretary and came back on to tell me that yes, he 
has looked at my information, however he is out of town at the moment.  In all 
honesty, I don’t believe that my information was ever sent to him as I can’t believe 
that someone in his position would ignore what was presented to him.   

Quoted from email I sent to the Reactions Department on May 22, 2015:
“I also am wondering if there have been others who have reacted so severely? Is 
there something in the works to create more awareness about what can possibly 
happen? I do not want to see anyone else go through this. From the beginning I had 
taken it upon myself to learn about dTERRA and the products, and with that I was 
researching and using every suggested protocol that I came across to try to ease the 
rash, the pain, itchiness, swelling and oozing. What I ended up doing was making it 
worse all around, but I kept trying different combinations of oils that were suggested. 
Had I had any inclination that they were the actual cause, I would have stopped 
immediately. I would really love to see some guidelines or training put in place.”  AND 
“Also, I am going to ask you to please forward my emails to the CMO once again. I am
asking for help as I would like to get to the bottom of this.”

I believe that dTERRA has been completely negligent and irresponsible in 
providing proper training to their Wellness Advocates in regards to Safety 
and Precautions.  When a person enrolls and receives their first order, there is no 
training that is received along with this other than an email with a few links and a 
LIVE, BUILD and SHARE brochure.  It is incomprehensible to me that a company that 
seems to care so much, could care so little about what could happen.  The only 
‘safety’ information I have ever seen is ‘dilute if you have sensitive skin’ 
(which I have never had sensitive skin, and have actually used other brands 
of essential oils for more than 15 years), ‘consult a physician if you are 
pregnant’, and ‘dilute for babies and small children’.  That’s it!  Those are the 
only precautions given! These essential oils are extremely powerful, distributing 
them to the public without any information is like a doctor providing you with a 
prescription without giving you information on how to use it.  What if this were to 
happen to your child?  To someone’s baby?  I honestly don’t think that a baby would 
be able to live through this, and the mother who thought she was helping her child 
would forever blame herself, all because she didn’t know any better.  dTERRA’s 
essential oils are too powerful and strong and should ALWAYS be diluted and used 
with caution.

dTERRA has no program, or no one to contact for questions, so people turn to each 
other in the Facebook groups for answers.  I have documented several cases where 
people posted questions regarding reactions and rashes in the Facebook groups, and 
some of the responses that are posted are ludicrous! These people are NOT the 
experts! 

Footnote from Martin Watt. The above lack of safety advice is just disgusting.
There is sound data on the dangers of certain essential oils going back over 
50 years. Data that is known to all reputable essential oil suppliers. So that 
leaves us with a disreputable company who do not care about the health of 
their customers as long as the cash keeps rolling in.

I do not want anyone else to ever have to go through what I have gone through.  For 
this reason, I am asking that dTERRA implement a thorough Safety and Precautions 
training program that every single current WA will have to sign off on, and every new 
WA will receive in form of a booklet and a DVD with their initial order that will include 
protocols, how to test each EO for a reaction, what to do if you have a reaction, how 
to use the oils safely, possible interactions, etc.  I also ask that dTERRA re-train their 
Reactions Department to better assist people with their questions, and it may even be
beneficial to have an essential oil expert on hand for people to call since the CMO is 
unreachable and doesn’t care enough to respond to severe cases.     

Which leads me to my second request, I would like to have a meeting with the CMO.  I
would appreciate his expertise to help me understand why this happened to me, and 
what he may recommend going forward to help me.  I am exhausted from trying to 
figure this out.  The doctor’s I have seen have really been no help in regards to 
providing me with answers or solutions as they are only looking at things from their 
limited perspective of western medicine.  I would like some resolution and peace of 
mind

When I initially enrolled with dTERRA, I truly believed that I had finally found what I 
have been searching for years, a holistic answer to people’s health concerns. I have 
not used any antibiotics, steroids, or other medications for many years……except Advil
and sometimes migraine medications. I have always tried to find a natural solution to 
any health issues and have wanted to create awareness and help others do the same. 
I thought dTERRA was a dream come true! I have heard so many amazing stories of 
healing people have had, and believe this is my calling to help others. However I must
come clean to say that my experience has not been a great one. Trust me when I say, 
I really wanted to believe in dTERRA more than anything, I wanted to help myself and 
others. However, it is very difficult for me to completely stand behind the oils and 
products after this experience, this has been an incredibly long and painful journey for
me.  Several nights I prayed that God would take me in my sleep because I couldn’t 
live like this anymore.  I couldn’t bear to go through another day in this living hell. 
This experience tested my physical, emotional and mental capabilities to the point 
where I had completely given up on life, and I believe the severe effects of this will be
something that I will have to deal with for a very long time.  I have also been doing 
some research on the fact that once you have had severe reactions to the essential 
oils, you will most likely never be able to use them again, and may also develop other 
allergies.  I can’t even begin to fathom the long-term effects and irreversible damage 
that has been done to my body and my immune system from taking all of these heavy
medications…..all to counteract something that I thought was the answer to my 
prayers of finding a holistic solution to help myself, and others. 
 

Stacey Haluka

Summary by Martin Watt
These multi level companies all operate by using mind manipulating techniques. They 
convince the public by using hype created by marketing experts. They get round 
various consumer laws by claiming their distributors are “independent” and therefore 
the companies are not responsible for what they do or claim. Until the FDA 
intervened, their distributors were making the most outrageous dangerous illegal and 
untruthful claims on what essential oils could cure. 

It does seem that many Christians in America are vulnerable to the methods used by 
these companies. Several of them are 'cult-like' and their members rarely question 
what their gurus tell them and defend them on the blog sites. If someone sells you a 
product claiming it will do things that it cannot, and they know this, it is fraud, yet our
legal systems do nothing over prosecuting these fraudulent activities.

Source aromamedical.org  Copyright © 2017 Stacey Haluka
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Some warnings for my readers about the spread of the 
American based company dTERRA to Europe.

By Martin Watt

In 2014 the FDA in the USA took enforcement action against dTERRA and its 
distributors over their long history of breaking the law on medicinal claims for 
essential oils. That stopped their distributors in the US from publishing 
dangerous, outrageous and illegal health claims. 
http://www.fda.gov/ICECI/EnforcementActions/WarningLetters/2014/ucm415809.htm

Any country that is a member of the European Union is obliged to comply with 
their medicines regulations. In the UK this prohibits medicinal claims being 
made for essential oils by people that also sell them. In European countries 
enforcement of these laws varies a lot, but the fact they are not enforced does 
not mean they do not form part of the countries law.

If the claims made in the documents from 'new user' below result from current 
mis-education of distributors or possibly from training given some years ago, I 
do not know. However, what I do know is these claims are typical of what we 
used to see on the blogs of dTERRA distributors in the USA. Those claims were 
that essential oils could cure everything from Cancer to Ebola. 

The dTERRA company is a multi-level marketing business (pyramid selling). 
Their publicity is bursting with lies which their distributors believe due to 
the clever marketing they are subjected to.  This is hardly surprising since the 
companies' founders were ex-Young Living executives - see other articles on 
this site about them. dTERRA recruits scientific 'advisors' to make themselves 
look credible while at the same time indoctrinating their distributors with false 
therapeutic use claims.

From Internet postings it is clear that this company are trying to spread into 
several European countries by holding their infamous 'seminars'. The only aim 
is to make lots of money by signing up new distributors who know nothing 
about essential oils.  New distributors pay a lot of money for their stocks of oils
and then often find they can't sell them as easilly as they thought.

Below is information sent to me by someone who was given dangerous advice 
by a dTERRA distributor in a European country. Clearly that distributor knew 
nothing about the safety issues surrounding the use of cinnamon bark oil or 
any other oils. I can only presume the information came via one of the DT 
teachers. That is the technique they use to get around medicinal claims 
regulations because it is done by word of mouth during seminars and “training”
events. 

From a new user of dTERRA oils

This lady was advised by a dTERRA distributor to take cinnamon bark oil 
diluted in honey for vaginal inflammation. To make matters worse she was 
advised to “introduce a tampon with the carrier oil and a few drops of 
cinnamon or incense and put it in the vagina.”  This of course produced 
acute inflammation requiring her to consult a doctor.

When the distributor was challenged about this advice they refused to believe 
that the cinnamon oil was responsible for this reaction. Anyone who denies 
that cinnamon bark oil will burn the skin and internal mucous 
membranes knows nothing about the issues of safe use

Cases of serious side effects caused by cinnamon bark oil are on record:

Cinnamon bark oil caused severe burns on a boy of 11 when some oil leaked in his 
trouser pocket. Sparks T. 1985. The Western j. of Medicine. 142. 6. 835.

Cinnamic aldehyde (cinnamaldehyde) constitutes 60-90% of the oil and it has caused 
adverse reactions when only a half per cent solution was tested. Malten, Van Ketel, 
Nater and Leim. Cont. Derm. July 1984. 

Cinnamaldehyde has been implicated as the leading substance responsible for allergic 
reactions caused by cosmetics or perfumes. Hausen B. 1988 Allergiepflanzen-
Pflanzenallergene. Landsberg pp 95-96.

There are numerous reports in the dermatological literature about cinnamon bark oil 
and adverse reactions. Clearly this particular distributor either was never provided 
with such information, or chose to ignore it.  One of the common marketing lies told 
by dTERRA teachers in the past was that “if an essential oil was pure it would not 
cause adverse reactions”. If a new distributor does not receive sufficient education 
from their parent company then that company do not care about the health of 
their customers.  

Below are extracts from a dTERRA marketing file viewed via a UK web site:

CINNAMON: It does not say if they mean bark or leaf oil which it is vital to know.

“Improves the body's ability to cleanse toxins”. This is nonsense, dangerous and 
without any foundation. The body will excrete undesirable substances without 
intervention.  If someone has a serious medical condition such as kidney or liver 
failure then dialysis is required.  The concept of eliminating toxins is used to fool 
people who know nothing about the way the body works.

“Reduces weight-related health risks”.  Marketing hype to appeal to those struggling 
with obesity. There is not a shred of evidence for this oil anyway.

“Helps the body adjust to reduced calorific intake”. More dishonest marketing hype 
with no such evidence. They also fail to say if the use is internal or external.

LEMON: 
“Is a natural antioxidant and detoxifier”. You will see this marketing trash about 
essential oils being 'detoxifiers' all over the internet. It is a term that started in the 
beauty therapy trade but has become a common feature of multi-level marketing 
company hype. It is not true. Indeed lemon oil needs antioxidants added to stop the 
oil from oxidising.

http://www.libertytothecaptives.net/young_living_warning.html


Below are serious issues from some European web sites in May 2017.

Site 1
The red text are serious medical conditions which can be killers if the wrong 
treatment is used. In some cases they may only be treated by a doctor and 
others are serious notifiable infectious diseases.

The Blue text is from the web sites. 

The black text are my commnts - Martin Watt.

CINNAMON
“Most common uses: bacterial infections, insect stings, air disinfection, diabetes, 
diverticulitis, fatigue, general tonic, fungal infections.” Cinnamon bark oil is a well-
known cause of skin sensitisation; it will also kill skin and internal membrane cells 
unless it is diluted.

CEDARWOOD
“The most common use: Calming, tension, tuberculosis, urinary tract infections,”

CLARY SAGE
“Most common use: aneurysm, breast enlargement??, cholesterol, convulsions, 
abdominal cramps, dysmenorrhoea, psychic stress, endometriosis, epilepsy, 
estrogen.” 

SANDALWOOD HAWAIIAN 
“Most common use: Alzheimer's disease, aphrodisiacs, backache, cancer, cartilage 
regeneration, confusion, exhaustion,”

MELISSA
“Most common use: soothing, vaginal infections Common application: T (local) 
application can be used in pure Form (undiluted).” The International experts on 
essential oil safety the IFRA prohibit the use of Melissa oil in cosmetic products 
(which would only use tiny amounts anyway). This is due to its powerful skin 
sensitising effects.

“Essential oils to aid in the treatment of cancer”

“Supportive treatment of cancer with essential oils is natural, has no side effects and 
has proven to be an effective way to suppress cancer growth as well as relief from 
symptoms.” This claim is 100% false. The only valid research has been on cells in 
lab trials.

“Supporting Cancer Treatment with Essential Oils:”

This distributor gives essential oil formulas for all these cancers: Bone cancer. Brain 
cancer. Breast cancer. Cervical Cancer. Colon cancer. Leukemia. Liver cancer. 
Lung cancer. Prostate cancer. Skin cancer. Throat cancer.  Uterine cancer. I 
am not repeating the formulas for fear that desperate people might try them. Not one 
of these formulas will do anything to cure these conditions and may well interfere with
conventional treatments. 

WINTERGREEN (Gaultheria procumbens)
“Common way of applying: Can be applied in pure form (undiluted) or diluted 1: 1 
(1 drop of essential oil to at least 1 drop of carrier oil) for topical use for children 
and for sensitive skin. Apply to reflection points and / or directly to the area in 
question. Apply locally to the right place and take less oil (dilute with fractionated 
coconut oil for larger areas)”. This advice is abhorrent, there have been deaths 
recorded from using this product and it is absorbed by the skin in significant volumes 
unlike most essential oils.

“Properties: Analgesic, anti-inflammatory, antirheumatic, antiseptic, anticonvulsant, 
disinfectant, diuretic, stimulant (bones),??? warm”.

“French aromatherapy school: Rheumatism, muscle pain, convulsions, arthritis, 
tendonitis, high blood pressure, inflammation.”

“Another possible use: This oil can support acne treatment, it is used for bladder 
infections, bladder inflammation, watery, eczema, edema, fever, bile stones, 
gums, infections, removing unpleasant feelings in joints, kidney stones, drainage 
and cleansing of the lymphatic system, obesity, osteoporosis, skin diseases, ulcers, 
urinary tract diseases. Oil is known for its ability to relieve bone pain due to its high
methylsalicylate content, which is similar to cortisone.”

“Precautions: Do not use during pregnancy. Do not give people with epilepsy. Some 
individuals are highly allergic to methyl salicylate”. Wintergreen oil is NOT a genuine 
essential oil. It is produced via a chemical pathway the same as chemicals from coal. 
In addition, it is absorbed by the skin and has caused foetal abnormalities in animals. 
The main problem is its toxicity but reports of allergic reactions are numerous.

-----------------------------------------------
Site 2.
CLARY SAGE
 “Most common use: aneurysm, breast enlargement???, cholesterol, convulsions, 
abdominal cramps, dysmenorrhea, mental stress, endometriosis, epilepsy, 
estrogen level.”

CYPRESS 
“The most common use: aneurysm, bone spurs (osteophytes), bloated throat, 
bursitis, carpal tunnel syndrome, catarrh, circulatory system, cerebellar 
dysmenorrhea, edema,”

CEDARWOOD 

“The most common use: Calming, tension, tuberculosis, urinary tract infections, 
yoga exercises.”

-----------------------------------------------
Site 3.

ROYAL INCENSE (Botswelia frereana)
“Indications: Alzheimer's disease, aneurysm, arthritis, asthma, brain injuries, 
respiratory disturbances, cancer, stroke, ….., fibroid tumors, hepatitis, …..liver 
cirrhosis,, multiple sclerosis, Parkinson's disease, uterine regeneration, 
neural viruses, warts”.

All these claims are outrageous marketing to fool people into buying overpriced 
essential oils in the hope they will cure their health problems. They will not.

-----------------------------------------------
Site 4. From another European DT distributor via their blog.

LEMON

“in the case of viral infections (consume 2 drops eo 2x per day),” There is no evidence
that lemon oil is antiviral in the body. In addition these people do not understand that 
oil and water does not mix. 

“strengthens the cardiovascular system,”  This is just crazy and anyway what does it 
mean?

“so it is excellent in blends for detoxification, anti-cellulite and lymphatic drainage,” 
Here we go again the same old tired trash. It is unfortunate that people believe this 
nonesense.

“promotes cleansing of the liver and bile and digestive tract function,” Wow, discovery 
of the Century it would be nice to see some research references. Of course there are 
none!

“preventing overweight.”  Now what makes you think this is anything other than 
marketing hype. 

Summary: 
The dTERRA company have a long history of promoting the use of essential oils
for conditions that essential oils cannot possibly treat, and/or are illegal for 
none medically qualified therapists to treat.

The dTERRA company have a history of indoctrinating potential distributors at 
conferences and training sessions. Their higher level distributors and teachers 
can tell potential new distributors things at conferences and meetings that they
cannot put into documents and web sites in the USA and UK.

The founders of dTERRA were mostly from Young Living a company that was 
founded by a confidence trickster – Gary Young. They used his mind 
manipulating methods to grow their new company. They also lie to this day 
about the size and nature of their company.

Associates of dTERRA have published books that are packed with lies and 
dangerous claims. See the review on the book review on this site of 'Modern 
Essentials'.   See also the conference reviews run by D. Axe.

Back to article start 
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MORE LIES AND DANGEROUS INFORMATION 
FROM dTERRA DISTRIBUTORS

By Martin Watt

Just another example of how the disreputable company dTERRA spread their 
immoral business around the world. The below is from the Czech republic 
where European Union medicines laws do apply, but their Ministry of Health is 
doing nothing to protect their public from these highly dangerous and incorrect
medicinal claims being made by dTERRA distributors. They were informed of 
my last article on DT in Europe and did nothing.

These distributors continue to make these crazy claims about putting essential 
oils on the feet. For those that do not understand why this is crazy, the feet 
have the thickest skin of the body through which no essential oils can 
penetrate. The more oils people waste the higher their sales of course!!

The website below does not provide any references for the claims being made. 
However, many of them are typical of the lies that used to be on American 
dTERRA blogs before the FDA threatened them with legal action. 

All the below is from: http://esencezivota.eu/kladivo-na-tezke-kovy/

The translation to English has been checked by a Czech language expert.
-----------------------------

FRANKINCENSE / KADIDLO

Brown text is their web page.
Blue text are my comments.

It was not until recently that the properties of incense have been investigated. It has 
been found that high quality, pure incense oil has, for example, the following 
properties: anti-cancer, antidepressant, anti-infectious, anti-inflammatory, antiseptic, 
expectorant, stimulant of immunity and calming. Research on the oil and resins has 
been going on for many years, only a handful of research has been done “recently”.

The properties and quality of incense oil is largely determined by the species of 
Boswellia tree (there are more than 25 species of Boswellia - of which about 6 are 
used to produce the resin), the place, the climatic conditions of the country of origin 
and the correct way of harvesting and processing.

Traditional use involves three methods:

Aromatic – Using a diffusion or inhalation. This method strengthens health, healing, 
energy, and purification.

Locally - Direct application to the skin or after dilution with carrier oil. Start with 1:3 
dilution and increase as needed (especially in children and people with sensitive skin). 
1:3 dilution=33% that is far in excess of the maximum use recommended by the IFRA
at 8% and far more than most aromatherapy organisations recommend. This level of 
use could trigger a sensitisation reaction-see the article: 'dTERRA_oil_reactions.pdf'

Internally - Use 1 drop under the tongue - morning and evening (immunity support). 
You can put it in capsules or in beverages. See my article about contaminated 
frankincense oil. 'frankincense_oil_for_cancer.pdf'

Undiluted - This oil can be applied undiluted - especially on reflective feet or on 
problematic areas. It is dangerous if undiluted see 'locally' above.

Safety precautions: Use with more dilution and with caution in children. This author 
does not have a clue about safety issues.

Use of incense oil

Some claims are omitted when the suggestions made are not hazardous.

Acne
Add a drop of incense to the warm water, and wipe the problem area a few times a 
day. Oil and water do not mix unless some chemical is added to force dispersion in the
water, especially dense oils like genuine frankincense.

Alzheimer's disease
Spread in the room, drip on the collar of the shirt or on the pillow. Massage into feet 
and toes at your feet, or use to massage your entire body. Massaging the feet will do 
nothing other than give them a nice smell. See here.

Aneurysm
Inhale directly or from hot water. Massage the reflective plates on the feet.
An aneurysm is a sudden major bleed from a blood vessel and often fatal. It requires 
immediate emergency medical attention. To suggest this treatment to another 
person could be classified in law as manslaughter if as a result the individual 
did not seek medical help and died.

Asthma
Direct inhalation, inhalation with incense of steam or diffuser. Massage the chest and 
neck or the foot. This might help but massaging the neck with frankincense oil is 
hazardous as the skin is thin and vulnerable to a sensitisation reaction.

Eczema
Dilute with carrier oil and apply to the entire problem area. Add 5-10 drops of coconut
oil and add to the bath. Just saying “dilute” without specifying the percentages could 
cause more skin inflammation.

Fibroids
Massage the reflection points of the feet or try hot tiling, or add a few drops of bath. 
This advice is crazy, it cannot possibly remove growths inside the uterus or in its wall 
by such methods.

Hepatitis
Inhale with steam and massage each day with 2 drops each hand and foot. Also the 
outside of the right leg (hepatic meridian). Some types of Hepatitis are serious 
medical conditions and there is no evidence whatsoever that this will work on such an 
illness.

Insect stings
Instantly neutralize insect stings and snake bites with 1-2 drops of incense oil.  This 
is madness, if someone is bitten by a venomous snake they require fast medical 
treatment that oil blend will do nothing.

Wound healing (prevention of scarring)
You can apply directly to the wound. Daily application will help heal scars.
Without specifying the type of wound and how bad it is, this is dangerous.

Hepatic cirrhosis
Massage the liver area and the outside of the right foot. Also use aromatic. Here 
probably mean inhalation with aromatic. A potentially fatal condition that this 
method cannot possibly help. Again this obsession with application to the feet.

Coma
Massage your hands and feet as well as preventing the muscular atrophy. I think she 
means massage the unconscious person, but care is needed that the frankincense oil 
does not interfere with the respiratory equipment and administration of gases to the 
patient.

Lou Gehrig's disease
Inhale 1-2 drops of the bowl with hot water. Massage the whole body, always to the 
heart. Every day rub the feet. This is ludicrous. This disease kills the neurones that 
control voluntary muscles. In 90%+ the cause is not known. This treatment will do 
nothing for the condition other than give slight relaxation.

Brain (aging, disorders)
Use daily - aromatically and locally: massage feet and the whole body, add to bath. 
Apply to the fingertips on your hands and feet. What the idea of putting the oil on the 
fingertips and feet is beyond me. Essential oils on the fingers are a good way to cause
eye irritation.

MRSA
Massage the stomach and chest. Inhale with hot water.
You cannot massage the stomach unless you are a surgeon because it is inside the 
body. This is typical American slang for the abdomen which indicates the source 
of all this incorrect information.

Tumor (lipoma)
Add 2 drops of incense to the hot water bowl and inhale. Do it at least once a day. 
Massage the reflective points on the feet and use to massage the whole body. Always 
massage to the heart. A lipoma is a tumor of fatty tissue. Since essential oils do not 
penetrate the skin in sufficient volume to enter the circulation, this treatment will 
achieve nothing.

Nervousness and anxiety.
Inhale incense or apply it locally - on your own or on your temples.
This would be OK if the oils were correctly diluted.

Nose polyps
Pour out of a hot water bowl and massage the base of your toes daily.
This is unbelievable; what are you supposed to do stick your toes up the nose?

Concussion
Add to a hot water bowl, throw a towel over your head, and inhale until the steam 
cools. Massage feet and toes.
This is lethal advice concussion can be a medical emergency as it always involves a 
blow to the head. Even those with training in advanced emergency medicine cannot 
always tell if the brain is damaged. Hospital doctors often have to do a brain scan to 
see if there might be any bleeding. 

Parkinson's disease
Daily or twice a day, inhale the hot water bowls. Use to massage the whole body and 
massage your feet daily. Massaging with frankincense oil will do nothing other than 
calm the agitation which of course can be helpful. 

Cancer
Locally on reflective points, breathe in. Internal use is also appropriate. There is no 
clinical trials data available on treating cancer using frankincense oil. Also see
my other article on frankincense for more on internal use.

Viruses in the nervous system
Massage the whole body, always to the heart. Wipe into the reflection points on the 
feet. Add to a warm bath.
There is no sound evidence that frankincense oil is antiviral in vivo (in the body). 
There is no sound evidence that sufficient essential oil can penetrate nerves to kill 
viruses. This is quack medicine.

Ulcers
Use internally in capsules or with food. Massage the affected area or reflection points 
on the feet. See my article about contaminated frankincense oil. The suggested 
treatment does not define what type of ulcer or where in the body. Therefore 
dangerous advice.

Inflamed wounds
Inhale steam with incense oil, add drop to lukewarm water and wipe off the inflamed 
area. Make a spray bottle of distilled water to which you add a few drops of incense 
and sprinkle yourself and into the space.  Once again oil in water which does not 
disperse the oil. Also, no mention of the cause of the inflammation which could be a 
deadly bacteria.

Vision
Trowel at the reflection points on the feet (fingers) and on the hands (fingertips). 
Trowel the area around your eyes. You can also put in your palms and cover your eyes
with your palms and let it work. No essential oil should be used near the eyes as they 
can cause extreme irritation.

Gastric ulcers
Add a drop of incense to clean water and drink 8-10 times a day. See my article on 
contaminated frankincense oil. There is no traditional use of frankincense oil for this 
condition, only the chewed resin was used which contains chemicals that are not in 
the essential oil.

Incense oil easily overcomes the barrier between blood and the brain and can 
therefore help in a variety of brain and nervous disorders. Among his other things 
include: headache, spiritual development, herpes, pituitary gland and epiphysis 
hormone, sciatica, gonorrhea, carbuncles, bleeding, laryngitis, meningitis, 
tension, nervous disorders, defense against infections, immune system transmission, 
respiratory problems, prostate problems, arthritis, stress, syphilis, high blood 
pressure, tonsillitis, pneumonia, diphtheria, mood improvement, increased 
leucocyte activity. Much of this is very dangerous and possibly illegal medicinal claims 
even in the Czech Republic. The use of frankincense oil will do nothing for the 
conditions outlined and could make matters worse if people believed the crazy claims.

==============================
From another page on the same website

All comments on nutritional methods are omitted

Heavy metals are all about us. They come from water, from food, from fruits, from air,
from amalgam in teeth and from vaccines. Removing them is lengthy and difficult 
because they are built into tissues and bone in our body.

With heavy metals associated with various symptoms: depression, low heart rate, 
heart failure, addiction, cancer, chronic fever, high blood pressure, autism, lost 
memory, dementia, Alzheimer's disease, adrenal insufficiency, facial dysfunction, 
candidiasis, Parkinson's disease, chronic pain, hyperactivity, attention deficit disorder, 
arthritis, multiple sclerosis, autoimmune disease and many other problems. 
Everything but the kitchen sink, can't she think of any more conditions!!

In order to remove them, we have to supply many of the elements that are replaced 
in the body, then the substances that are excreted into the blood and lymphs and then
use absorbents to remove the excreted metals and safely bring them out. Otherwise 
they may be reabsorbed or damage the kidneys. This sounds like fantasies and/or 
marketing lies.

Features that need to be delivered: Vitamin C, calcium, magnesium, selenium, 
manganese, zinc, amino acids (for detoxification) and omega 3 fatty acids (due to  
regeneration of the nervous system), sea salt or fresh goat whey (equilibrium 
electrolytes). Evidence please.

If you choose to use dTERRA Lifelong Vitality - you will find there some of the most 
urgent elements. I wondered when we were going to get to the marketing!

From essential oils you can use:

Mixture for removal of metals from the brain: 4 drops incense, 5 drops  
helichrysum, 3 drops  cypress, 3 drops  lavender. Bring into 10ml roll-on bottles and 
add red diluent oil (best with fractionated coconut). This is 100% marketing lies 
without any basis of truth. 

Apply twice a day from the back of the ears to the neck down to the collarbone. Since 
not enough oil can be absorbed into the bloodstream to get into the circulation I fail 
see to how this blend could remove metals from the brain. In addition, the neck is an 
area that easilly develops sensitisation reactions from the incorrect use of essential 
oils. 

Inside the capsule: 2 drops Cilantro (coriander) and 2 drops incense twice a day.

Cilantro is also wiped (detoxification of the upper half of the body) and on the knees 
(lower half of the body). See paragraph above, total trash.

We take 1 month, then we have a pause of one month and then go on again. Total 
detoxification and regeneration may take several months or a year, even more, 
depending on the weight, degree of difficulty and amount of metal in the body. All the 
above is 100% trash, unverified, undocumented quack medicine.

As a result of the extraction of heavy metals, they usually activate a hidden infection 
(including boreliosis), it is recommended that the following month (or even during the 
first, depending on the situation) should be used: 2 times a day in a capsule for one 
drop essential oils and add carrier oil: cinnamon, clove, cassia and oregano. These oils
also help to remove heavy metals. Total trash. No distinction of the type of 
“cinnamon” oil. The bark oil is highly dangerous. Why use cassia as well since it is 
almost identicle to cinnamon bark oil.

During the day, you can drink water with citrus oil - lemon, orange, grapefruit, or use 
it in a capsule. Oil and water again, they do not mix. Beware of adulterated essential
oils for internal use. 

From other means of removing heavy metals, I recommend oil from cedar seeds and 
chlorella, which acts as an absorption medium, Heavy metals from the tissues also 
pulls out. Which cedar essential oil as there are at least 3 different kinds? None of the 
cedar essential oils are produced from crushed seeds.This is 100% trash, 
unverified, undocumented quack medicine. 

Some of this information seems to be drawn from articles suggesting that 
cilantro herb and a few others can chelate heavy metals and reduce their 
levels in the body. As is typical with dTERRA and Young Living agents and 
teachers, they do not have a clue about the difference between the use of a 
herb in the diet and the use of the same plants essential oil. The two are 
completely different with different constituents and with different actions in the
body. 

Other information looks as if it came from the dreadful book by David Stewart-
see my book reviews for one by Robert Tisserand. 

It seems that the majority of this wrong and dangerous information is written 
by agents of dTERRA and Young living. It is marketing at any cost no matter 
who they damage.
 
The remainder is omitted as not relevant to essential oil use.
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Healthy oil summit - online conference 2015
A review by Martin Watt

Note: since the time of writing some of the distributors may have ceased 
trading and making their illegal medicinal claims following the warnings from
the FDA. This is placed here as many of the speakers were dTERRA 
distributors.

KEY: Blue my comments
       Yellow outline their statements.

The following reviews of the presentations at this conference are to illustrate 
how people promoted as experts are often far from it. This conference was 
targeted at persuading people to believe in unfounded and outrageous 
medicinal claims for essential oils. That influences some listeners to obtain oils 
from and seek therapists who know only what multi level marketing companies
have taught them. 

Anyone who paid to access this conference has been deceived into 
paying for garbage mostly originating from dTERRA oils and their 
distributors.  The organizers and most speakers were dTERRA oil 
distributors either directly or indirectly via emailed personal 
recommendations.

This conference was promoted by blog sites as “The Essential Oils Revolution 
Summit! There's going to be a FANTASTIC line-up of experts on the subject of
essential oils”. A few maybe, but most of the speakers are far from being 
experts on essential oils.  

What lets many of the speakers down is they only know what they have read in
popular books, on blogs and via multi level essential oil sellers. They then write
guidance books to sell on their web sites and blogs. Books packed with gross 
errors.

Several of the presentations have dangerously incorrect information on their 
web blogs such as “On top of that, I learned that essential oils don't 
expire for 10-15 years.” This is a clear indication that the author knows 
nothing about essential oil safety. That statement is not valid for the vast 
majority of essential oils. 

The style of speaker introduction is classic of the methods used by multi level 
companies. 

1. “Thank God”  “Praise God” “Blessings” and similar terms are introduced
at every opportunity to manipulate Christian minds.   This is a classic selling 
technique used by dTERRA, Young Living and their distributors. It seems 
American Christians are easily deceived by these dishonorable marketing 
techniques and cult builders.

2. Speakers are constantly introduced as “DR”. This can mislead listeners 
to assume they are medical doctors. In reality most of these speakers are 
Chiropractors from schools where the quality of tuition on essential oils is 
clearly appallingly bad. 

3. Photographs of the speakers are typical of those seen on multi level 
distributors web sites with emphasis on the family and well groomed 
presenters.  

A lot of the information in this conference is taken from blog sites. On these 
sites it is difficult to issue challenges to the authors because they only publish 
what they like. They are being used to fool the public into buying products of 
little value as well as presenting a lot of inaccurate information some of which 
has the potential to cause physical harm. Most of those who run these 
'homesteader' type blogs are 'trained' via multi level oil companies and 
constantly use unverified personal reports to justify their therapeutic use 
claims.  There is nothing wrong with telling others that a particular product 
helped them or their family. What is wrong is when these unverified anecdotal 
reports are promoted around the Internet blogs as fact. The authors just do 
not know enough about the ingredients they promote. Everything is designed 
to get sales at any cost!

See next review.
A Cancer Survivor’s Story 

by Allison Huish 
Introduced as “a registered dietician, essential oil educator”

It looks like this lady has been sucked in by the dangerous hype of the multi level 
distributors sales teams. It is shocking that the unjustified and incorrect claims made 
for these oils will mislead others to use them for cancers.

Page 5 of the .pdf presentation.
“So as I work with people, and even my own health, I found things that, let's say, for 
example, your citrus oils, those help break down the fat cells that are in your body. I 
also found things like peppermint oil curbs your appetite. But I love to teach classes 
on weight loss where we talk about how to lose weight naturally. I let people know do 
something like peppermint oil that helps curb your appetite instead of doing 
something like red bull or something synthetic and processed.” This statement about 
citrus oil breaking down fat cells in the body has absolutely no foundation and 
indicates she learnt from a multi level marketing company. Peppermint oil curbs the 
appetite is also wrong, in fact it is a well known appetite stimulant.

“But I teach people naturally how to lose weight. So peppermint’s a great tip that a lot
of people love, just two drops of peppermint in your water three times a day will really
just curb your appetite. Or things like your citrus oils, put them on topically is the best
cellulite reducer in the world I have ever found”. Peppermint oil in water can be 
dangerous because essential oils in water do not mix. Undiluted peppermint oil on the 
mucous membranes of the lips and mouth will irritate and possibly burn them. Citrus 
oils will do nothing for cellulite, especially applied externally as suggested.

“So if we look at the science of what essential oils do, we’re healing the cells. And by 
healing the cells, by getting them functioning, by increasing the mitochondria 
strength, by cleaning the blood, by cleaning the cells, by getting the right amount of 
lipids around the cells, by getting rid of free radicals and putting in antioxidants, 
essential oils can do all of those things”. This is just total nonsense. It is also being 
used by multi level companies and their joke “scientific advisers”.

“And these studies showed how frankincense shrunk tumors. And it actually shrunk 
cancer cells”. Studies on cells invitro using oil from Young Living - see my article.  
Most such studies have just used Boswellic acid rather than the whole oil.

“And we did it in several different ways. We started using frankincense on the back of 
my head. I took it internally. I put it on the reflexology points. But any way that I 
could get frankincense into me, we did. So we used a lot of frankincense oil. We also 
did a couple oils like clove oil. That's very oxygenating, also sandalwood oil. But 
primarily we used a lot of clove oil. Clove oil and then frankincense oil would be the 
two main oils”.
The only studies that have been ratified are in-vitro on cells. That does not mean 
consuming Frankincense oil will do the same in the living body. Also, see article on this
site about Toluene (a cancer promoter) in this oil. In addition, some of these studies 
were published by scam medical publication sites who will publish anything in return 
for payment.  Therefore these studies have not been peer reviewed by experts in the 
field.  Clove oil is NOT oxygenating, this is classic multi level marketing hype.

Beauty and Skincare with Essential Oils

By Angela England and Erica Mueller

Many of the claims made in this file are typical of those made on the hundreds of blog 
sites where it is mostly the blind leading the blind, or they are on sites that are 
marketing oils and other items, but which masquerade as information sites.

HOW TO USE COCONUT OIL FOR NATURAL BEAUTY:
Paragraph 4.
“Try a few drops of some of the citrus oils – grapefruit is energizing and detoxifying, 
great against cellulite”. Detoxifying and cellulite claims are complete nonsense and are
just beauty trade hype.  

ESSENTIAL OILS FOR DIFFERENT SKIN TYPES
Heading 2: “Geranium (Pelargonium graveolens) balances sebum production, is 
antiseptic
and astringent”... Essential oils are not "astringent" they are the opposite.

Heading 5: “Palmarosa (Cympobogon martinii) is hydrating, helps to balance sebum 
production, stimulates cellular regeneration, and is antiseptic”. No essential oils are 
"hydrating" it is the cream or fixed oils used which do this. Also, where is the evidence
that “palmarosa stimulates cellular regeneration”? This also sounds like hype from 
some book or course written or taught by a con artist.

Heading 6: “Rose (Rosa centifolia or damascena) is especially good for dry, sensitive 
or aging skin; has an astringent and tonic effect on the capillaries and can be helpful 
for thread veins and even couperosa”. Rose hydrosol may have an astringent action 
but certainly not the essential oil.        Back to article start 



SUGGESTED ESSENTIAL OILS FOR DIFFERENT SKIN TYPES
“Jasmine (good for hot, dry or inflamed skin), Lavender and Sandalwood”. Jasmine 
and Sandalwood oils are widely adulterated and such oils should not be used on 
damaged skin. Jasmine is almost always an absolute, not an essential oil.

“Stretch mark prevention: Neroli, Mandarin (in a 1% dilution, and add some 
wheatgerm oil to the base oil blend)”. The essential oil will do nothing for stretch 
marks. Wheatgerm oil will just make the blend go rancid unless it contains a synthetic
antioxidant which is common. Wheatgerm oil is not a natural antioxidant.

“Detoxifying oils, against cellulite or fluid retention: Geranium, Grapefruit, Juniper, 
Rosemary, Lemon”. This is all total nonsense and beauty trade hype.

“Lavender is a natural antibiotic, antiseptic, antidepressant, sedative, and detoxifier”. 
It is not an antibiotic. It is not a detoxifier.

“Tea Tree oil....It has antiviral.....” It is not antiviral, only the water based extract has 
been shown to have such properties, not the essential oil.

“Peppermint is an excellent digestive aid, great for the respiratory system and 
circulation along with being an anti-inflammatory and antiseptic...”. Peppermint oil can
cause skin burns. The cooling effects are a temporary numbing of the skins sensory 
nerves, but when that wears off you can get rebound heating and inflammation. This 
advice is dangerous.

“Eucalyptus oil has numerous properties. It is useful as an anti-inflammatory, an 
antiseptic, antibiotic, diuretic, analgesic”. No essential oils are antibiotics. It is also not
diuretic unless someone were foolish enough to drink it. I would also question the 
claim to it being anti-inflammatory, it is more of a skin irritant.

“Thyme oil is an antiviral, antibiotic, antiseptic, and diuretic product that should be 
used with caution. It is good for discouraging parasites and insects from your home.  
It should not be overused as it can affect the thyroid gland and lymphatic system”.
It is not antiviral. To cause a diuretic effect it would have to be consumed in 
dangerous amounts which could damage the kidneys. As to how it effects the thymus 
gland, that's a mystery to me. 

TEN WAYS TO SCENT HOMEMADE SOAP
1. Peppermint
“My basic recipe is 1 teaspoon of peppermint essential oil to one pound of soap base”.
This is typical of most US home soap makers who use weights and measures which 
make calculating accurate ingredient percentages almost impossible. In my experience
many of these soap makers are ignorant of safety issues and use far too much 
essential oil in their products. As peppermint oil is a known irritant, this formula is 
suspect to say the least. 

2. Chocolate
“and 1 teaspoon vanilla essential oil”.  There is no such thing as vanilla essential oil; 
therefore this indicates someone with a lack of knowledge of what they are using.  
See other headings where this non existent “oil” is mentioned.

6. Citrus
“add in 1 teaspoon jojoba oil, 1/2 teaspoon bergamot essential oil, 3/4 teaspoon lime 
essential oil and one teaspoon lemon essential oil”.
No mention of the significant risks of photo sensitization if expressed lime and 
bergamot were used in the formula.

9. Cinnamon-Chocolate Swirl
“My basic recipe is 1/2 teaspoon of cinnamon essential oil and 1/2 teaspoon of 
chocolate essential oil”. Cinnamon what, bark or leaf? Cinnamon bark oil should never 
be used in products at this level of use. Chocolate essential oil (if it exists as a natural 
extract) has never been tested for skin safety.

EASY HOMEMADE SALT SCRUB RECIPE
“and you can add essential oils to hydrate and balance, to energize, or to detoxify.”
Essential oils do not “detoxify” the body. The body has mechanisms to eliminate 
undesirable metabolites, unless one has major organ damage in which case some oils 
if consumed could worsen the damage, particularly to the liver.

THE SALT SCRUB RECIPE
“10-15 drops of essential oils – choose from the following or add your own favorite 
oils.”
This is a dangerous statement as that amount of some oils could damage the skin.

“detoxifying: Juniper, Grapefruit, Rosemary, Geranium, Lemon (all these are also 
great for an anti-cellulite salt scrub)”  All of this is just marketing hype - see above.

MAKING YOUR OWN FACE OILS
“Cold-pressed vegetable oils are nourishing to the skin, natural and free of all the 
preservatives”  Most fixed oils have synthetic antioxidants added at point of 
production because otherwise they go rancid. Most aromatherapy type suppliers have 
no idea what is in their “organic” cold pressed oils.
“unlike mineral oils that can clog the pores”. Simply not true, fixed oils can and do 
block the pores, some are worse than mineral oils in that respect.

“Great essential oils for a face oil include:”

“Frankincense (Boswellia carterii): one of the best choices for anti-wrinkle oils”.
There is no such thing as an “anti-wrinkle essential oil”, this is 100 percent beauty 
trade hype. Healing yes, but wrinkles are only cured by surgery and other physical 
treatments.

“Palmarosa............but is also hydrating”.  No such thing as a hydrating essential oil.

SUNBURN RELIEF SPRAY
This is a water based formula with recommended Lavender oil. You cannot mix 
essential oils and water unless a surfactant is used. The oil will come out of 
suspension into globules which means you are spraying undiluted oil onto your skin. 
This is made even worse by suggesting that Peppermint oil is used which can burn 
the skin if undiluted.

HOMEMADE DIY FOUNDATION
Suggests using cinnamon but does not say if powder or oil. If someone foolishly 
used cinnamon bark oil, this could cause irritation or worse a sensitization response.

OILS GOOD FOR AGING SKIN, FINE LINES, AND WRINKLES
“Frankincense, Lemon, Myrrh, Patchouli”,  There is absolutely no evidence that these 
oils can do anything for aging skin. Indeed Lemon oil is an irritant and the cold 
pressed oil is a photo sensitizer.

DIRECTIONS TO MAKE HOMEMADE FACE POWDER
Comments same as above.

NATURAL HAIR CONDITIONING TREATMENTS -
Avocado cleansing and strengthening conditioner
This formula contains the classic aromatherapy error of assuming sage essential oil 
has the same properties as the herb. The herb has an ancient reputation for darkening
hair and as a “conditioner”.The essential oil has no such use. What variety of the 
oil is she suggesting as the chemical profiles are profoundly different from each other?
Likewise there is no evidence for using lemon oil in this formula other than for its 
fragrance.

NOURISHING OIL TREATMENT FOR DRY AND DAMAGED HAIR
“Rosemary oil for dark hair or as a general hair tonic. Chamomile essential oil for 
blond hair.”   Both claims on coloring the hair are corruptions from the use of the 
herbs. The coloring action has nothing to do with the essential oil content of the 
plant.

HOMEMADE HAIR GEL
“30 drops essential oils of choice for scent and personal medicinal purposes
(Citrus oils are better and provide preservative effects, too.)”  Citrus oils have no 
preservative properties unless they contain synthetic anti oxidants commonly used 
at point of production.

CONTRIBUTING BLOGGERS:
“Angela England, Untrained Housewife”. Yes clearly untrained in these subjects but 
excellent at marketing via these blog sites.

Living the Innovated Life with Essential Oils

By Callie and David Steuer

These people are distributors for dTERRA oils. A company disciplined by the FDA for 
their illegal and outrageous medicinal claims.

“Dr. David: Frankincense is fantastic, wonderfully anti-inflammatory,.........The 
research going into frankincense is just superb.”  It is not superb research - see my 
article on this.

“Cinnamon, another wonderful one for stabilizing our natural blood sugars”.  What 
cinnamon and oil or powder?  Many will assume he means the bark oil, very 
dangerous. This sounds to me like a veiled suggestion for diabetes!!

No more to say on this one as most of the talk is anecdotal and unverified hype.

Child Safe Essential Oils
Author not given.

TOPICAL USE BABIES 3mo+
“Chamomile, Dill, Lavender, and Yarrow”. They do not say which chamomile and 
more important is that there is no known skin safety for Yarrow oil. To use an 
'untested' oil on such a young baby is shocking.

TOPICAL USE CHILDREN 6yr+
“Fennel, Laurel, Marjoram, Niaouli, Sage”. Do they mean Laurel (Laurus nobilis) or 
Laurel-Bay (Pimenta racemosa)?  Laurel (Laurus nobilis) is a known powerful skin 
sensitizing oil and should never be used on such a young child. Niaouli has no known 
skin safety tests.

Back to article start 
Natural Essential Oil Pain Remedies

By DaNelle Wolford

The web address given for this speaker shows that they are a distributor for dTERRA 
oils. A company recently disciplined by the FDA for their illegal medicinal claims. A 
company that teach these unfounded claims to distributors just to push sales.

The claims made over her personal health issues are similar to those made by the late
confidence trickster Gary Young.  I wonder if anyone has bothered to check their 
authenticity?

“Peppermint kind of gives that hot ice effect where it gets hot and then it gets cold. 
But it also can increase circulation, oxygenation to the muscles. Peppermint itself has 
about 12 different active compounds. The largest compound is menthol. So it actually 
works as an analgesic. That menthol is really good at kind of numbing the area, but 
also increasing circulation”.  As explained previously, this common error about 
peppermint oil being a coolant is wrong. The effect is a temporary numbing of the 
skins sensory nerve cells, but after a time the effect reverses. That is when increased 
blood flow happens and can result in severe skin irritation. “Peppermint itself has 
about 12 different active compounds”.  That is an indication of someone who has been
trained by someone who knows nothing about essential oils. All genuine essential oils 
contain hundreds of natural chemicals.

“So thyme in itself is really a great anti-inflammatory.”  It is NOT in fact the opposite, 
a skin irritant which is an inflammatory reaction.

“Yeah. I would go with the most popular, which would be like a peppermint oil or 
wintergreen or maybe a blend”.  Wintergreen is NOT a natural essential oil, it is a 
chemical made from natural materials in a similar way chemicals are made from coal. 
Much on the market is just synthetic methyl salicylate.

“And the essential oils that I usually choose to take, which are good for reducing 
inflammation from the inside, is I really like to take marjoram. And I will also do 
frankincense”.  See my article on Toluene found in Frankincense oil.  So if her oil 
comes from the same source as that analyzed in my article, she is consuming a known
toxic and carcinogenic chemical. How is Joe public to know what they are using?  Trust
your supplier, I think not!!

Essential Oil in the Kitchen 

A book preview from vintage remedies

While the suggested recipes look fine, when it comes to the use of essential oils as 
ingredients there is no mention that people need to know if the oil they are using is 
the real deal. If not they may be ingesting harmful synthetic chemicals. See my article
on Frankincense and others.

Essential Oils for Pets and Livestock

Via Homestead Bloggers Network

In general these bloggers do not take into account the significant differences between 
species. We have formulas from use on chickens, goats, dogs, etc., all using the same 
essential oils. A common feature is Tea Tree oil which is known to affect dogs 
differently to other animals and has caused death in dogs.

It is clear to me that most of these US based homesteader style blogs consist of the 
blind leading the blind. Most have no training in the use of essential oils, or if they 
have it is via a multi level company whose training is only aimed at selling products.

ESSENTIAL OILS FOR DOGS
As is often seen on these blog sites, the complete lack of understanding that 
essential oils and water do not mix.  The list of ailments that the suggested oils 
can help is preposterous. 

To suggest that Peppermint oil on the paws of a dog can fix heart problems is 
so way out that I cannot figure out where such a crazy idea originated.  So the dog 
licks its paw and get Peppermint oil in its eye. This is animal cruelty!!

GOAT TEAT SPRAY RECIPE
“20 drops grapefruit essential oil, 8 drops tea tree oil, 5 drops lavender oil, 1 drop 
clove bud oil, 1/4 teaspoon isopropyl alcohol, 2 ounces distilled water.” This is a great 
example of over-use of essential oils and an individual who has no idea on safety 
issues or that oils and water do not mix.

MASTITIS UDDER MASSAGE SALVE
Same comments as above.

Essential Oils for Health and Wellness

By Homestead Bloggers Network 

SHOULD YOU EVER TAKE ESSENTIAL OILS INTERNALLY?
“in case of a cold or a flu, it is much more effective to give regular massages with a 
3% blend of antiviral essential oils, which means you can get quite a lot of oil into the 
body, than to take the oil internally”  Firstly there are very few essential oils with 
proven antiviral activity in the body.  Secondly there is no evidence that massage can 
get enough oil into the body to have an antiviral action. Massage can relieve some of 
the side effects of flu but as indirect actions of the oil vapor inhalation and the effects
of the massage.

5 ESSENTIAL OILS WE USE EVERY DAY

“Lemon essential oil is cold-pressed from the rind of the lemon and is not the same as
lemon juice. It is antiseptic, anti-fungal, antiviral, astringent......”.   Cold pressed 
lemon oil is a known photo sensitizer.  It is NOT antiviral, it is NOT an astringent; this 
is a classic error of taking the actions of the juice and giving the same ones to the 
essential oil.

“Drink It – 2 to 3 drops of lemon in each glass of water you drink will not only kill the 
nasties in your tap water but will also provide a gentle detox”.  You can't mix oil and 
water. It is doubtful that lemon oil will kill bugs in tap water at that level of use or 
indeed at any level of use. The mention of detox is classic beauty/aromatherapy hype 
and fairy tales. 

“Lavender essential oil is......anti-infectious”. What exactly does that mean? If it 
means using lavender oil reduces the chance of getting an infection, then I know that 
those involved in the production get just as many colds as anyone else.  This sounds 
just like the kind of illegal nonsense that multi level distributors were using until the 
FDA stopped them.

“Rub a few drops on the bottom of your kids’ feet at night to help calm them down for
bed and promote restful sleep. Put in a diffuser at night to provide a calming 
atmosphere.”
Why on kids feet? Nothing is absorbed via that route. Suggesting a diffuser is left with
a child overnight, without qualifying what kind of diffuser is very dangerous advice.  
Some might assume they mean a candle heated diffuser and that would be plain 
crazy.

Peppermint: See comments on that in Beauty and Skincare with Essential Oils.

“Cool It – Peppermint is effective at cooling the body from fevers, hot flashes, over-
exertion, or hot weather. Apply a few drops to forehead, back of neck, lower spine 
and/or bottom of feet”.  Peppermint oil does NOT cool fevers. Suggesting adding the 
oil to the lower spine indicates someone who has learnt from Young Living or one of 
their distributors. It is total nonsense.

“A Muscle Relief Blend - I used a premade blend consisting of oils that target sore, 
achy muscles and joint pain. It provides long-lasting, anti-inflammatory relief 
wintergreen, camphor, peppermint, blue tansy, german chamomile, helichrysum and 
osmanthus”.  Wintergreen is not a natural essential oil, camphor oil is mostly linalool 
and is a byproduct of camphor production, blue tansy is hyped like crazy but it has 
no known safety testing. Osmanthus is only obtainable as a perfumery absolute and 
skin safety is not known.

“Protective Blend – Boost your immune system with powerful protective blend of 
essential oils. One of my favorites is a combination of wild orange, clove, cinnamon 
bark, eucalyptus, and rosemary. It’s antiviral, antibacterial, anti-fungal, antiseptic, 
anti-infectious, and an immune stimulant”. This formula is plain crazy. It contains 
cinnamon bark oil which is a well known skin sensitizer (in the REAL essential oils 
trade) and worse can burn the skin if too much is used.  There is not a scrap of 
evidence that this formula can boost the immune system. This is all based on 
unevaluated anecdotal hype.

WHAT IS OIL PULLING… AND WHY SHOULD I DO IT?
“Simply put, oil pulling is an ancient Ayurvedic practice”. Ayurvedic therapists did not 
use essential oils in Ancient times. Fixed oils yes, but not the essential oils suggested 
in later paragraphs.  They certainly never used Melaleuca oil.  Oil pulling - what a 
stupid term!

Back to article start 
SHOULD I ADD ESSENTIAL OILS?
This whole section is 100 percent modern invention with no sound evidence.

BATH BLENDS FOR THE FLU SEASON

“Many essential oils are antiviral........”  Not true, very few have invivo antiviral 
activity.
 
“If you start to sweat profusely, you know that the treatment is working” That is 
complete nonsense, a high temperature is the body doing its job and is not related to 
the use of any essential oils in the bath. High temperatures in young children may be 
dangerous and thus if this advice were followed, it could have dangerous implications.

TWO RELAXING ANTI-FLU EVENING BATHS
“Ravensara (Ravensara aromatica) is one of the best essential oils for the flu season: 
it is immunostimulant, anti-viral, and anti-microbial, as well as expectorant –........It is
non-toxic and non-sensitizing”.  The safety of Ravensara oil is not known. Also, it 
is frequently a fake oil made from fractions of eucalyptus. Therefore, I have always 
advised against its use. I know that most of the therapeutic uses were 'invented' by 
two therapists from France whose work has never been evaluated by experts.  As far 
as I am aware there is no evidence that the genuine oil has antiviral activity.

“Tea tree (Melaleuca alternifolia) is antiviral”. It is not, the only tests for that activity 
were done on a water based extract. This type of corruption of scientific research is 
common in aromatherapy, especially by multi level companies.

“Eucalyptus (globulus or radiata) is antibacterial, antiviral”. Same as above.

A BATH TO BRING DOWN FEVER
“Use Bergamot (Citrus bergamia) and/or Peppermint (Mentha piperita) as both oils 
can help to bring down fever”.  There is no evidence to back this claim, particularly as 
Bergamot oil is not an anti viral agent.  It sounds again like a corruption of the 
traditional use of herb teas to help reduce a fever by their antiviral action.

“Disclaimer: You can use this method for bringing down fever even if you take 
medicines and support your body’s natural healing systems”.  Clearly the author has 
no idea that a fever is the bodies natural healing mechanism. It should only be 
reduced in young children or those suffering from other conditions. To reduce this 
reaction prematurely allows viral infections to proliferate.

ESSENTIAL OILS: NATURAL COLD REMEDIES

“Eucalyptus is antiviral”. As in the last page, it is not antiviral.
“Tea tree essential oil.....is one of the most effective anti-viral oils,”  It is not.
“The closely related niaouli (Melaleuca viridiflora)”. As with Ravensara there has been 
no safety testing of this oil and as with Ravensara it is dead easy to synthesize it.

ANTIMICROBIAL SPRAY FOR FLU SEASON

Wow at last, someone who understands the need for alcohol to dilute essential oils in. 
This formula would reduce the cheap vodka to around 23 percent strength which is 
too low for some essential oils, but the lighter ones it will work for. Congratulations 
Schneider Peeps

DO NATURAL INSECT REPELLENTS WORK?

Again we are back to adding essential oils to plain water.  An important factor nearly 
always missed on these anti insect formulas is that insects are highly specific in what 
fragrance molecules attract or repel them. There are masses of trials that have been 
conducted into the olfactory preferences of numerous insects. Therefore to claim a 
formula is “anti insect” is misleading. You need to know will it deter mosquitoes such 
as catnip oil does, or will they be attracted to the oils used? For example, lavender is 
often promoted as “anti insect”, yet some insects are attracted to it and will lay their 
eggs in lavender plants.

A HOMEMADE NATURAL INSECT REPELLENT WITH ESSENTIAL OILS

“Eucalyptus essential oil deters mosquitoes and other insects,” So in areas where  
Eucalyptus grows they have no insects? In hot places such as Australia the air is full of
Eucalyptus oil vapors, yet the Australians have to be utra careful not to let insect 
hosting raw materials through customs.

“Fresh lavender flowers are known to keep moths away from bed linens and other 
household textiles”.  Just one more frequently quoted fairy tale.  I had several 
clothing items in a wardrobe destroyed by moths. They were hatching from dried 
lavender placed in paper bags. A mistake never repeated and after that I put all my 
herbs into containers.

ESSENTIAL OILS FOR A HOMEMADE BUG REPELLENT

“This blend can be sprayed on the skin,....” This formula includes Manuka oil the skin 
safety of which is not known.

ANTI-ITCH CREAM

“Clove EO – One of nature’s best pain relievers”, Not true. Diluted it may work for an 
infected aching tooth, even then it can kill the gum cells causing an ulcer. The most 
potent pain killers from plants are alkaloids which are only soluble in water other 
solvents.

“clove is also anti-inflammatory,” Not true it causes irritation/inflammation.
“can help pull infection from tissues”.  Where the heck does that crazy idea come 
from?

ITCH RELIEF CREAM WITH ESSENTIAL OILS

45 drops of clove oil is about 2.5 ml. That volume in this formula combined with 
peppermint oil is likely to cause more irritation than it cures. These volumes are 
typical of home formulators who do not have the first clue about safety issues.

ECZEMA SKIN SALVE INGREDIENTS

While most advice in this section is fine, the use of Thyme essential oil in this formula 
is unwise as it is likely to cause irritation of the damaged epidermis. I can see no 
logical reason for its inclusion.

DIY HAND SANITIZER FOR THE FLU SEASON

“My oils of choice were an immune support blend that included clove, lemon, 
cinnamon, eucalyptus, and rosemary essential oils. I used about 20 drops total of this 
blend and 10 drops of Oregano Oil. Both are known to be 
antibacterial/antibiotic/antiviral.” Classic multi level marketing hype.  There are no 
specific essential oils that are proven to boost the immune system, it can be any 
fragrance that the individual likes, even chocolate. 

How to do a steam inhalation with essential oils

originally published on 'untrained housewife'

ESSENTIAL OILS FOR STEAM INHALATIONS

Colds: Several oils claimed to be “antiviral” but there is no evidence for that.

“The Illustrated Encyclopaedia of Essential Oils by Julia Lawless is a good guide to 
using essential oils at home”.  It is not, much of the information is taken from the use 
of herbs rather than known uses of the same plants essential oil.

Fabulous sleep salve

Originally Published on Fabulous Farm Girl

FABULOUS SLEEP SALVE WITH ESSENTIAL OILS

These volumes of essential oils in this salve are far higher than recommended safety 
levels.

Fabulous vapor rub

Originally Published on Fabulous Farm Girl

FABULOUS VAPOR RUB WITH ESSENTIAL OILS

These volumes of essential oils in this salve are far higher than recommended safety 
levels.  Also, Laurel leaf oil can be a skin photo sensitizer.

Essential herb oils for asthma

Originally Published at The Go Mamas

SINGLE OILS:

“Wintergreen (her favorite)”  Wintergreen is not a natural essential oil because it does
not occur in the plant. Most on the market is 100 percent synthetic.

“Apply the oils neat 2-4 drops on the soles of feet 2-3 x daily”.  This is classic of 
someone educated by multi level selling distributors. There is not a shred of evidence 
that essential oils can get into the body via the thick skin of the feet.

“IMPORTANT: Smells may bring an attack on for someone else. So please do not have 
them inhale an essentials oil ever. Essential oils should NOT be inhaled for asthma-
related problems. The oils should be applied to the soles of their feet”.  This is crazy, 
it shows a total lack of knowledge of what essential oils are. They are volatile 
substances and no matter where they are put on the skin they will turn to vapors and 
you inhale them.

SOURCES FOR ADDITIONAL READING

Patricia Davis: Aromatherapy, an A-Z (Random House, UK, 2004). A book primarily 
describing what herbal medicine does as internal medicine rather than the essential oil
applied externally. It contains numerous errors and lots of beauty therapy 
hype.

Back to article start 
Essential oils in the Home

NATURAL CLEANING SOLUTIONS WITH ESSENTIAL OILS
Originally published on Untrained Housewife

HOW TO USE ESSENTIAL OILS FOR CLEANING

As usual the same wrong information about diluting essential oils in water and the 
failure to understand fundamental issues that this cannot be done without an additive.

“Don’t use essential oils without diluting them – neat essential oil could damage some 
surfaces”.  The failure to understand that when you add essential oils to water they 
are NOT diluted. Any initial dispersion will separate into oil and water within a minute
or so depending on which oils are used. Heavy oils such as vetiver, myrrh, etc., will 
never disperse in water.

5 NATURAL HOME FLEA REMEDIES THAT ACTUALLY WORK
Originally published on Untrained Housewife

“The main issue with these (chemical flea killers) is that they often make cats very 
sick and caused liver problems, kidney diseases, and immune disorders,”  So can 
essential oils if the wrong ones are used on pets. In addition there are major 
differences between cats and dogs in how they metabolize essential oils.

“The essential oils are all either poisonous to insects or repel them. (However, all are 
harmless to pets and humans except for the salt.)” Fundamental error as some oils 
are known to be badly tolerated by some dogs, for example tea tree oil has several 
cases recorded of harm to dogs. The same applies to humans as there are cases 
recorded of toxicological effects and hundreds of reports on adverse effects on the 
skin. Clearly this author knows nothing about safety issues.

LAWN AND GARDEN

"Plant your garden with marigold, lavender, rosemary, and lemon geranium 
(citronella)",  Since when has geranium been Citronella?

“Lavender and marigold kill fleas and their larva while rosemary and lemon geranium 
deter them”.  As someone who has years of experience growing and processing herbs,
I know that lavender is loved by moths in the garden. They lay their eggs in it and 
these can even survive the plants being dried.

“There is no need to worry about having to protect your skin from them or worry 
about the essential oils hurting lungs or eyes”.  This is shocking, clearly this 
individual knows nothing about the skin problems that overuse of essential oils can 
cause and that in the eyes they can be agonizing and cause conjunctival damage.

10 Essential oils for your emergency kit

Originally published on Mom Prepares

Really this information is so poor I can't be bothered spending time going through 
each item. You are advised to ignore it all.

Essential Oils in the Kitchen

by Homestead Bloggers Network

Contains several recipes which are fine except when it comes to:

ESSENTIAL OIL PUMPKIN CHOCOLATE CHIP COOKIES

This recipe contains Cassia and Clove oil as well as Cinnamon powder. As the taste 
of Cinnamon powder is far superior to Cassia oil, it seems pointless in adding that oil, 
especially in view of the dangers associated with using essential oils which can be and 
often are adulterated with fragrance chemicals. 

COLD & FLU TEA

“Lemon Essential Oil – this antiviral is effective in dealing with colds and flu and 
provides support in relieving coughs, sore throats and fevers.”  Lemon oil is NOT 
antiviral.  This formula would do absolutely nothing to cure the flu, all it might do is 
act as a soothing agent for a sore throat.  If it had been Lemon juice that might have 
been far more effective. 

In addition, the suggestion that “1 tbsp. coconut oil is added to hot water” is ludicrous
because it will not mix and will be a sticky mess to drink. 

Cancer and Essential Oils

by Dr. Eric Zielinski
Page 4. 3rd and 4th paragraphs.
“Essential oils won’t cure you of anything. And that is super important to recognize. 
The essential oil works with the chemistry of the body so the body will kill, for 
example, cancer.”
If that is not an underhand way of saying that essential oils can help the body cure 
cancer I don't know what is. Absolutely shocking and absolutely unproven.

Page 5 and 6. A lot about the quality of essential oils and finding “the good stuff”. Of 
course and who do you get it from, from his wife of course who is a distributor of 
dTERRA oils!!!  Both Zielinski and his wife run websites with the biggest heap of quack
medicine claims imaginable, slightly reduced since the FDA intervened, but still using 
misleading scientific research to prove their misleading claims.

Page after page of references to God, the Devil and Satan targeted at manipulating
the mind of Christians.

Page 13:  “Essential oils will help with the side effects of chemotherapy. They will 
actually make chemotherapy more effective because..”. No research references to 
justify this and which side effects as there are many?.

Page 14: “Frankincense and Sandalwood internally, can help the chemo work better.” 
Who says so?  I can't think of any research on humans to justify that, just invitro lab 
trials.  Also please read my article about the carcinogenic chemical Toluene in the oil 
used in some of these highly suspect trials.

Page 16: “But with that, we have oils. And for those of you who want to take a list, I 
put together a nice list in my cancer protocol. These six oils are just fantastic for 
cytotoxic and apoptotic effects. Basically, they produce that natural body’s resistance 
towards cancer. And the body will then kill cancer through clove, cinnamon, 
frankincense, lemongrass, Melissa, sandalwood, and thyme.…....... We’re talking 
breast, colon, prostate, all sorts of different things”. These statements confirm 
my opinion that this guy is a con artist par excellence and a dangerous and 
uncaring quack!  

“Now women, there’s a lot—and men, too, because men do get breast cancer—there’s 
a lot of research, a lot more. And some others included in that list, we add oregano 
and black pepper, cardamom, fennel, clary sage, helichrysum, peppermint, and 
rosemary. These are oils that have all been done in clinical trials regarding not only 
producing that apoptotic affect within the body they can kill cancer, but also with side 
effects”.  So where are the research references to trials on humans?

Page 19: “And also one key a lot of people don’t recognize is lemon is fantastic for
inflammation”.  So if you accidentally get Lemon oil in the eye it does not cause 
instant burning and inflammation? 

Summary: If this is the kind of quack being produced by American 
Chiropractic schools beware. Check what school your practitioner trained at.
  

Why Every Prepper Needs Essential Oils

By Erica Mueller

Page 3, Paragraph 5. “essential oils pretty much have no expiration date”.  Clearly 
someone who knows nothing about essential oil safety. This sounds like the kind of 
trash that multi level distributors tell people. It is wrong and dangerous.  The same 
wrong information is in the next paragraph.

“I really like SurvivalatHome.com”.  A blog site that is auto connecting you to dozens 
of other sites as well as dumping dozens of spying cookies on your hard drive. A site 
that gives links to Young Living and dTERRA from where I guess the owner got all his 
wrong information on essential oils.

“Well, I love what you do on Mom Prepares. And for those of you who haven’t gone, 
MomPrepares.com, it’s just fabulous”.  Just another homesteaders blog set up to sell 
dTERRA essential oils along with all their wrong and dangerous information”

Page 7: “Erica: Yeah. So Angela owns UntrainedHousewife.com”.  Yet another blog site
providing wrong information on essential oils probably gleaned from multi level oil 
sellers. I think the title of the site says it all!!  I don't have a problem with untrained 
people using essential oils if done correctly, but I have a big problem with those who 
are too lazy to equip themselves with sound information but instead parrot garbage 
to their readers.

Page 13: “I used to be a barrister”.  One would expect a barrister to be a seeker of the
truth and never to accept unverified hype. Clearly not the case with this presenter.



Page 14: “we get out our essential oils and we start to make our own immunity blend 
with some oregano and some citrus and clove and different things. And we start 
rubbing it on the bottom of the kids’ feet diluted, of course”.  Rubbing oil on the feet is
a typical tactic of multi level distributors because they learn this garbage from the 
teachers of the multi level companies. There is absolutely no evidence that essential 
oils can penetrate through the thick skin of the feet. There is absolutely no sound 
evidence that these oils used that way can enhance the immune system. 
Page 20. "But, in general, I am allergic to every synthetic scent out there. I cannot 
walk
down the laundry soap aisle at the store or the candle aisle or be around someone 
who’s wearing a perfume because I’m allergic to all of that stuff".  This is uneducated 
misleading hype. It is near impossible to be allergic to ALL synthetic fragrances. A 
perfume allergy is to specific chemicals in the perfume. Chemicals extracted from 
essential oils can form part of a fragrance blend, particularly the high end perfumes. 
Therefore, if someone was allergic to citronellol extracted from lemongrass oil and 
added to a perfume, then one would also be allergic to lemongrass oil itself as well as 
any other oils that citronellol occurs in.  Allergic reactions to pure essential oils are 
well documented. 

Natural Essential Oil Stress Remedies

By Hayley Hobson

Claiming to take supplements containing essential oils indicates someone who is a 
multi level company follower. Her web site confirms, she is a distributor of dTERRA 
oils.

Page 11, paragraph 2. “And I also use the oil frankincense, which is really great for 
inflammation and also is really well known for anxiety and stress. And I put a drop of 
that underneath of my tongue. I also use a blend—a metabolic blend—that has oils 
like grapefruit and cinnamon and other oils in there that help with blood sugar 
stabilization”. See my article on frankincense and the dangerous levels of toluene in 
some oils. Also there is not a shred of evidence to back the claims for the metabolic 
blend. This is typical multi level company hype.

In the next paragraph once again mention about putting oils on the feet. That is a 
strong indication of someone who has learnt from dTERRA, Young Living or their 
distributors.

Back to article start 
Homemade Beauty Essentials

Making Your Own Natural Body Products

by Jessica E. Lane

While many of the given formulas contain more essential oils than accepted safe 
levels. One that sticks out is on page 29, “Bouquet. 8 ml Rose Absolute Essential Oil” 
This level of use is way above accepted limits and more worrying is that there is no 
such thing as “Rose Absolute Essential Oil”.  Rose is either an essential oil or an 
absolute. In addition, that volume of rose oil or absolute would be prohibitively 
expensive and therefore I would question what she is actually using. Could she have 
been misled by a scammer supplier and is using a synthetic Rose?  On the other hand 
the 8 ml could be a typo but if so the conference organizers should have corrected it.
Dirt Lovin’ contains 8.75 mls of essential oil way above recommended volumes for 
soaps.
Essential Oil Blend Balm contains 15-20 drops Essential Oil(s). This is much too high a
volume depending on which essential oils are being used. I do not see any warnings 
over which oils should not be used in such a product.

Back to article start 
Using Essential Oils for High Performance Health

Dr. Isaac and Erica Jones

There is an awful amount of rhetoric in this talk so I will just select a few bits that are 
wrong or misleading.

“And a little bit about both of them is that Dr. Isaac and Erica are the founders of 
Designer Health Centers, which are actually certified through the United Nations. And 
they’ve actually have received the certification for the Excellence in Healthcare 
Award”.  Try searching the UN for this award, I can't find it!!

Page 8. “There’s been over 100,000 new toxins and chemicals brought on the market 
since World War II. And none of them really have been properly tested for their effects
on the human organ systems”.  That statement is just ludicrous. Certainly all new 
fragrance chemicals are tested before being allowed into commerce. “100,000 new 
toxins”, I very much doubt that, the statement is designed to mislead.

Page 9. “Essential oils act as antioxidants”.  Another laughable statement. In fact most
Citrus oils oxidize swiftly unless antioxidants are added. Many other essential oils will 
oxidize in variable amounts of time, even Lavender does. Such a statement shows 
ignorance of the real facts about essential oils.

Page 11. Paragraph 5. “So one of the things that I do to boost digestive support, one 
is consume ginger essential oil. It’s anti-inflammatory”.  Crazy, Ginger oil is a well 
acknowledged rubifacient which is the opposite of anti-inflammatory.
“And I just do that by adding a couple drops to 4 to 8 ounces of water. And I just sip 
that throughout the day”.  Ginger oil in water forms droplets, it does not mix and 
therefore you will be consuming the undiluted oil which can irritate the mouth and 
esophagus.

Page 12. Paragraph 3. If there were any sound evidence for these claims about 
perfumes they would be banned. Most of the information on the Internet is scare 
mongering and often bad science. For example, the widely circulated trash about 
Lavender oil and gynaecomastica in a boy. Long dismissed as lousy research but still 
out there.

Page 17. Paragraph 2. “But ultimately, if you want to really decrease inflammation, 
not just in the skin, but in the body, then the consumption of essential oils is really 
important. Frankincense is probably one of the best anti-inflammatory essential oils 
that you could consume and that you could put on your skin. And it also boosts your 
immunity. And it’s just really good at reducing inflammation on a cellular level”.  
Sounds just like a Young Living seminar, from a Doctor? where is the evidence please?

“What’s so amazing about essential oils is that they penetrate right into the cells of 
the body”.  Clearly been miseducated by YL or DT. Not true on any level.
“Essentially, what I mean is that essential oils affect your genome. They will affect the
positive expression of your genes to create more health and gene expression on a 
very positive level”.  One hundred percent utter trash!!

DIY Natural Beauty Products

by Jackie Ritz

Yet another dTERRA oils distributor with presumably their trash education and hype on
essential oils.  The talk itself is not worth me making notes on.

Essential Oils for Animals

by Dr. Janet Roark

Yet another dTERRA oils distributor with presumably their trash education and hype on
essential oils.  At least this individual is a qualified veterinarian, but that does not 
make her an expert on essential oils.

Page 4: “And you do six drops along their spine, going from tail to head, and then six 
drops”. Sounds a bit like the trash taught by Young Living some of which spilled over 
to dTERRA when the Directors left YL and took some of Gary Young's trash with them.

“There's a couple of companies that are really good that test their oils.” Now I wonder 
who that could be? In reality most of the large distributors test their oils, but these 
are NOT aromatherapy companies. They are the large wholesalers who have been 
selling essential oils by the ton long before aromatherapy was even invented. 

Page 7: “My own kitty has epilepsy. She has asthma, which she’s had her whole life. 
She has a heart murmur. And she's 15 going on 16 years old. So she gets a lot of 
essential oil treatment because of all of her issues. And she gets frankincense in her 
food every single day for her seizures”.  Well I just hope that is not one of the oils 
containing Toluene a known carcinogen, poor kitty! See my article on Frankincense 
containing toluene. 

Page 12: “Cancer. Frankincense is like the best thing ever for cancer. There’s study 
after study if you look them up about the effectiveness of frankincense in different 
types of cancer cases”.  This is simply not true. See my article. Most of the studies 
done have been on cells invitro and using chemicals extracted from different types of 
Frankincense. 

Page 16: “With most animals—cats, not so much—but with dogs and with horses and 
cows, they ask for certain oils. And usually, with horses, I’ll even take my home oil set
out. And I'll set it in front of their nose and have them pick which oils they want 
because they usually kind of know what they need. And those are the ones that I'll 
use”.  This is one of the many myths taught by animal aromatherapists. It is just not
true that horses in particular know what is good for them. They will happily consume 
herbs that can kill them, anyone heard of ragweed? St Johns Wort in cattle, Yew and 
many others. There are expert books devoted to toxic plants that affect animals in 
various ways, yet they will munch on them because they love them!! 

At least this talk does partly cover the issues of species differences and how one oil 
may be fine on one species but fatal to another.

Antibiotic Resistance: How Essential Oils Can Help

By Jessie Hawkins

As a whole this was a good talk; just a few issues to comment on:
Page 9 Last Paragraph. Here is mentioned about scientists investigating the 
components of essential oils to find out which were the most effective components. 
This is classic pharmaceutical science. If a single compound is found effective it will be
almost certainly be manufactured as a synthetic equivalent. Even a natural chemical 
extracted from an oil is just as likely to trigger antibiotic resistance. If the whole oil is 
used with its hundreds of different molecules that is far less likely.  

It should not be forgotten that masses of such research has been done by hundreds of
researchers going back over 100 years. One big problem nowadays is that University 
researchers tend to be lazy and if they can't find information in databases or on the 
net, they assume it does not exist. They end up repeating work done previously by 
earlier researchers and try to make theirs look unique. For example, I have an 
excellent in-depth study of 2300 plants for antimicrobial activity done in 1959. 
Nowadays few are aware of its existence because you have to pay for copies from the
British Library documents store.

Page 11. Paragraph 2. “But lavender actually is really rich in a substance. It’s 
technically an alcohol would be the chemical family. It’s lavandula,..........”.  I hope 
this may be a transcription error because I would have though Jesse would know 
there is no such chemical as lavandula in Lavender oil.

Page 16. Paragraph 1.  I disagree with Jesse that PubMed is a good source of 
information on essential oils. They publish all kinds of pseudo science assuming the 
peer reviewed journals have vetted the paper. I think you will find the trash research 
on Frankincense oil paid for by Young Living on PubMed. A paper published by a 
disreputable scam medical publisher who will put anything out as long as they are 
paid the appropriate fees. I have come across some appallingly misleading abstracts 
on PubMed. With those you never get the full story and often what seems to be a test 
on an essential oil turns out to be a test on an herbal extract. The only way to 
ascertain if a piece of research is valid is to get the whole research paper.  Also, 
when pub med are informed of errors in research papers they will not correct
them.

Back to article start 
Essential Oils Around the Homestead

By Jill Winger

The person responsible for running some of the dreadful blogs with all their 
misinformation.  She also links to dTERRA for essential oils.

Page 7-8 and others. Several mentions of using essential oils on a variety of animals 
but no consideration given to the species variability in tolerance to them. This is an 
untrained person experimenting on animals and hoping things work out.

“And I also did some frankincense, as well. Frankincense is a little safer for animals”. 
How does she know that? I have seen no data to support such a statement, 
particularly as some frankincense oils contain toluene - see my article.

Page 9. Some of the oils suggested as insect repellents actually attract them!!
Page 10. The same old tired nonsense about mixing essential oils and water.

Page 15. Zielinski speaking: “the Magi traveled halfway across the world to give 
Christ, ….... gold, frankincense, and myrrh”,  Note Myrrh and Frankincense resins, 
NOT the essential oils.  These are two very different substances with significantly 
different chemical profiles.  However, these scammers just love telling people about 
“biblical oils”.

Zielinski speaking: “I actually had some swollen lymph nodes  a couple of weeks ago. 
I put some myrrh over it.  It really did the trick with some frankincense”.  There is no 
evidence in traditional medicine for the oil used this way”. The infection may have 
cleared itself.

Page 15: Jill: “It actually has a dog bite story. My husband was bitten by a dog,....I 
used frankincense and a cleansing blend that had some oils to help cleanse things”.  
Any Rabies in that State I wonder?  If there is, then not getting a Rabies shot is just 
crazy. Even if not, then dogs can carry all kinds of microbes and not getting medical 
treatment is risky. It seems some of these homesteaders want to live back in pioneer 
days when doctors were too expensive and you had to treat yourself and risk it 
working. People forget that in those days death rates from infections were through the
roof.  The pioneers were also ripe fodder for the sellers of quack remedies-think on!!

Page 20. Zielinski again: “The Essential Oil Revolution is to help people start practicing
essential oils”.  All this scam conference is doing is giving wrong and sometimes 
dangerous information as well as pushing people towards multi level oil sellers.

Dr. Zielinski: “All right, God bless. Bye-bye”.  Yeah, yeah, hoodwink the followers. 
Sounds just like the late Gary Young!!

Homeopath & Mother Raised Children with No Meds…Ever!

by Joette Calabrese

Page 6. An error made time and time again in these talks. Just stating “Cinnamon oil” 
but without saying bark, or leaf. Two totally different oils with the bark oil being very 
dangerous depending on how much is used. 

Page 7. “Let’s look at camphor. It’s a commonly used essential oil for antiseptic, 
disinfectant, insecticides, etc”.  Genuine camphor oil is a by-product of camphor 
production and contains very little camphor. It is mostly linalool and it does not have a
reputation as an antimicrobial oil or as an insecticide. 

Page 9.  “And approximately 40% of the doctors in Europe use homeopathy”.  I am 
staggered at such a highly qualified homeopath making such a huge error unless of 
course it is another transcription error. Certainly in the UK I doubt more than one 
percent if that use homeopathy. On the Continent it varies, but nothing like 40 
percent.

This therapist admits she has no training in the use of essential oils, yet seems to
be using them to treat medical conditions: 

Page 19. “Cypress fir is a great opportunity to use your essential oil and Arnica 
montana for hematomas, ecchymosis after surgery, etcetera”. This is not clear, does 
she mean Cypress oil for these conditions? If so that displays a complete lack of 
knowledge on essential oils as Cypress being astringent is a fairy tale.

I am puzzled why this speaker is involved in this conference as it is supposed to be 
about essential oils and she gives hardly any information on that. Could it be to try 
and give it an air of credibility?

Back to article start 
Biblically Based Essential Oils

By Jordan Rubin

This speaker sounds like someone who only knows about essential oils via 
multi level oil sellers. His rhetoric is their classic misinformation and spin.

Page 2, 1st Paragraph. “when writing The Maker's Diet, there was inescapable evidence
that the Bible discusses the power of essential oils”. Misinformation, there is no 
evidence that essential oils were used during the thousands of years of history in the 
Bible. They used other types of plant extracts, not distilled oils.

4th paragraph. No distinction on which type of Cinnamon oil he means.

Page 6, 2nd Paragraph. Typical nonsense over skin absorption and confusing the use of 
water based or specially prepared medical patches, with the use of essential oils. 
There is NO such correlation.

Page 8  1st Paragraph. “And, of course, internally, consuming oregano oil, thyme oil, 
they're very wonderful antimicrobials”.  Absolutely no attempt to give information on 
the volumes to be consumed, or that both these oils are powerful mucus membrane 
irritants.

Page 8, 2nd Paragraph. “but thyme oil actually has phytoprogesterone that actually 
supports progesterone production in the body”,  Some plants do contain compounds 
that the body may convert into human hormones, but all this marketing hype about 
“phytoprogesterone” is nothing but a health food scam.  If thyme essential oil contains
phytoprogesterone then it would need to be drunk in toxic amounts to have any 
effect..

Page 9. Once again mention of “Cinnamon oil” without defining which one.

Page 10-11. Again lots of talk about Biblical oils but never a mention that what were 
used for 'anointing oils' were infused oils, NOT essential oils.

Essential Oils for Gut, Thyroid, and Adrenals

By Dr. Josh Axe
Please see the separate pdf file

Essential Oils for Ear, Nose, and Throat Health

Dr. Josh Yorgason

Here we go again, yet another dTERRA oils distributor, agent or whatever you want to 
call them.  So maybe a real doctor, but certainly promoting all the hogwash on his 
website that dTERRA promote. 

Page 6. “And that very same process, it can be used with using essential oils in the
hands of a physician who can do the literature search and who can responsibly use 
them”.  This is an aspect that few Doctors understand. Internet searches will find most
of these pieces of so called 'research' are on the web sites and blogs of multi level oil 
distributors. That information is frequently twisted to suit their purpose of selling you 
the oils. Huge amounts of good information on essential oils are not to be found on 
the Internet, but are in medical and scientific journals and books going back over 
100 years.

Page 9. “Internal ingestion, there’s a big to do about using essential oils internally”.  
Yes but the main reason for this is the fact that many on the market are adulterated.  
Of course I am sure his suppliers would not sell such oils would they!!! 

“But in the amounts less than 2 milliliters, they didn’t show any adverse 
effects”. This is misleading as the maximum recommended dose of Eucalyptus in 
adults is 0.06 to 0.2 ml. In children even lower.  Death has occurred in adults after 
ingesting as little as 4ml. 
But of course as this Doctor has learnt from the Internet and dTERRA it is not 
surprising he knows so little about real essential oils safety.

Page 14. Last Paragraph. "I’ve had times where I’ve accidentally got the oils in my 
eye. And I go like this for about 5 minutes. And then it’s all over".  This is an 
extremely dangerous statement because it depends on which oil. Thyme, 
cinnamon bark, clove and even peppermint will burn the mucus membrane covering 
the eye.

Page 15. “And I can see my kids chugging a candy. Some of those different over-the 
counter medications are candy flavored or fruit flavored. I can see them being much 
more apt to try to down a bottle of that versus like you said the peppermint or 
eucalyptus, which is there’s no way they’re going to drink that whole bottle”.  This is 
correct, but it is often the parents who believe in the trash disseminated by the multi 
level oil sellers and quacks who will use excessive amounts of essential oils on their 
children. There is published evidence in the toxicicological reports where children have
been poisoned by their parents.

The Kings Medicine Cabinet

By Josh Axe 
Please see the separate pdf file on this quack.

ANIMAL AROMATHERAPY

Kelly Holland Azzaro

Wow as last, two files where the speaker is making sense and giving correct warnings 
over the use of essential oils on animals.  I have little to say on this other than the 
suggested oils for treating animals seem to have been taken from the uses on 
humans. That is one of the problems with animal aromatherapy where the 
interspecies differences are rarely accurate.  At least this lady does tell you what not 
to use on cats and dogs.

On her web site she sells oil blends including a 'detox oil'. There is no such thing as 
an essential oil that can detoxify the body.

Kids essential oils for common ailments

by Erica Mueller

“Are Essential Oils Safe?” Clearly she has no idea on essential oil safety as in her other
talk she states “essential oils pretty much have no expiration date”. For such an ill 
educated person (on essential oils safety) it would be crazy to accept advice in this 
booklet for children.

There are several pieces of bad information in this file, but one of the worst is: 
“Seasonal Allergies”.  She suggests lemon, lavender and peppermint oils.  As seasonal
allergies cause inflammation of the eyes, nose and throat, the last thing you need is 
oils that are irritants which is exactly what Lemon and Peppermint are.  Also, the 
same old nonsense about mixing oils with water.

Colds and Flu. “At the first sign of any kind of sickness I get out my roller ball of the 
Flu Bomb blend and start putting it on the soles of the kids feet a few times a day”.  
Since essential oils cannot be absorbed through the thick skin of the feet, I am at a 
loss to know what this is supposed to achieve.

Beware of buying booklets from people who make the same or similar claims. 
Particularly this nonsense about oils on the soles of the feet. Most such people have 
had their mind manipulated by Young Living, dTERRA and their teachers/distributors.

Autoimmunity and Essential Oils

By Melody Watts

Yet one more dTERRA distributor!!

Page 4 paragraph 4. About Frankincense:  “It knows the difference between a sick cell
and a healthy cell. So it regenerates copies of healthy cells. And it destroys mutated 
cells”.  There is no evidence to back this claim as such tests in humans have not 
been done. “So it regenerates copies of healthy cells”.  Clearly someone who knows 
nothing about physiology and how cells replicate, she needs to take proper notes from
her doctor friend who she claims teaches the subject.

Page 5. “And I remember using cinnamon essential oil”. Which Cinnamon oil or does it 
not matter?

Page 7. “But three days before Jesus was crucified, they layered his feet in a year’s 
worth of essential oils”.  Clearly another dTERRA or Young Living follower as this is 
just the kind of trash they promote. They did not have essential oils in those 
days.

Page 8. “And then we've got environmental toxins and those kind of triggers. That's 
when we bring in the citrus oils that help bind to toxins”.  Oh my, where on earth does
this trash come from!  

“It's the death of the pathogen that is so toxic that it causes these aldehydes in the 
body to just to just skyrocket”.  But some of the oils she suggests are made of 
adehydes, so in that case they will increase the aldehyde content in the body!!

I can't be bothered with this file any more it is just a pile of trash. Please ignore the 
whole lecture.

Using Essential Oils for the Ultimate Birth Experience

By Dr. Penny Lane

Her web site has links to dTERRA oils!!!

I was hoping to avoid commenting on this one but when I got to page 19 and saw:
“So wintergreen is popular for back pain. Again, we use a lot of chiropractic. So we 
don’t really see very many OP babies. But when we do, wintergreen is one that we’re 
often using”.  This is appalling. Wintergreen oil should never ever be used on 
pregnant women because it is absorbed by the skin and has been the cause of fetal 
abnormalities. It should never be used on a baby because their skin is so thin.

Page 21. “Cinnamon balances their blood sugars”.  Which cinnamon oil and how used?
Use of cinnamon bark oil internally or externally in pregnancy would be crazy. Once 
again mention of Wintergreen.

I would not her want anywhere near a woman in labor if she is so badly 
educated about the safety of essential oils.

Back to article start 
An Evidence-Based Approach to Essential Oils

By Sayer Ji

Dr. Con artist Axe: “Throughout this past week, we’ve been going through and 
interviewing some of the greatest minds in essential oils”.  Ha Ha, yes very funny!!

The first part of this speech is full of inaccurate alarmist misleading information.

Page 3. “I did a quick search before I came on here and I found 709 references to 
essential oils and cancer”.  Sure, and mostly on young living and dTERRA oil 
distributors web sites before the FDA decided at last to take action to stop their illegal 
and outrageous medicinal claims.

Page 11. “And that’s also why spices like ginger, turmeric, and garlic and cardamom 
and all these others have been used for so long is the essential oils they contain are 
really good for food borne infectious agents in helping to preserve the balance of the 
good bacteria within our gut”. Yes, the herbs were/are used as food additives and do 
have lots of therapeutic properties BUT often not just due to their essential oils but 
other phytochemicals which do not come across with distillation.

This speaker talks a lot about “research” on this that and the other oils, but nowhere 
do we see a reference to the specific research so that it can be checked for validity. A 
huge amount of research has been published on essential oils over many years but 
very little is relevant to aromatherapy. Without checking what kind of plant extract has
been used, and how, you just cannot accept the kind of claims made by most of these 
speakers.

He also talks about Lavender, etc. as if all Lavenders are the same. They are not and 
you need to know which specific variety has been used in any research. Sounds a bit 
like the Frankincense hype all over again-see my article on that.

Culinary Uses for Essential Oils

By Shaye Elliott

Looks like another dTERRA distributor or earner via links.

Nothing wrong with using essential oils as food flavors provided they are 
unadulterated and only a few drops are used. The problem of adulteration is a big one
because so many essential oils are modified in different ways. Of course none of the 
big multi level oil companies sell adulterated oils do they, ha ha!!  

This speaker talks a lot about Lavender but does not define which type. The fact is 
Lavender oils are one of the commonest adulterated oils. Also, Lemon oil can be if the 
world yield is low. See my article on the internal use of essential oils for more.

Page 14. Jill: “Instead of zesting your lemon, you're just adding a drop of lemon 
essential oil, which is basically just distilled peels in a bottle”.  This is wrong. A 
distilled lemon oil does not contain the same chemicals that occur in lemon peel. The 
flavor in particular is mostly in the water soluble portion and is lower in the essential 
oil. Therefore using lemon juice of fresh peel is a far better option for foods and 
certainly less risky.

Shaye: “Okay, let me think about that. Well, I think one would be my first love,
my London Fog using the bergamot and tea.”  London fog, this just shows how some 
Americans live on news that is 50 years out of date!!

Page 17. “I love to use lemon in warm tea”,  Well use a slice of Lemon or commercial 
lemon juice for goodness sake. That is far less risky than using an essential oil that 
you know nothing about other than what your supplier tells you.

Empowering Emotions with Essential Oils

By Dr. Susan Lawton

Wow a REAL doctor at last, but another dTERRA oils distributor. 

Page 6. 3rd paragraph: “So when I went to apply it to my throat,”  This alone 
indicates someone who has not been educated on essential oil safety. The throat area 
- particularly in women - poses a far higher risk of irritation, sensitization and 
photosensitization due to previously used perfumes, thin skin and greater exposure to
light. It can also happen in men if they use a lot of aftershave.

“Dr. Lawton: Oh, no! Oh, no! No. And the fact that the molecules are life enhancing 
and that the molecules can clear cell receptor sites and these one little drop can have 
between 400,000 and 400 billion molecules and it takes just a teeny drop to improve 
so many areas of your cells,”  That tells me where she got her education, clearly 
dTERRA, Young Living or their lousy teachers. This is total nonsense.

Page 10. 4th paragraph. “My experience has been if you can encourage citrus oils on 
the bottom of their feet,”  Classic YL or DT nonsense.

Page 12. 5th Paragraph. “And the bottom of the feet would be the same thing, put on 
my cotton socks, walk around for 2 minutes, let the oils penetrate”.  Just not true, the 
oils do not penetrate the soles of the feet. This is again classic YL or DT nonsense.

Page 13. 3rd paragraph: “they have compounds called sesquiterpenes—they’re literally 
a raft that allows more oxygen to penetrate the blood-brain barrier”, This is theoretical
science. The only way to prove or disprove the concept of sequiterpenes penetrating 
the blood brain barrier would be to take blood samples directly from the living brain 
and I do not know of such research.  As to them assisting oxygenation that is 
complete fabrication spread again by dTERRA and Young Living.  In addition, 
sequiterpenes are in many fruits that we eat or are used in food flavors.

Page 13.“So a few molecules of really good essential oils have the ability to motivate 
what we call quantum healings. It literally takes your original RNA and DNA, which is 
like your gold card, your definition of who you are, and clears away the glom, clears 
away the interfering messages so that your system can genuinely remember how to 
operate efficiently”. This is truly shocking that a registered doctor disseminates
such complete trash. 

“There are several techniques that require layering of oils on people that I think are 
an amazing gift to the entire body”.  That tells me this Dr has been sucked in by the 
trash education of Young Living or dTERRA and/or their agents.

Page 19. Dr. Lawton: “Well, I personally recommend AromaticScience.com”. I don't, 
this site was at one time covered in trash from Dr Hill a dTERRA adviser. It seems 
since the FDA warnings,  they have removed a lot of that but I still have copies from 
the original site.  

Back to article start 
Essential Oil Safety

Sylla Sheppard-Hanger and Nyssa Hanger

Page 4. A transcription name error. It says “I traveled and I had to go to libraries to 
look up stuff and go study with people that would let me come and stay with them like
Martin Rye”.  An admitted transcription error, please substitute Martin Watt. Sylla 
visited me briefly around 1994 following the publication of my Plant Aromatics safety 
manual. I also supplied her with tuition materials for her students over several years.

THE BEGINNERS’ BOOK OF ESSENTIAL OILS

By Christine Dalziel

I was enjoying reading this as there is some good advice in it. Indeed some looks like 
it might have come from past articles of mine, or a teacher who has used my 
materials. Please bear in mind my old .com website was online for nearly 25 years and
my safety manual over 20 years. Both contained a lot of the information in this 
booklet.

Page 14 & 27. “A WORD ABOUT CITRUS ESSENTIAL OILS”.
“Citrus oils are cold pressed from the peels of oranges, lemons, and other citrus fruit”.
Wrong, the majority are a by-product of fruit juice production and are redistilled. Only 
small volumes on sale are expressed.  “They all have antimicrobial and astringent 
benefits”.  Wrong on antimicrobial activity, they are hugely variable. “Astringent” no 
way, that is fundamentally wrong.

“Essential oils are considered essential because they are volatile in the air”.  Wrong, 
the definition is a leave-over from the old alchemists.

Page 16. “Organic essential oils however, are a concentrated and highly antimicrobial 
substance”. All essential oils from plants are “organic”. If they are 'organically grown' 
there is no difference in the therapeutic activity between commercially grown oils and 
organically grown oils. Some suppliers call their oils “organic” to fool people into 
paying a premium.

Page 17. “I also often use virgin olive oil. Your body will absorb the carrier oil along 
with the essential oil”,  This is wrong, there is far more evidence against this idea than
for it.

Page 23/24. Oh what a shame, it was fine until this point but then the author fails to 
distinguish between the use of Lavender oil and Lavender herbal medicine.

Page 27. “Lemon is antiseptic. It stimulates digestion by supporting the liver. It 
prevents contagious illnesses like colds and flu when it is diffused into room air”.  
There is no evidence that the internal consumption of Lemon oil can “support the 
liver”.  It is highly unlikely that Lemon oil in the air is anti-viral.

Table: Lemon oil is Anti-inflammatory, Astringent. These claimed effects are wrong.  
Never rely on Lemon oil as an antimicrobial.

Page 31. Peppermint. Once again a whole list of conditions only some of which the oil 
will help. Others are from the consumption of the herb tea.

Page 31. Tea Tree oil. “Anti-viral”.   A common error, it is not. Once again a whole list 
of conditions only some of which the oil will help.

Page 40. Again a whole list of conditions which it is claimed Rosemary oil can treat 
and again some yes, many no, because they are uses of the alcohol or water extract.

Page 44. Eucalyptus. As above.

Page 49. Marjoram. As above.

Page 50. Geranium oil. “Anti-diabetic”. That is an extremely dangerous claim and 
there is not a shred of evidence to justify it.  “Astringent” No essential oils are 
astringent, they do not contain the plant chemicals responsible for that action.  
Several other claims are similar to the above and seem based on herbal use, yet the 
plants used for 'Geranium' oils have never been used in herbal medicine.

Most of the other oils listed contain the same errors as above.

Page 62. REMINERALIZING TOOTH POWDER. So where is the evidence for such a 
major claim?

Page 82. TOILET BOWL CLEANER. “15 drops of orange or lemon essential oil”. The 
bugs will laugh at this!

Such a shame that this lady has educated herself via such inadequate sources.



Energy, Work, Deep Healing, and Essential Oils

Dr. Todd Watts
No not a relative thank goodness!

This talk is full of trash and much of it I have commented on in earlier reviews. I 
should perhaps add a bit about his ideas of putting essential oils over the chakras to 
have an effect on the body. These concepts of “energies” in essential oils are nothing 
but modern inventions developed by some of the early con artists in aromatherapy. 
They are based around unsound philosophies over plant extracts which do not stand 
up to scrutiny. The fundamental issue is that essential oils are cooked in a similar 
way to our food and thus any original life force or whatever must be totally destroyed.

Page 15. “Some of the other ones I use are artemisia. Artemisia is wormwood, which 
is great for parasitic infections, especially for kids. It’s great to put it on their feet”. 
This is pure unadulterated quackery. See earlier reviews over oils on the feet, but this 
concept tells me who he got his training from.

Page 16. “Melissa is another really excellent oil for antiviral, fungal, antibacterial”. 
Wrong, the tea is antiviral due to substances which do not occur in the essential oil. 
In addition, the safety experts at the IFRA advise against the use of this essential oil 
in products due to insufficient safety data and the risk of sensitization.

“A couple of these I would consider using internally. Like clove bud is really excellent, 
especially for parasitic larvae”.  I wonder if his patients have lab tests to prove the 
existence of parasites and if so which ones?  All parasites are not the same and 
therefore one cannot assume the same oils will affect all of them. It is now known that
some gut parasites can be beneficial to the immune system, if you give oils that kill 
the undesirable parasites how does that affect the desirable ones? This method is like 
taking antibiotics where you wipe out the good bacteria along with the bad ones. On 
top of all that you would need huge amounts of essential oil given internally to have 
much of an effect on parasites in the blood and other organs. Probably so much that 
the dose would be toxic.  There are recorded cases of parents who have killed their 
children by administering toxic volumes of Chenopodium oil. This is illegal in the UK 
but it may be available in the USA. Do not buy or use it.

“Dr. Zielinski: So when it comes to topical application, if we’re dealing with a parasitic 
infection assuming that we’re dealing with the GI tract, dilute, put over the stomach 
area? Or are there certain meridian or chakra points that you would try to capitalize 
on?” There is no way putting an essential oil on the skin can get rid of parasites inside
the body. 

“Dr. Todd: The feet is always a really good go-to thing”. Quack, quack, quack.

Page 17. “And Dr. Jane Goldberg wrote an article in the Huffington Post a couple of 
years ago that according to her, any application of essential oils anywhere on the 
body, because they’re transdermal, once it penetrates that first layer of the dermis, 
within 20 minutes, Dr. Goldberg says within 20 minutes every one of your cells of your
body are going to be affected”.  How many more dangerous quacks are we going
to hear referred to?

Back to article start 
12 Essential oil profiles

By Angela England

Lavender essential oil profile. “Lavender essential oil is made by steam distillation 
using only the flowers of the lavender plant”.  Rubbish, I doubt she has ever seen a 
Lavender harvest. The flowering stalks with leaves are used as even the leaves 
contain oil. 

“Lavandula angustifolia is easier to grow, but the essential oil derived from that 
variety is slightly more limited in its uses”.  Easier to grow is wrong. This Latin name 
tells you nothing about the oil composition, you need to know which sub variety to get
some idea. 

“Lavender oil is often sold as "lavandin"which is a poor quality, cheap oil that should 
not be used for health care at all”. It may be cheaper, but certainly not poor quality. It 
in fact the biggest “Lavender” crop grown commercially and has wide uses. The range 
of uses are just different to high linalool types of Lavender.

“Linalyl acetate (30-60%), linalool, geranial, caryophyllene, lavandulyl acetate, 
cineole, nerol, coumarin, and fat aldehydes”. Without giving the percentages of the 
other chemicals this is meaningless information. What the heck  “fat aldehydes” are I 
have no idea and I have hundreds of analysis of Lavender type oils; transcription error
maybe.

Eucalyptus essential oil. “Another variety is derived from Eucalyptus radiata and 
tends to produce a less stimulating oil that I prefer to use with children”.  To the best 
of my knowledge this variety of Eucalyptus oil has not been subjected to formal safety
trials and therefore safety is not known. That has been guessed at simply by the 
occurrence of the major components and that is very risky. I would never use an 
essential oil on a child if it has not been properly tested by people who know what 
they are doing.

Tea tree essential oil. “Melaleuca alternifolia essential oil is high in terpineol, cineole, 
pinene, terpinenes and many other constituents”.  Wow, looks like she does not know 
its composition such as the Australian standards.  That is even in my most basic oil 
profiles.

“Melaleuca alternifolia is antibacterial, antifungal and antiviral”. The essential oil is not
antiviral.

“While some people can develop a sensitivity to prolonged use of the essential oil, 
especially when poor quality oil is used, tea tree oil is considered safe for undiluted 
application to small areas of the skin”.  Such a statement indicates a complete lack of 
knowledge of the issues surrounding sensitization to essential oils.  Likewise in the 
next paragraph on precautions. Oil quality is not the main issue, it is the occurrence of
specific natural chemicals in essential oils.

THERAPEUTIC ESSENTIAL OIL COMBINATIONS. “Antiviral (flu, cold and other virus 
care) - Tea tree, ravensara, or rosemary”. Not one of these oils are proven antivirals in
humans. In addition, Ravensara has not been formally tested for safety and much of it
was manufactured using 1,8-cineole.

Rosemary essential oil. “The main essential oil constituents of rosemary essential oil 
are pinene, cineole, camphor, camphene, bornyl acetate, borneol and verbenon”.  
Which pinene? Does it not matter if it is alpha or beta?  Verbenone does not occur in 
normal rosemary oil, but is a constituent of a sub variety. It can also be purchased as 
a synthetic chemical and its safety is not known.

“Rosemary has strong effects on the adrenal and other glands of the body”. What the 
oil? Who says so and where is the evidence?

Frankincense essential oil. “a unique essential oil that is created from the resin of a 
tree, Boswellia carteri”.  Incorrect, different resins comes from a wide variety of trees 
commonly called 'Frankincense' from Arabia to India. 

“Phelladren, a-pinene, actanol, limonene, linalool, octyl acetate, bornyl acetate, 
incensole and myrcene”. This is just nonsense as without percentages it means 
nothing, also the composition of Frankincense oils varies widely depending on origin.

Physical effects. “These same healing effects can support bladder infections”. What 
from  use in massage? I don't think so!

“Urinary Support – Frankincense, sandalwood, tea tree, bergamot, lavender, or 
geranium”.
Dangerous nonsense if people believe this will work from external use.

Ravensara essential oil.  “is derived from a tree native to Madagascar”. In theory 
yes, in practice it can be entirely manufactured.  The safety of the genuine oil is 
unknown as no formal testing has been done. Instead the safety has been guessed at 
by its chemical profile. This oil was introduced to aromatherapy after being hyped by 
certain con artists originating from France, and then passed on by aromatherapy 
authors in their popular novels.  Almost all of the claimed properties are inventions 
and are not backed by traditional uses.  To be safe ignore all of these claims and use 
oils with a sound historical and research background for dealing with these conditions.

Bergamot essential oil. “is an anti-inflammatory, antifungal, antiviral, antiparasitic, 
and antiseptic” It is not antiviral, it is not antiparasitic.

“....It is also helpful for urinary tract health and is strong against UTI's or cystitis”. It 
is not useful for these conditions. The use of essential oils in a bath or as a douche for
such conditions was proven ineffective by researchers years ago.

“It also inhibits herpes and other viruses”.  It may help soothe and heal such skin 
eruptions, but there is no evidence that it kills the viruses.

“Urinary Health”. What the heck does that mean? Are the readers supposed to guess?

Geranium oil. “it has the ability to both raise and lower the blood pressure”. If caused
by stress possibly but not if the BP is due to a physical problem.

“Geranium essential oil can balance blood sugar levels and regulate the systems of the
body. Geranium oil has also been used as a diuretic”,  This is dangerous nonsense.

“In fact, according to Aromatherapy A-Z”, Oh so that's where some of this nonsense 
comes from - one of the trades best works of fiction!

“The diuretic effect of the oil means you shouldn’t use it if you have kidney issues”. 
Maybe if it was drunk, but not otherwise.

“Water Retention – Geranium, petitgrain, or bitter orange”. Beauty therapy trash!

Peppermint essential oil. The photo is not of Peppemint.
“Fever – Peppermint, lavender, basil, cypress, rosemary, tea tree, or chamomile”. Not 
one of these oils will affect a fever because these are the actions of the herbal 
infusions.

Sandalwood oil. “Sandalwood has been used historically as a treatment for 
gonorrhea and genital or urinary infections”.  Yes, but only Mysore oil which has not 
been  available for years. To do such treatments nowadays would be illegal in many
countries. This is because such infections can be reportable sexually transmitted 
diseases.

Lemon essential oil. “The major chemical compounds are pinene, limonene, and 
phellandrene”. Wrong the major chemical is d-limonene.

“Lemon essential oil is highly anti-microbial and has been shown in studies to kill 
Salmonella and Staphylococcus”,  Only the very fresh oil or ones in which antioxidants
have been added. This is a typical case of twisting scientific research to suit.

“Its detoxifying properties make it great for use in lymphatic massage”. It is not 
absorbed by the skin in sufficient volumes to have any effect on the lymphatic system.
This is classic beauty therapy hype.

“Detoxifying – Lemon, fennel, juniper, frankincense, or grapefruit”. Not true, no 
essential oils used externally can possibly have such an effect.

Quest for the Cure

By Ty Bollinger

Not a lot to be said about this one as there is not much on essential oils. Instead we 
get a mash of fact and fiction mixed up with scare mongering. It sounds more like a 
evangelical sermon rather than anything to do with complementary medicine.

Some Audio files followed:
Chris - Joybilee Farm

Audio
Wow at long last a lady who talks sense and knows her stuff, I expect starting 30 
years ago she has learnt a lot. 

Very good info on the differences between animals and the dangers of using essential 
oils on the wrong species (unlike other speakers). 

Good advice on putting essential oils on clothing rather than the skin. 

Good advice over the short life of citrus oils which completely flies in the face of 
earlier speakers who say they last for years.

Only thing I would be concerned about is her use of Lemon Verbena oil which is a 
powerful sensitizer and banned in cosmetics by the IFRA.

Otherwise great stuff.

Heather from thehomesteadinghippy.com
Audio
This blogger is not an oil seller but gets paid via links to Amazon a company that does
not care what it sells as long as they get their cut. Some of the sellers on there are 
scam artists selling junk.

There is information about essential oils getting in the eye and advising the use of 
fixed oils rather than water. A much better solvent is full fat milk.  Especially if straight
out of the refrigerator.

Some sensible advice given by Heather. "Don't just take a bloggers word for it". "Talk 
to a naturopath" Well since most at this conference are dTERRA distributors I would 
caution against that. She also mentions about “doing your research on the internet”. 
My advice is ignore everything on Young Living and dTERRA distributors blogs and 
sites.

Back to article start 
Honey from honeyslife.com

Audio
Honey says: "Clary sage oil can induce labor and cause a miscarriage". This based on 
past herbal use to expel the afterbirth and typically this has been corrupted by 
aromatherapy authors into the oil does the same. There is no sound evidence for that.

“Jasmine is good for the uterus” but she does not say how it gets there and what it  is 
supposed to do. 
                                               
“Ragweed oil can cause an allergy”. I have never heard of such an essential oil so any 
small producer distilling it has no idea on its safety and is playing with fire.

“Orange oil is good for good for flu rubbed on the feet”.  Well that indicates who she 
has been learning from; a multi level company of course!!

“Cinnamon oil a friend put in toilet water caused burns”  Yes I am sure if it was 
Cinnamon bark oil that it did, but these people never say which cinnamon oil they are
talking about!

She mentions Jasmine oil for when breastfeeding. This is fundamentally wrong as 
published research has proven Jasmine flowers can inhibit lactation. It is a common 
error found in popular aromatherapy books, but shocking if a mother can't breastfeed 
due to such a huge error of facts.

Jessica from The 104 Homestead
Audio
Jessica talks “about the fun making things with essential oils”. Yes this is fine but only 
if you understand the issues involved in making safe products. Unfortunately this is 
not the case with many of these homesteader bloggers.

She used google to find out about essential oils. On google the first many pages are 
links to suppliers where reliable information is rarely found.  Just the mention of “blue 
oil” tells me where she got a lot of her information from!  

She says “I do not wear gloves while blending essential oils and I am still here”. This 
indicates a total lack of knowledge of how skin sensitization happens. 

The constant “do your research” mostly means online where sound research is rarely 
found, or you need to know where to find the sound research.  I only know of one web
site where comprehensive safety information is available, although most is aimed at 
essential oils in products. It does not cover medicinal uses or toxicological information 
because that is in scientific journals or 'member only' online databases that cost 
thousands of Dollars.

Kat - Simply Living Simply
Audio
Definitely a multi level company oils seller and probably dTERRA.

She talks a lot about this one company she uses and the wonderful essential oil 
compared to others. The fact is without analysis an individual simply cannot determine
the quality of an essential oil. It is all hype to sell oils.

She talks about layering essential oils, another term used by multi level oil sellers.

“I always put lemon (oil) in my water....i like to have that little bit of detox”. Why use 
Lemon oil in water when the juice would be better and safer?  Detox is just beauty 
trade hype.

Talks about spraying several essential oil on plants as bug repellents. What she clearly
does not know is that some of these oils contain the same chemicals that occur in the 
bugs and are used as attractants for mating.  So they will just love your precious 
plants!!

Katey - MamaKautz
Audio
Another dTERRA oils distributor. With the same old stuff from their hype.

 Kelly - Simple Life Mom
Audio
Sells various products and essential oils on her web site. That's not a problem if they 
are complying with cosmetics regulations and correct safety issues. 

Leah - Fabulous Farm Girl
Audio
Sells various products including essential oils on her web site. That's not a problem if 
they are complying with cosmetics regulations and correct safety issues. 

Lesa - Better Hens and Gardens
Audio
Sells various products including essential oils on her web site. That's not a problem if 
they are complying with cosmetics regulations and correct safety issues. She certainly
will not learn that from the bloggers on this conference.

Tammy - Trayer Wilderness
Audio
Another dTERRA oils distributor.
Typical do Terra nonsense about oils on the feet and on the neck. 

--------------------------------

Summary. As a retired natural therapist I despise companies such as dTERRA 
who denigrate our wonderful healing plants by spreading false claims over 
what the plant extracts can do. That is clearly what this conference was 
designed to do. It promotes quacks as experts and uses amateurs to ensnare 
others into spending huge amounts of money to become distributors. It is also 
designed as a way to side step the FDA and their warnings over previous illegal
medicinal claims made on dTERRA and its distributors web sites.

Back to article start 

Source and copyright:  aromamedical.org 
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Essential Oils Revolution online conference 2015

Reviewed by Martin Watt

I have decided to release these two reviews separately because they 
contain such exceptionally bad information and I know more 
exploitative marketing exercises are ongoing.   

For an independent report on his webinars proving that I am not alone with 
trying to trim the wings of these confidence tricksters please see:
http://hubpages.com/health/A-Review-of-Dr-Axes-Essential-Oil-Webinar 
Also see: spartacampaign.weebly.com

Essential Oils for Gut, Thyroid, and Adrenals
By Dr. Josh Axe

Black text from his speech. Blue my comments.

Dr. Zielinski: “We put together something that no one has ever put together with this
summit, the first nonbrand specific Essential Oils Summit”.  It is amazing to see the 
use of the word “Nonbrand”, when most of the speakers are dTERRA distributors. The 
conference listeners are directed to the speakers' blogs and most have links to 
dTERRA for ordering oils, or a private email request will also give dTERRA as the 
recommended company.  

In my opinion, this conference was created as a backdoor method for 
distributors to continue making these outrageous medical claims. 
Speakers can say almost anything, but distributors websites cannot. Hence the
reason Zielinski states that it is “nonbrand”.

For those who do not know, the FDA took action last year issuing warning notices to 
dTERRA and their distributors for making illegal medicinal claims for their essential 
oils.  
http://www.fda.gov/ICECI/EnforcementActions/WarningLetters/2014/ucm415809.htm

Dr. Josh Axe   is a quack. His website section on essential oils is loaded with 
outrageous, misleading and possibly illegal claims of what essential oils can do.
He seems to be trying to persuade people that certain oils can cure cancer 
while his information is based on misleading scientific research. His rhetoric is 
exactly the kind of thing we see from the multi level oil companies. My 
serious advice is ignore his information and don't risk your physical 
health or waste cash on his quackery.

Dr. Axe: “Yeah. I agree. I know for you and I and Jill, our mission is does this help 
more people get healthy and to stop using synthetic drugs and medications and 
make over what they're using as medicine today with essential oils that have been 
proven and used for thousands and thousands of years without side effects”.  The real 
'mission' is to promote the sale of their products and their misinformation on essential
oils.

“And praise God” is constantly repeated to grab Christians' heart strings!!

Page 7. “you can use essential oils, plant-based medicine that's been used for over
5,000 years”.  Not true, essential oils have certainly not been used for this amount of 
time.

“But our medical system today is actually the number three killer in the United States 
today, the adverse side effects of drugs. And those adverse side effects, the first place
they typically damage is the gut and especially cause absorption issues. They actually 
block the absorption of certain vitamins and minerals. And the good news is that’s not 
a side effect of essential oils”. This is wrong in so many aspects. Firstly, not all drugs 
cause gut absorption issues. Secondly, the wrong essential oil in the wrong volume 
can burn mucus membranes and so they are not harmless. Thirdly there is no 
evidence that essential oils affect gut permeability. 

“And so, again, your gut health…Really your entire body's health begins in your gut”. 
Misleading nonsense. Body health is frequently tied up with faulty genes that you are 
born with. It is quite bizarre that a “Dr.” would not know this.

Page 9. “But most of the time I'll use it topically. I'll rub it right on their abdomen with
chamomile oil. I’ll rub that on their neck”.  Since there is no sound evidence that 
essential oils are absorbed by the skin in clinically significant amounts. Why rub it on 
the neck where the skin is thin and where the chances of a sensitization reaction
are higher, or of course provoke a photosensitization reaction for certain oils?

“if you look at peppermint oil, there are studies on patients with irritable bowel 
syndrome, IBS. And they found just tremendous, tremendous benefits”.  Yes, but only 
if enteric coated capsules are used. There is no evidence that taking undiluted 
Peppermint oil can have a similar effect. Years of research were needed to produce 
Peppermint oil capsules that could produce an effective therapeutic action.

“we start using essential oils that can help support in reducing intestinal inflammation.
And ginger is a great one for that, as well. I would say ginger and peppermint 
together” Both of these oils are well acknowledged as mucus membrane irritants. You 
can't have an anti inflammatory action if the substance is also an irritant.

Page 10. “I know some of our other amazing world-class speakers have talked about 
frankincense and its ability to fight cancer”.  Now which speaker is world class I 
wonder?  All we have seen is the misleading hogwash on Frankincense spun by 
marketing scammers. There is no scientific evidence from human trials that 
frankincense oil fights cancer. 

Page 11. “And you make such a good point, doc, because our skin is a sponge. It 
actually can absorb. I've seen a study that talked upwards of 75% of the 
chemicals that are in any lotion or any hand sanitizer, it will absorb it in the 
bloodstream. So that's considerable. And that’s shocking”.  What is shocking is that 
his readers actually believe this utter trash containing one lie after another. Where are
the references?

Page 12/13. “I want to talk about with thyroid health. And that's frankincense oil and 
thyme oil. And frankincense, we know as we talked about earlier really modulating the
immune system is one that you can just do two or three drops on your hand. Rub it 
right on the outside of where your thyroid is”. Quack, quack, quack, and dangerous if 
someone with a faulty thyroid gland did as suggested instead of using prescribed 
medication.

“Well, the amazing thing about Thyme oil is it has phytoprogesterones or 
phytoprogestins”.
The hormone-like substances that plants produce are for their own growth and are 
not human hormones. Thyme oil has traditionally never been used as a hormone 
regulator.

Page 14. “I saw just some recent information on Sandalwood actually helping out with
low
testosterone”.  Which sandalwood from where? Sandalwood oils vary hugely in 
chemical profile depending on its origin. For many years the only oil from India has 
been as the result of criminal exploitation by gangs. And again we see no reference 
for these claims?

"Dr. Zielinski: Fantastic. A good close friend of ours, she's postmenopausal. She was 
hypothyroid. She had hypothyroidism. She was on Thyroxine. It was causing so many 
side effects, everything from brain fog to sleeplessness, so many different things. She 
actually just started applying very slightly diluted or straight neat frankincense over 
the thyroid just like you said". He said, she said, typical quack marketing. 
Frankincense oil has no history of use for thyroid problems.

Page 16. “There actually are some great studies on lavender actually balancing out 
blood sugar levels, being effective in those with diabetes”.  This is really dangerous 
quackery.

Page 17. “And, again, cedarwood is referenced by King Solomon and King David
throughout the Bible”.  Yes, Cedar wood of Lebanon, an endangered species from 
which essential oil is not produced. The closest is Atlas cedar oil and much of that is 
adulterated.

Page 18. Dr. Axe: “I know Chelsea, my wife, she makes her own at home here. And 
she does something that's a blend with Jasmine oil and lavender oil”. Jasmine is not 
an essential oil but an absolute. That statement shows how little these people really 
know!!

Page 19. “We're talking 90,000 shares on Facebook from your frankincense article 
alone, 60,000 shares from oregano, and 30,000 shares for lavender”.  Poor gullible 
and misguided people who believe facebook blogs are an accurate source of 
information.

Summary: Of all the reviews I have done of this conference this is one 
of the worst. It is nothing but a heap of misleading hype to ensnare 
those who have little knowledge about essential oils. 

The Kings Medicine Cabinet
By Josh Axe 

The biggest quack I have come across after Gary Young!  In addition to
the lies in this lecture, his own website is packed with lies and

misleading information.

The title is the first lie. “The Kings Medicine Cabinet”
None of the Kings and Queens mentioned used distilled essential oils.

Page 1. “Well, according to ancient documentation, you would have found essential 
oils”.
Already the start of this discussion contains a blatant lie, as there were NO essential 
oils in ancient times.

Page 2. “By concentrating the oils of these plants you are literally separating the most 
powerful healing compounds of a plant into a single oil”.  This is incorrect, many herbs
contain their most active compounds only in the water and alcohol extracts. 
Generalizations like these indicate a very weak knowledge of plant extracts and their 
chemistry.

Page 4. “It appears that it was the Egyptians made extensive use of herbs with 
distillation methods dating back 3,500 B.C”. Again this is wrong information as there is
no evidence of this.  The temple walls and tombs are covered with illustrations of 
cosmetics manufacture and no one has discovered illustrations of distillation 
apparatus.

“When King Tut’s tomb was opened 350 liters of essential oils were discovered in 
alabaster jars”.  This is just an outright lie.  What was found were jars of fatty 
unguents in which aromatic plants had been infused. Again this shows either a feeble 
knowledge of essential oils, their history, and methods of extraction, or someone who 
does not care as long as people are duped into buying his products. 

“Also, essential oils were used by Moses and were referenced in the Bible”.  Another 
lie. What were used were aromatic infused oils, not essential oils and the two are 
significantly different. In addition, it is not clear what herbs were used in the area 
because of the many translations that the Bible went through. Common names for 
herbs in English may not be botanically correct, or correct in the Bible's original 
languages.  The other problem is some of the wild herbs in the wider Palestine area 
can have a different chemical profile to those commonly used to produce essential oils
now.  For example, I saw a lot of Rue growing among the Ancient tombs on Cyprus. 
This plant was completely different to our common Rue. In fact their Rue was sweet 
smelling and ours is foul. Therefore you could not assume Rue mentioned in the Bible 
would have similar effects to our common Rue.

“During that time frankincense was used to support the immune system and fight 
infection which could heal a sick child. Myrrh was known to help healing after 
pregnancy and support hormonal health”. Certainly the resins were widely used as 
healing agents, for embalming and for incense. However, as knowledge of the immune
system and hormones did not exist, this is all modern speculation presented to look 
like facts.

“Persia picked up these healing techniques and perfected the essential oil distillation 
process”.  It is likely that the Babylonians knew about distillation way before the 
Greeks or Romans. It is believed that early stills were used to produce kerosene from 
the natural oil pits in the area, and was used for oil lamps in Babylon.  The stills do 
not seem to have been used for essential oils but possibly for rose water.  So once 
again this J. Axe is twisting the facts to appeal to his Christian followers.

Page 6. “Essential oils are composed of very small molecules that can penetrate your 
cells”,  
I know of no valid research on this issue. 

“Essential oils placed anywhere on the body are “transdermal” which means they can 
actually pass through your skin and into your circulatory system and cells”.  There is 
far more evidence against this philosophy than there is to support it.

Page 8. The oil grades mentioned are creative inventions. In the REAL essential oils 
trade (not the aromatherapy trade) there is no such thing as  a “therapeutic grade”. 
An essential oil is either 100 percent originating from the named plant, or it is not. 
The fact an oil has been modified may actually improve its therapeutic use. Other oils 
can be rectified to improve their quality and safety.

Rene Gattefosse, the man credited with inventing the name 'aromatherapy' mainly 
used deterpenated essential oils. He found some were far better for wound healing
than the 100 percent natural oils. 

“Creating true quality essential oils starts with planting high quality plants in nutrient 
dense organic soil”. This again casts serious doubts on Mr. Axe’s professional 
knowledge, training, and background. Many herbs from the Lamiacea family grow 
naturally in rocky dry soils with low fertility and often with a high salt content from 
sea spray.  The best Tunisian wild grown Rosemary oil comes from plants growing on 
hillsides with poor soil. These herbs are clever and make what they need from the 
sun, a splatter of rain and a few minerals in the soil.   It is only when the plants are 
commercially grown that fertilizers may be used.  The Frankincense trees which he 
keeps talking about grow in arid sandy and rocky soils with sparse organic materials in
the soil apart from maybe the odd goats droppings if they are lucky!

Page 9. Some of these key points to apply the oils are total fabrication. There is no 
evidence that they are absorbed via the skin.  This speaker needs to go back to school
and learn anatomy and physiology if he believes putting them on the thick skin of the 
soles of the feet will enhance penetration.

Page 10. “Research suggests that many oils are more effective when taken orally”. 
Whose research, what about some references to this research?

Internal use is covered by other articles on this site, The public are playing with fire 
assuming the multi level companies only have pure oils. I refer you again to my article
on Toluene in Frankincense oil.

Page 11. “Lavender oil balances blood sugar for diabetes”. Now I understand why this 
speaker and similar ones do not give references. The Tunisian research (which is what 
he is basing this claim on) does not relate to human health but to experimenting on 
rats.

1. The researchers tested Lavandula stoechas oil which is nothing like what most 
professionals consider as “Lavender oil”.  The chemical composition is so remote from 
true Lavender that few of the acknowledged therapeutic properties would be similar. 
Indeed this oil has only 2 percent of linalool which is partially responsible for the 
relaxant actions of true Lavender oil.

2. The experiments were conducted on rats who had their peritoneum 
injected with the oil for a period of 15 days.  So not only does Dr Axe twist 
experiments of little relevance to human health, but by so doing he is 
exploiting animal cruelty!!

He also says that Lavender oil will “lower blood cholesterol”. This can be a dangerous 
disorder. Not only is the oil being sold totally different from the oils that were tested, 
but there is no sound evidence for the claims made of physical effects via external 
application of the oil.

Page 12. “Research has found peppermint can improve antibiotic resistance”. These 
multi level scammers seem to have a love affair with Peppermint oil as its use is 
replicated in most of these presentations. We are not sure what he means by the 
above statement. Is he saying the use of Peppermint oil decreases the ability of our 
body to accept antibiotics? If so that is again a very important and dangerous 
statement. It seems on the contrary that it would reduce the effect of any antibiotics 
given for life-threatening infections.

“Peppermint oil is anti-viral.”  I do not know of any such research in humans, but I do 
know of such research with Peppermint tea which shows anti-viral activity, as do 
several other plants in the same family. My guess is yet again someone who does not 
understand the fundamental differences between the oil and the herb; probably does 
not care as long as he pulls in the sales and new devotees.

Page 13. “Lemon is best known for its ability to cleanse toxins from any part of the 
body”.
Complete and utter nonsense. Lemon juice might help but certainly not the essential 
oil.

“According to a study published in the International Journal of Food Microbiology last 
year, lemon oil may actually be the most powerful anti-microbial agent of all the 
essential oils”.
I have just searched that journal online and cannot find the research he refers to.  
What I do know is Lemon oil is notorious for oxidizing within a short period of time 
unless an antioxidant is added. That is often done without it being declared on labels 



because it is a long accepted trade practice in order to reduce the chances of 
undesirable chemicals forming. It is common to find scientists in Universities close to 
production areas where they can obtain fresh sample of oils. These can have a variety 
of antimicrobial actions if fresh, but given a few weeks very little activity. Some 
scientists are also notorious for purchasing commercial oils, testing them for activity, 
but failing to establish if preservatives have been added to the oil which alone would 
have an antimicrobial action. I would never rely on Lemon oil as an 
antimicrobial.

“Another study published in Experimental Biology and Medicine found that breathing
in the scent of lemon essential oils improved neurological activity that promotes the 
breakdown of body fat”.  Please see what the actual research says below:

Grapefruit Oil and Lemon Oil on the Activity of Sympathetic Branch in the White 
Adipose Tissue of the Epididymis 

Exp Biol Med (Maywood) November 2003 vol. 228 no. 10 1190-1192 

Niigata University School of Medicine, Asahimachi-dori, Niigata 951-8510, Japan, and
Division of Protein Metabolism, Institute for Protein Research, Osaka University, Osaka
565-0871, Japan

…....This study addressed the effect of olfactory stimulation with the scent of 
grapefruit oil and lemon oil on the efferent nerve activity in the sympathetic branch of 
the WAT of the epididymis in the anesthetized rat. The results of the experiments 
demonstrated that the flavor of the citron group increased sympathetic nerve activity
to WAT in anesthetized rat, which suggests an increase in lipolysis and a suppression 
in body weight gain.

So once again we find a piece of fundamental research corrupted into 
something different in order to sell oils. Without the whole paper you just do 
not know how much oil the rats were exposed to. 

Lemon oil “Cleanses body and lymphatic system” Not true, this is hype to sell oils. 
Lemon oil “Can reduce cellulite” Not true, this is hype to sell oils .
Lemon oil “Improves weight loss” Not true, this is hype to sell oils .

Page 14. Frankincense. 

“Recent research published in the Journal of Oncology has found frankincense to 
shrink tumors and kill cancer cells better than chemotherapy”.   I have research 
papers dating back before the 1990s. Most of that research has been in vitro on cell 
lines using boswellic acid and from different varieties of the tree. None of the research
on its anticancer actions has been done on humans. Most of the claims made by this 
speaker are baseless. Frankincense has not even been used in  traditional medicine for
most of the conditions he makes claims for.  It happens to be one of my favorite oils 
so I despise people who corrupt its true uses to cheat people with cancer who are 
seeking relief from their condition.

Page 15. Tea Tree Oil. “Cleanses poison”.  What the heck does that mean?
“Eliminates parasitic infections”. Well perhaps if enough was drunk! 
“Put directly on bug, mosquito or spider bites to detox poison”. There is no evidence 
that Tea Tree oil can change the chemistry of a poison bite. Sooth it and disinfect 
perhaps.

Page 16. 6. Protective blend. Like many others Mr Axe includes Cinnamon oil without 
defining which, bark or leaf?

Orange peel oil. “d-limonene as an anti-inflammatory”. In fact it is the opposite: it is 
an irritant. 

“shown to improve metabolic function”.  In that case why is it that people who 
consume lots of soda type drinks and other junk food containing orange oil are not the
healthiest on the planet? People, the main use of Orange oil is in the foodtrade, the 
main use of d-limonene (a by-product from orange oil) is in household and industrial 
cleaning products. Please think about the main commercial uses of some of these 
essential oils when you read this kind of pseudo medical hype!!

“Cinnamon oil has been shown to help balance blood sugar and has an incredible 
aroma. This oil was also used by Moses to protect God’s people against sickness and 
disease and was part of holy anointing oil blend”. Once again he does not indicate 
which type, but also makes an outright lie about Moses, they did not have 
distilled Cinnamon oils during that period of history.  Also, if he means 
Cinnamon bark oil, it is a known sensitizer and is extremely caustic and irritant if used
undiluted.

Page 17.  Ignore these claims based on 6. Protective blend because without knowing 
the proportions of the different oils in the blend you could cause more harm than 
good.

Page 18. “Ginger essential oil is one of the most anti-inflammatory oils in the world 
and can help settle GI distress. Using ginger oil has also been shown to help heal 
leaky gut and strengthen immunity”. Ginger oil (like the fresh root), is an irritant, 
which is the opposite of his claims.

“Also, fennel helps cleanse toxins by stimulating the liver and naturally balances 
hormones”.  Scam artists like to mislead people by using this hyped word “toxins”.

“Put 3 drops in mouth before meals to avoid acid reflux”. Reflux in most people is due 
to a weak leaky esophageal valve. Therefore, this remedy will not stop the reflux. I 
have personally experienced this condition, and had the operation despite being a 
herbalist and trying everything to fix the problem. This remedy will however help aid 
digestion. 

Page 20. Essential oil charts. The recommendation for undiluted use on the skin flies 
in the face of all well-acknowledged safety data.  This is particularly dangerous 
because he does not specify volumes.  

Cinnamon again contains no mention of which type and the two oils have totally 
different therapeutic uses and safety issues. Wintergreen is a very dangerous extract 
that is not a true essential oil because it does not occur in the plants tissues. It should
never be used during pregnancy.

Summary. This Josh Axe is a trickster offering dangerous misleading and 
incorrect information. Anyone considering consulting with him or taking his 
lessons after reading this, beware. You may become ensnared into multi level
selling scams and participate in ineffective and dangerous health treatments.

Source and copyright:  aromamedical.org 
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Frankincense essential oil and claims for its

cancer curing activity made by

distributors of Young Living and dTERRA

By Martin Watt

Update Sept. 2014:  Since writing this article there has at last been some action at 
long last from the FDA over the illegal medicinal claims made on the distributors sites 
of Young Living and dTERRA.
http://www.fda.gov/ICECI/EnforcementActions/WarningLetters/2014/ucm416023.htm

http://www.fda.gov/ICECI/EnforcementActions/WarningLetters/2014/ucm415809.htm

This article has been hard for me to write. This is because I know that many 
years of research have shown some herbs do have anti cancer activity. Some 
essential oils might also have such activity if they are used as medicines. 
Therefore for me to be critical of research on plant extracts does not come 
easy. Despite this, I have been horrified to see the outrageous and illegal 
claims made on the web blogs of Young Living and Do Terra distributors. They 
are promoting Frankincense oil as a treatment for cancers (2).  These claims 
are made on the basis of research of dubious merit and uncontrolled, 
unevaluated administration in humans.

I have no problem with fundamental research into plant extracts giving scope 
for further investigation. What I have a problem with is when that research is 
grossly distorted in order to sell products. It is especially important to know 
that the research below is sponsored by Young Living, a company notorious for
giving their distributors false information during their seminars. Those 
distributors then repeat and disseminate dangerous and baseless claims.

Specific research papers cited below:

1) Extraction of biologically active compounds by hydro distillation of species gum 
resins for anti-cancer therapy.  https://www.oapublishinglondon.com/article/385 

2) Boswellia sacra oil suppresses breast cancer cells
http://www.biomedcentral.com/1472-6882/11/129

Update Sept. 2014: The scientific studies reported above, were clearly not 
evaluated by experts or they would have noticed several flaws.  The Peer 
reviewers in scientific journals are often asked to check research papers on 
subjects that they know nothing about.  Hence the reason there is so much 
fake research floating around even in so called “reputable” publications.  It is 
like getting blood out of a stone trying to get them to publish retractions.

Problems with the published research

Expertise or lack of:
The research papers above have the names of Gary Young and CL Woolley on 
them. Gary Young is qualified in nothing but being a quack, yet he has 
managed to get his name into scientific research papers. This is a concern 
because it will enhance his apparent credibility with other science publications. 
CL Woolley has a degree in chemistry but has no experience within the main 
essential oil industries or in their analytical expertise. He works for Young 
Living and seems to have a background in nutrition, not essential oils.  Anyone 
can learn to use a GLC machine, but to be able to interpret the results takes 
years of experience within the trade. 

Methods:
All of the research contained in the above papers is conducted on lab cultured 
cells. While this is normal procedure, any promising results cannot be assumed
to be the same if treating humans with the same substances.  Such 
experiments in drugs trials cannot  progress until animal trials are undertaken, 
toxicological, embryological and other adverse effects are studied. This has to 
take place long before use in humans is permitted.  With true traditional 
medicine we do not have that level of trials but rather depend on generations 
of acquired knowledge. The use of this Frankincense oil is certainly not 
traditional medicine.

Unlicensed human trials:
The authors of both the trials above state: “safety and toxicity studies of the oil
and pre-clinical validation of the in vitro results will be required.”  Ignoring this,
several Young Living and dTERRA distributors 5 have indicated on blogs that 
humans may take the essential oil internally for cancer. There is no indication 
that human trials have been approved by any medical or University ethical 
committee.  Instead, Young Living seems to be conducting the trials privately 
under the heading of “traditional use”.  It is disturbing that the  company's 
founder Gary Young, who was charged with practising medicine illegally, is 
involved with this research. He was also involved with a clinic in Ecuador where
on the blog of a participant, she stated that: “essential oils were administered 
to her as intravenous drips” 3.    A therapy that has absolutely no basis in 
historical or modern medicine. Such activity is among the worst type of 
dangerous quack medicine one can come across.

Toluene:
In the analytical data of 2 above, I noticed Toluene was contained in this oil at 
0.1 percent which equals 1000 parts per million. This is a concern due to the 
known neurotoxicity of that chemical.6  There are numerous research papers that 
have been published on this chemical due to its past widespread use in industrial 
processes.

It is not uncommon for 100-250 ppm of toluene to be seen in essential oils, but 1000
ppm is extreme. The researchers claim that the toluene is a naturally occurring 
constituent of some essential oils, for example, it has been found following dry 
distillation of tolu balsam. However, if it was the result of degradation changes during
processing, or as a result of contamination of the source material, is unknown. I was 
extremely sceptical about it being a natural source and so contacted two essential oil 
analysts and a leading world expert in essential oils analysis. In all cases they 
confirmed that they had seen trace amounts of toluene in some essential oil samples.
What they did not know was if it was a natural occurrence, or a contaminant from 
cleaning procedures, paint coatings, water used, even in tobacco smoke. 

As frankincense resin is gathered from wild trees by tribes in the area, the potential 
for contamination from several of these sources is feasible, even possibly smoking as
sacks are being filled.  The water used in distillation is also a potential source as it 
has been found contaminating groundwater.  It has even been found in water from 
wells 265 feet deep. A search using the term 'toluene' here will produce numerous 
references:  http://nlquery.epa.gov/epasearch/epasearch

The volume of oil being taken internally by customers of Young Living and dTERRA 
distributors is not clear. Therefore their exposure to toluene is also vague.  In the 
case of pregnancy this oil should not be taken internally.  Smokers will 
dramatically increase the levels of toluene in their blood if they also consume this oil.

Toluene is a restricted chemical in most countries due to its toxicological effects at
low doses, foetal toxicity and abortive activity (1.) See also: 
http://www.cdc.gov/niosh/docs/90-101/

A study of workers routinely exposed to toluene found "a clear genotoxic effect 
associated with toluene exposure". (4)

American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists (ACGIH) Threshold Limit 
Value (TLV) (2007) is 20 ppm. Female reproductive system damage and 
pregnancy loss are the main risk factors.

The Occupational Safety and Health standard exposure limit for toluene in workplace 
air is 200 ppm averaged over eight hours. However, the American Conference of 
Governmental Industrial Hygienists (ACGIH) recommended limit for toluene in 
workplace air is 50 ppm. Ingestion would give a far higher rate of exposure.

Botanical names:
Another issue with this and other related research are the Botanical names 
given to the oils tested. In this case it is named as Boswellia sacra, yet it is 
well known by expert botanists that Frankincense trees are notoriously 
variable. Therefore, to give a precise botanical name is unreliable due to 
interspecies variability.  One tree may be identified by a botanical expert but a 
tree a hundred feet away can be substantially different, especially in chemical 
profile.

The resin is gathered from these wild trees and is mixed for commercial resale.
It is a fundamental problem with all the published research on Frankincense 
type oils that the researchers have little real idea on the precise 
botanical identity of the resins they use.

Other research on Frankincense:
There have been many studies over the years on the therapeutic effects of 
Frankincense. Several researchers have indicated that they believe Boswellic 
acids are responsible. However, this group of chemicals is usually obtained by 
extraction with solvents such as alcohol. There may of course be other anti 
cancer substances in the different types of resins which have yet to be 
identified.  If so the research on boswellic acids cannot be directly applied to 
the use of the essential oils as is being widely claimed. 

Conclusions:

With the research being promoted by Young Living and dTERRA distributors, 
we see preliminary studies on a particular oil being seized and hyped in order
to sell products.  Academic research on essential oils is rarely taken forward to 
controlled clinical trials. That is necessary in order to establish if preliminary 
research is sound, or if the substance is safe for use as recommended. 

Chewing Frankincense resin has an Ancient history for treating a variety of 
illnesses. When chewed it contains a different combination of chemicals to that 
found in the distilled or extracted oils. It also contains chemicals not found in 
the oils. In addition, it is known that saliva in the mouth can cause chemical 
changes in substances. Therefore, the fact that an unrefined resin or herb has 
acknowledged medicinal activity, does not mean that a refined extract such as 
an essential oil will have the same activity.

Hot distillation is man-made chemistry. Heat changes the chemicals of 
essential oils occurring in plant tissues.  This means that any traditional 
medicinal use of the herb should be subject to fresh evaluation when the 
distilled essential oil is used instead of the herb. Heat can create both 
beneficial as well as hazardous substances.  In the case of the research above, 
we see a possible example of this effect with toluene.

While I accept that using the toxicological data of a single chemical in an 
essential oil can be misleading due to the synergistic activity of all the other 
chemicals,  in this case we just do not know if the toluene is a natural chemical
or a contaminant.  If it is a contaminant, then using this oil for treating cancers
is unwise.  The effects of the whole oil may be beneficial in the short term, but
the long term effects of the toluene are sinister. 

I have always (with a handful of exceptions) advised against the 
internal use of essential oils as medicines because I know what can be 
in them.   In the case of the research on Frankincense oil there now 
remains a question about the claims of “therapeutic quality” 
frequently made by both Young Living and dTERRA for their oils when 
compared to other suppliers.

Acknowledgements: With my thanks to Mynou De Mey for her assistance with
the wording of a complex subject.
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The ‘Therapeutic Grade’ Essential Oils Disinformation Campaign.

Adapted from Kirkham K. & Burfield T. (2006) “Naked aromatherapy – 
the truth laid bare” Aromatherapy Today 36, 28-33, as further updated in 

Cropwatch Newsletter August 2007.  

Copyright © Tony Burfield & Kendra Kirkham 2006-9.

Pre-amble. 
Many  professional  aromatherapists  have  become  unwitting  victims  of  a
marketing  ploy  by  essential  oil  suppliers,  whereby  ‘approved  therapeutic
grades’ of essential oils are advertised for sale. Let us be quite clear about
this - there is no such thing  as  a ‘therapeutic grade essential oil’, and
no quality standards for the authentication or performance of essential
oils specifically exist within aromatherapy per se. This latter situation
results  from the  failure  of  professional  aromatherapy organisations
and  aromatherapy  essential  oil   trading  associations  to  issue  a
comprehensive set of aromatherapy oil  standards,  in spite of individual
schemes being put forward (e.g. the initiative of Jones, 1998). 

Cropwatch reviewed the disinformation on  ‘therapeutic grade essential oils’ in
2006 and 2007 (see references), based on the marketing hype put out by the
Young Living Essential Oils (YLEO) pyramidal sales organisation. To do this we
checked out the claims made by YLEO with the certifying bodies AFNOR & ISO
themselves which confirmed our initial  view that their (YLEO) statements were
inaccurate /  misleading.  It  is  not without  some irony that  the March 2006
edition  of  Aromatherapy  Today carrying  the  very  article   disproving  the
existence of therapeutic grade oils, also carried a full back-cover advertisement
for – you guessed it – therapeutic grade oils, courtesy of an Australian supplier
(Essential Therapeutics).  

Since  2006/7  the  situation  has  worsened,  such  that  staff  at  the  National
Association for Holistic Aromatherapy (NAHA) have forwarded details of further
organisations  marketing  mythical  “therapeutic  grade  essential  oils  to
Cropwatch, The advertising content seems not dissimilar to that originally put
out by YLEO. We examine the progression of this trend below. 

The  situation  has  been  further  investigated  by  Elston  (2009)  on
Aromaconnection 
who investigates dTERRA’s registered trade mark for the mythical ‘therapeutic
grade essential oils’ – this can be followed at  www.aromaconnection.org Co-
incidentally Cropwatch has also been looking at dTERRA’s website claims (see
below).  

Existing Essential Oils Standards. 
Over the decades,  there have been a number of bodies that have laid down
working standards for essential oils, often geared towards the needs of the
pharmaceutical, food or fragrance industry sectors, but often these standards
do  not  prove  entirely  suitable  for  essential  oil  quality  monitoring  in  the
aromatherapy,  profession,  since  (for  example)  they  do  not  consider
appropriate  chemotypes  employed  in  aromatherapy  best  practice,  or
sometimes,  they  ignore  preferred  geographic  origins  of  the  essential  oils
commonly employed.

Essential oil standards for the pharmaceutical trade are drawn up, maintained
and published in the form of National Pharmacopoeias. These Pharmacopoeia’s
are exorbitantly expensive and subject to severe photocopying restrictions in
many libraries  (you may consult  them, and take notes from them in most
libraries however). The British Pharmacopoeia (BP) for example, is produced by
the British Pharmacopoeia  Commission  Secretariat, part of the Medicines and
Healthcare products Regulatory Agency. Many of the monographs for essential
oils  contain  fairly  exacting  monographs  including  physical   and  chemical
standards, thin layer chromatography and GC assay requirements. There are
also  pharmacopoeias  for  individual  nations,  such  as  the  Unites  States
Pharmacopoeia),  and of Germany, China, India,  etc.  It  is  important also to
mention the widely consulted European Pharmacopoeia, now currently in its
sixth edition.  

Also in the US, a collection of monographs on individual essential oils (EOA
Standards) were produced a number of decades previously by the Scientific
Committee of the Essential  Oil  Association Inc. for  use by the essential  oil
trade. The specifications for these older standards were geared in some cases
especially towards US home-produced oils (e.g. those for peppermint oil) which
has  attracted  some subsequent  criticism from producers  in  other  countries
(India,  Russia  etc.)  trying  to  produce  commodities  conforming  to  these
specifications. In France, the Association Française de Normalisation (AFNOR)
produces the standards for the oil trade. Australian Standards for essential oils
(e.g. AS2785-1985 for tea tree oil) also exist, but since for example over 90%
of Australian tea tree oil is exported, compliance to international essential oil
standards is more relevant.  

The Food Chemicals Codex V was produced at the request of the FDA and is
widely  used  for  guidance  by  the  food  flavourings  industry.  Many  larger
established  flavour  &  fragrance  houses  have  their  own  internal  purchasing
standards for essential oils, but perhaps the main independent certifying body
is  now  the  International  Standards  Organisation  (ISO  Standards  TC  54)
which publishes universally accepted standards for individual essential  oils.
Again the cost of purchasing these individual standards may be insignificant for
major essential oil producers, but is inhibitory for many small concerns. 

It  is  not  unusual  in  certain  sectors  of  the  food  and flavourings  sectors  to
modify or adulterate particular oils in order to meet the requirements of their
corporate  clients,  but  essential  oils  for  use  in  aromatherapy  should  be
produced by purely physical means and be 100% pure and wholly derived from
the named botanical source.

So - one of the biggest so-far-unresolved dilemmas aromatherapists face, is
how to tell whether a given essential oil fulfils the requirements of quality and
purity.  Many  feel  that  they  have  to  rely  on  the  supplying  company  for
information or ‘word of mouth’ testimonials. Inevitably certain companies play
on the gullibility of their customers to make unsubstantiated claims.

Enter Young Living Essential Oils. 
Young Living Essential  Oils (YLEO) who promote themselves as a Christian-
faith-based  (pyramidal)  sales  organisation,  headed  up  by  the  controversial
figure of  Gary Young,  have  been historically  prominent  in  using the term
‘therapeutic quality’ in relation to the hyped marketing of essential oils. On
therapeutic-grade.com  (2015  site  dead) we  found  the  following  YLEO
definition of "therapeutic grade" essential oils (downloaded March 2006): 

"In  Europe,  AFNOR  (French  Association  of  Normalization)  and  ISO
(International  Standards  Organization),  which  has  set  standards  for
therapeutic-grade  essential  oils  adopted  from  AFNOR)  provide  a  set  of
standards  that  has  been  established,  outlining  the  chemical  profile  and
principal constituents that quality essential oils should have. These are widely
regarded as the gold standard  for  testing essential oils. The AFNOR standard
is most stringent, and differentiates true therapeutic-grade essential oils from
similar Grade A essential oils with inferior chemistry. AFNOR standards state
the percentages of certain chemical constituents that must be present for an
essential oil to qualify as truly therapeutic-grade.  As a general rule, if two or
more  marker  compounds  in  an  essential  oil  fall  outside  their  proper
percentages, the oil may not meet the AFNOR standards. These guidelines help
buyers differentiate between a therapeutic-grade essential oil  and lower grade
oil with a  similar chemical makeup and fragrance.” 

The  website  described  above  changed  its  previous  factually  indefensible
content, and is now (Dec 2009) trying to persuade gullible essential oil buyers
that ‘proper’ cultivation,  harvesting and distillation are necessary to produce
these rare mythical  ‘therapeutic grade essential oils’ of theirs.  The example of
lavender oil production is given – but much of the content now simply relates
to  universally  observed  good  manufacturing  practice,  sprinkled  with  a  few
trademark prejudicial and controversial scientific claims. 

Cropwatch Investigates.
A spokesperson for AFNOR confirmed to Cropwatch (March 2006) that they
(AFNOR) do not have a standard for therapeutic grade essential oils
(and neither do ISO) and so they do not differentiate between any ‘Grade A’
and ‘therapeutic grade essential oils’, as per YLEO claim. This situation with
AFNOR policy has not changed since 2006, at the present date of writing (Dec
2009). Further, essential oils have never been classified in grades described as
A, B, C as suggested by YLEO, and would surely not find any customers for
grades less than A grade,  even if  they did  exist!  In reality, essential oils
used  by  aromatherapists  include  minor  essential  oils,  oils  of  differing
geographic  origins  and  specific  chemotypes  not  covered  by  AFNOR or  ISO
standards.  At  the  time of  our  investigation  we  were  further  informed  that
AFNOR would be writing to YLEO asking them to retract misleading statements
re ‘therapeutic grade oils’, but the subsequent problem  has been that a large
number  of  other  aromatherapy  essential  oil  traders  are  also  using  these
misleading descriptors.  

As  a  further  point  of  information,  specifications  limiting  the  presence  of
pesticides,   heavy  metals,  dioxins,  PCB's,  MCP’s,  radionuclide’s  and  other
hazardous  materials  are  not  normally  included  in  recognised  essential  oil
standards (although concentration restrictions for these items may figure in
standards of intended use e.g. food flavourings).  

Since the publication of Cropwatch’s original article (2006), it has come to our 
attention that although the paragraph quoted above was still there in April 
2007 and still appeared on many YLEO – related websites (e.g. at 
http://raindropkit.com/therapeutic.htm) it no longer appears at 
www.therapeutic-grade.com (2015 site dead) a website run by Tom Anson of
Anson Aromatic Essentials an Independent Distributor of YLEO. Instead we find
a page entitled “Setting the Record Straight Concerning AFNOR Correcting the 
misinformation perpetuated by some aromatherapy companies”. 

Anson subsequently issued the following statement on this site in 2007: 

“Here is where the record must be set straight.  For years, I was taught that 
the answer to "How do you know … ?" was AFNOR.  When I was first getting 
started with aromatherapy, my  mentors  told me that AFNOR certification is 
the most  reliable indicator of an essential oil's quality is.  The only problem is: 
there is no such thing as AFNOR certification; AFNOR has no such program for 
certifying essential oils, based on its standards.  Its standards cover all 
specifications for essential oils, but do not include any reference to therapeutic 
grade.

AFNOR (the Association French Normalization Organization Regulation)
acts as a standards-setting body for a variety of products and services - not
just  essential  oils.  Contrary  to what  I  had been led to  believe,  it  is  not  a
government agency - something like the USDA; it is a private company, and
the  name AFNOR is a registered trademark, and as such, protected property.
And, while Young Living seeks to maintain a good working relationship with
AFNOR,  the two are completely separate business entities with no direct ties
between them.” 

Unfortunately Anson did not seem able to let go completely of the concept of
“therapeutic - grade” and still used the YLEO wording “What is it that can make
one oil  a therapeutic-grade essential  oil  while another is Grade-A,  but not
therapeutic-grade?”  Knock  -  Knock!  –  There is  no  such  thing as a
Grade  A oil! No official body gives out certificates for Grade A oils – mainly
for the reason that all oils should be Grade A –  why would anyone buy a Grade
B or a C essential oil!  

An interesting development which Cropwatch attempted to pursue was that it
was reported in 2006 that YLEO’s Director of Research and  Development and
Quality, a certain William F. Popin, managed to insert himself as chair of the
USP Botanical Advisory Board. Cropwatch  believed  that  this represented  an
outrageous development, since there is no way that YLEO has any mandate to
speak  or  sit  in  judgement,  for  either  the  botanical  or   aromatherapy
community. Further YLEO has elsewhere been heavily criticised for peddling
essential oils on the  basis of  pseudo-science and hazardous practices,  and
we  believe  that Poppin  therefore  does not  have  the  supported  authority
to retain this post  (- supposing he’s still in it). An initial communiqué from a
USP official to Cropwatch (April  2006)  indicated that the USP do not intend to
define  therapeutic  /  aromatherapeutic  grades  of  essential  oils,  despite
propaganda suggesting the contrary on YLEO-connected websites. 

The Disinformation Campaign Spreads  –  Other Companies emerge
selling 

“Therapeutic Grade Essential Oils.”

The  dTERRA  company at http://www.dTERRAoil.com sell  ‘therapeutic grade’
essential oils, repeat the mythical A, B & C grading of essential oils belief with
this definition:

“Grade B essential oils are food grade; they may contain synthetics, pesticides,
fertilizers,  chemical/synthetic  extenders,  or  carrier  oils.   Grade  C  oils  are
perfume grade and may contain the same type of adulterating chemicals as
food grade oils. They also usually contain solvents which are used to gain a
higher yield of oil.”  

dTERRA’s view of essential oil quality is bizarre - Grade B essential oils contain
fertilisers?   Would  that  be  ammonium  nitrate,  for  example,  making  them
potentially explosive?  And which  food  standards authority  would  permit
pesticides & fertilizers in essential oils to be used as food flavouring ingredients
-  It simply doesn’t make any sense. We are further told that Grade C essential
oils are perfume grade and ‘usually contain solvents’ (?). Why does the author
think that the perfumery industry would buy such inferior ingredients?  Does
he/she not realise that ingredient performance in product is directly related to
ingredient quality?  

According to advertisements seen by Cropwatch,  Essential Therapeutics also
sell  the  mythical  therapeutic  grade  essential  oils  via  seven  listed  outlets
throughout Australia & Tasmania. Elizabeth Van Buren Inc. also advertises oils
of the ‘finest  &  purest therapeutic grade’.  Other advertisements we have
seen  include  those  from  Mountain  Rose  Herbs,  The  Ananda  Apothecary,
Somatherapy, Anson Aromatic Essentials  (the presumed  owner  is mentioned
above) and many others.  

Conclusions:

Potential  essential  oil  buyers should independently check out the marketing
information provided by essential oil traders  -  do not be put off asking for any
extra  information  or  reassurances  that  you  are  legally  entitled  to  if  the
situation is  not absolutely clear cut.  The professional  aromatherapist  has a
duty to be able to  provide all  relevant  safety  information relevant  to  their
clients’ treatment(s) and therefore it is part of ‘due diligence’ to ask questions,
require any stipulated proofs, request an MSDS, ask for compositional data &
certificate of origin of the batch of oil purchased and have their eyes wide open
to marketing ploys & scams of all types - including providing GC’MS print-outs
and other information which relate to other batches of oils entirely, and, of
course, describing essential oils as ‘therapeutic grade’.  

Good luck!  

 “In a  time  of  universal  deceit,  telling  the  truth  becomes a  revolutionary act.”
George Orwell (1984). 

http://www.cdc.gov/niosh/docs/90-101/
http://nlquery.epa.gov/epasearch/epasearch
http://www.fda.gov/ICECI/EnforcementActions/WarningLetters/2014/ucm415809.htm
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wholefoodsmagazine.com

Not wanting the truth about their articles
By Martin Watt

This health food trade journal has published a report about the death of the 
criminal Gary Young of Young Living. The article reads more like an ad for 
Young Living and is packed with hype and lies such as: “The undisputed leader 
of the global essential oil movement,” which is just not true. Also, no mention 
of the many prosecutions and fines imposed on him and the company.
https://wholefoodsmagazine.com/news/main-news/gary-young-founder-of-
young-living-essential-oils-has-died/

See the other articles on this site for the real truth. Also see this reddit group 
who have many abrasive comments about him: 
https://www.reddit.com/r/antiMLM/comments/8izw2e/gary_young_death/?
st=ji5s8xw7&sh=3027b068 

wholefoodsmagazine is blocking attempts to post the truth about Young and so
I am putting the below on my website so that you can see that this journal is 
not a follower of truth which must throw doubt on the accuracy of their other 
articles.

----------------------- 

The below was sent to them by Mynou de Mey but was bounced back as 
“name blocked”.

----------------------
With all due respect and considering that it is rather "rude" to say bad things 
about people who have died, I need to point out that the rule of truth should 
always be more important than eulogies destined for great people, rather than 
for a person who has spent his life hurting people. Gary Young was a con 
artist, - the biggest in the industry of essential oils and aromatherapy -   a man
who destroyed many people's lives economically and in their health. He ran his
company like a religious cult financially benefiting immensely from the 
gullibility of his followers. This is not a man who was respected by the 
Aromatherapy community at large.  His life was full of lies, deceptions, and 
down right criminal and illegal deeds and perhaps your article should have 
been researched more thoroughly.

I have personally experienced death threats and insults from this company and
its people on a regular basis over the years when I (and many others) exposed
the truths about that company and its leadership.

It is disappointing to read that a magazine reaching people interested in health
would spread this type of "news", but on the other hand it is easy to 
understand why you would support such a company as Young Living Essential 
Oils... your own financial benefit is the reason why you wrote that article, 
essentially to protect your investment, at the cost of hiding the truth from your
readers.

Shame on you for selling products from such a dubious company, and shame 
on you for not exposing the Young Living company for what it REALLY is. You're
a joke to me.

Source and copyright:  aromamedical.org 
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Exposed - the lies of Gary Young of Young Living
By Mynou De Mey

With contributions from
Martin Watt 

Introduction:  Over the last few months there has been considerable debate 
on the Internet following the posting of a video on youtube by a Sultan Yusuf 
Ahmed Salah of Somalia. This video exposed the lies that Gary Young 
continues to spin. It is far from being the first time that his lies have been 
exposed, but perhaps not so publicly as on youtube. The video has been 
removed several times after legal threats from Young Living, but the Sultan 
has now got his own website here: 
http://www.sultanyusufsalah.com/  Now gone.

The comments below are based on Gary Young's own forum, distributors blogs 
and websites.

Gary Young says: “Very few individuals are willing to pay the price, since it is 
easier to copy other people's information, claim someone else's stories as their
own, or just make it up when they simply don't know what they're talking 
about”.

Mynou: Feels like he's looking into his own mirror... Isn't this what Gary Young
has been doing all along? Copying Tisserand, Lafabvre, Penoel, etc... alleging 
that he has studied with some or all of them...which is not true. Marcel 
Lafabvre himself said that Mr. Young took one class that he never completed. 
By the end of the first day, he was boasting around like an "expert". Needless 
to say he looked ridiculous to all who attended that class/seminar.

Mr. Young continues to add lies to falsehoods, to bogus medical claims, while 
showing very little respect for the cultures he is exposed to...obviously leaving 
his ominous footprints wherever he goes, like a bulldog coming home with 
paws full of mud... In the end, reputation is everything, and Mr.Young despite 
his financial success is really not taken seriously by anyone involved in true 
Aromatherapy.

Another lie...and a serious one: https://www.facebook.com/dgaryyoung
Gary Young:  Here Gary is shown posing with his Business permit from the 
Ministry of Agriculture-Dhofar (Oman).
    “Moreover, Young Living is proud of the singular opportunity we have to be 
the first commercial frankincense distiller in Oman in hundreds of years".

Mynou: The date of his Business Permit is dated May 30, 2013.  I know for a 
fact that there is a distiller in Salalah who has a Business Permit dated July 25,
2011.  This means that this company has been distilling in Oman for at least 
two years prior to Gary Young. He knows this but lies about it. I have seen 
the permit. 
     I believe at this point that Young is suffering from multiple psychoses, one 
of them being that he thinks that he is "the only one who", "the first one who".
He forgets too easily that in this industry people travel far to search for their 
oils... and sometimes bump into each other... it's a small world after all... and 
Salalah is a small town. 

Martin Watt: I should add here that the major fragrance and extraction 
companies in the UK and USA have been importing Frankincense from that 
area for generations. In addition, to maintain the highest quality of essential 
oils they have until recently imported the crude resins and distilled them in 
their own highly specialised factories. Now that modern extraction facilities are 
being used in Oman, they may now be importing finished oils from the traders,
but certainly not from Young Living; a minow in the real world of essential oils.

Mynou: And once again Gary Young has been caught in a big fat lie as he 
keeps
talking out of his "derriere". Mr. Young is neither the first, and was never the 
only company granted permission to distill, and/or export 
Frankincense.

If his blunder in Somalia is an indication of how adept he is at making friends, 
I sincerely doubt that the Omani people respect him at all... and for good 
reasons.

Most companies buy their Frankincense from Somalia, not Oman... there is too
little of it in Oman. But since G.Young insulted Sultan Yusuf in Somalia, I would
doubt that he would be welcomed back.

In Oman There is not one essential oil company that is harvesting their own 
frankincense.  That's a fact!

In Oman frankincense is harvested by "tribes". If you want frankincense, you 
need to buy it from the tribes who own the trees. That's a fact. Tribes in Oman 
are "families", well educated, prosperous, wealthy, well dressed, sophisticated 
and professional individuals. They control large businesses and send their 
children to study abroad. They are by no means the "tribes" that most people 
imagine, ignorant, poor, perhaps barbaric, and in need, and running around 
with a loin cloth... ;o)

They don't need a guy like G.Young.
     Martin Watt: Of course not, the traders of Frankincense in that area have 
been building up worldwide contacts for the last several thousand years. They 
know who wants their resins and that includes the worlds top fragrance 
companies. Despite the lies told by Young Living, these organisations know 
more about essential oils than ANYONE in aromatherapy.

Gary Young: “I have built two distilleries in Salalah and have walked the 
mountains from the eastern Dhofar mountains east of Hasik to the border of 
Yemen, harvesting frankincense resin". 

Mynou: One, you cannot go into the mountains and harvest frankincense in 
Oman... *it is not allowed.* Secondly, you cannot harvest frankincense in 
Oman. It's strictly a tribal business.

Then there is his story about receiving a "gift" of 200,000 to 400,00 acres of 
land from His Majesty Sultan Qaboos, for their exclusive use of frankincense. 
This has been posted on the Internet... However, there is nothing about this 
that Gary Young has written himself. Instead, he tells his cult members 
during their conferences, then THEY write about it. This means he can claim
it was not written by himself, but by an independent distributor. He has been 
caught lying too many times and his legal team have put a gag on him. He will 
not speak without his legal team as a shield. He would not show up for the 
interview with Utah Stories... http://www.utahstories.com/2014/07/young-
living-farms-wacky-somalian-adventures/

This story about the gift of land is simply not true. Mr. Young has always 
wanted to appear more important than anyone, and who is going to check into 
his stories?..not his followers. Ask yourselves, why would the Sultan award this
guy whom nobody knows., with a gift of land?...for what reason? There has 
never been such a gift.

Young claimed that “he would be protecting the trees and help the tribes”. 
Seems a bit like a colonialist attitude to have, don't you think? The trade never
needed his help, thank you. It continues to succeed and prosper without G. 
Young.

Following the fiasco in Somalia, I would advice Mr. G.Young not to repeat that 
experience in Oman, which is quite a different place. Publishing lies about 
meetings with important Omanis is a big mistake.

Other now famous quotes from G. Young:
*With respect and admiration for those who seek the truth....Why must the 
talk about this sacred oil be marred with the negative side of the essential oil 
industry that is about money and power? Only those who are part of that 
description can answer that question."*

It would be nice if Gary Young told us who he was referring to in the above. I 
would have thought the “money and power” was Gary Young talking about 
himself.

Mynou de Mey, Aromatherapy Educator

See also article on Frankincense oil for cancer.
Back to article start 
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'Raindrop therapy' in the UK

A warning about this treatment 
By Martin Watt

Underlying this treatment is the long discredited USA based Young Living and 
Gary Young. It seems that they may have guessed legal action might be 
coming from the FDA in America. So by spreading their lying and manipulating 
ways overseas they could keep the profits rolling in. Now with the 
establishment of a training organisation in the UK, Young Living and their 
Raindrop therapists are spreading fast.

GENERAL ISSUES:
Over many years people have been plugging away trying to get the FDA in the 
USA to take action against Y.L. and their dangerous and illegal treatments and 
claims. At long last in 2014 they did after the distributors claimed that 
essential oils could cure Ebola: 
http://www.fda.gov/ICECI/EnforcementActions/WarningLetters/2014/ucm416023.htm

I am not the only person who has exposed Young Living and their dangerous 
founder quack and confidence trickster Gary Young. In addition to the articles 
by others below, I have copies of files from web sites that no longer exist, or 
where Young Living lawyers have threatened action in the USA and sites such 
as facebook removed the files. If they threaten me my response would be “see
you in court”.

If you are a Young Living follower, please check out other peoples articles:

A reddit group with many comments about Gary Young and his activities

http://www.naturesgift.com/aromatherapy-information/essential-oil-safety/rdt/#_ftn1     
Good review of Raindrop therapy

http://www.utahstories.com/2014/07/young-living-farms-wacky-somalian-adventures   
A local paper in Utah, good article

https://essentialoilskeptic.wordpress.com   
Reviews of Gary Young and the Multi level marketing scams

http://www.utahstories.com/2012/02/mult-level-marketing-lavendar-fields
 A local paper in Utah, good article

http://www.utahstories.com/2014/08/report-used-in-young-living-farms-case-against-
dTERRA-suspect/  As above

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/20140713001220-36302273  About Gary

naha.org/explore-aromatherapy/safety  There was once a well researched paper on raindrop
therapy but it has been removed. I have a copy if anyone wants it.

http://leetea.hubpages.com/hub/       Self explanatory

http://www.naturalnews.com/042030_essential_oils_dTERRA_court_battle.html 
About the dropped court case.

http://www.healthwatcher.net/quackerywatch/Young-Oils/totalhealth2004.html   
Old article but relevant on Gary Young

https://dockets.justia.com/search?query=Young+Living+Essential+Oils 
For a partial list of court cases.

https://news.google.com/newspapers      Young Arrested

http://news.google.com/newspapers?nid=1345      Young Arrested more

http://articles.latimes.com/1987-10-23 
A sample of  Blood sample from a Cat to test their ethics.

You may think some of the above articles have nothing to do with raindrop 
therapy. The point is that the whole system was developed by Gary Young an 
untrained con man who knew nothing about essential oils safety.

MISCELLANEOUS CLAIMS

Among the numerous lies promoted by UK raindrop therapists is that Gary 
Young was an “ND”. This is not true and many call him “Dr”. In fact, he 
purchased a certificate from a fake “University”. More in other articles. 

“Young Living thrives because it rewards you for doing the most natural thing 
in the world: sharing”.  It rewards those poor misled souls who sign up as 
distributors, but only as long as the sales continue. This is a multi-level 
(Pyramid) marketing organisation which is of questionable legality in the UK.

Seed to seal: “The seeds we use are selected for their scientifically proven 
ability to become plants with the highest possible levels of bioactive 
compounds”.  Since when were frankincense and myrrh trees grown from 
seed? Also, other trees including the eucalyptus much loved of YL distributors. 
If grown from seed it was long before YL was created. On the YL web site is a 
map of their farms; this is aimed at misleading people into thinking they are 
big when other essential oil producers are far bigger. See the article on 'Gary 
Young in Somalia' and the websites exposing his lies. 

“Each essential oil must pass Young Living's stringent testing to ensure the 
optimal bioactive natural compounds are present”. Many of the “bioactive” 
substances in plants and essential oils are still to be discovered. Therefore 
analysis cannot determine if they are in a particular oil or not. All that can be 
established is if certain chemicals are there in the volumes acknowledged by 
the wider scientific world (not Young by Living).

Please beware of references to the joke “research” organisations allied to 
Young Living such as airase.org. This is a scam aimed at making YL followers 
think they are a credible organisation. They are far from it and even their file 
on the history of essential oils has the same gross lies told by Young Living. 
They also seem to be a back-door method to give unsound scientific references
to YL members (thus avoiding the FDA). They are implying that Melissa oil can 
cure Diabetes when the research is to rats given injections of formalin to 
induce pain, then they were fed Melissa oil for 4 weeks and decapitated.
                                                     
Strange, I thought YL distributors said their oils were not tested on animals?  
These kind of tests can rarely be replicated in humans at the levels of use in 
the experiments concerned. As an aside Melissa oil is one of the most widely 
adulterated/created essential oils and its use in cosmetics is banned by 
reputable trade safety organisations due to a lack of safety data.                 

Claimed research references on raindrop therapy and similar sites: These are 
used to fool people into thinking the therapy is credible. However, try following 
some of them up and you will find they have little to do with raindrop therapy. 
You will often find a single piece of research such as J Pathol. 1979 
Sep;129(1):9-12. Where “Virus-like particles” were found in the skeletal 
muscles of 6 six cases of idiopathic scoliosis. This has been spun by Gary 
Young into “raindrop oils penetrate the skin and kill the viruses that cause 
scoliosis”. There is no scientific or traditional medicine basis to this 
claim because there is no evidence that either viruses or toxins cause 
scoliosis.

Psychiatry and Clinical Neurosciences (2005), 59, 363 is referenced on some 
raindrop sites as proof that essential oils increase blood flow to the prefrontal 
cortex.  If you get this document you will see the authors speculate this may 
be the case. There are in fact dozens of well conducted research papers 
proving that aroma affects the brain in various ways. The aroma does not 
have to be from the application of an essential oil to the body, indeed it 
can happen just as well via the use of synthetic perfumes (not that I am 
advocating that).  This is just one more of many examples of Young Living and 
their agents perverting science to suit their selling purposes.

THE DANGERS ASSOCIATED WITH RAINDROP THERAPY

The biggest problem with raindrop therapy is it flies in the face of all known 
safety data about essential oils. Sound safety data on the side effects of 
essential oils dates back over 40 years. It was compiled from dermatology 
clinics around the world and via tests on humans of each oil by highly qualified 
dermatologists. When Gary Young first started his cult he knew nothing about 
safety data and so ignored all the known dangers. When he did find out he 
tried to cover his back by claiming “only Young Living oils could avoid such 
reactions as only they were therapeutic grade”. For example, putting undiluted 
Thyme, Peppermint, Clove and Cinnamon bark oil on the skin can cause burns.
When their patients reported that they had a bad reaction it was dismissed as 
“meaning that the toxins were being released by the body”,“burning the toxins 
out” or similar terms. Please see the other articles for more.

Statement on a UK raindrop therapist's site: “The common availability of 
such adulterated oils has caused some aromatherapists, who unsuspectingly 
and routinely use such products, to conclude that it is not safe to use an 
essential oil directly (neat) without diluting it down to a 2-5% concentration in 
a neutral fatty base”. This statement is absurd. The dilution issue has nothing 
at all to do with the adulteration issue. The dangers of using 100 percent 
genuine oils on the skin have been known about for over 50 years and are 
widely documented. 

RAINDROP THERAPY IN THE UK AND THE CLAIMS MADE

I am certain that some of the therapists who are offering raindrop therapy in 
the UK are in other respects good caring therapists. However, like thousands in
the USA, they have been beguiled and had their minds manipulated by the 
slick marketing and lies of the Young Living organisation. I had intended giving
the names of UK businesses offering this therapy but decided against it 
because some of their other treatments may be fine.

Many credit Gary Young for inventing this treatment based on his time with a 
Lakota wiseman. This is the first lie which was exposed by the granddaughter 
of Wallace Black Elk in which she stated :
“Don Gary Young is a known quack who has claimed to have learned and modified a 
"technique" from Grandfather Wallace. Don was a "monkey"….. who hung around 
Grandfather, he was a "monkey-see, monkey-do". He would imitate things he saw without 
knowledge, without wisdom and without any knowledge of our Grandfather. He never 
"worked with" nor was he ever taught, endorsed or recognized by Grandfather. He 
has stained our beautiful Grandfather's name and it has to stop”. Note that his real name is
Donald, not Dr. as written on Young Living marketing sites.

The claims made by Young Living distributors and Young himself changed over 
the years as challengers proved him to be a liar.  What started out as claiming 
that he “got the technique” from the Lakota, latter changed to he 
“modified the technique”. You will come across old web pages going back 
years with different claims later proven to be lies which Young Living and Gary 
Young subsequently changed.

On several UK therapists blogs and sites you will find the same old trash long 
disproved in the USA such as: “Often many types of spinal problems and 
misalignments are caused by toxins that lie dormant within the spine”. That is 
complete and utter nonsense. Most people are born with scoliosis and only an 
operation (if it is severe) can fix the problem. If it is mild (like mine) you can 
have osteopathy to relieve the stresses in ligaments and muscles, but 
essential oils cannot change bone structure. Anyone who tells you 
differently is a quack.

You will see “Practitioners have noticed that clients increase in height post 
treatment by as much as 2cm”.  Sure, a good massage releasing stressed back
muscles can make someone stand taller, but the oils doing that by penetrating 
the tissues and killing viruses is absolute nonsense.

To make these claims even more ludicrous are “that essential oils can 
penetrate the skin and kill viruses”. There is no sound evidence for the skin 
penetration claims. Even worse is the fact that most essential oils are not 
antiviral in humans. Where essential oils have indicated some antiviral 
activity, this has only been from the results of testing on cell cultures. With 
viruses you cannot just assume that any tests in-vitro will be replicated in the 
living body. Young Living has always taken the results of unrelated scientific 
research and twisted the results to market their oils. Hence the reason the FDA
had to step in when distributors started claiming that Ebola could be cured 
using essential oils. Now they are making veiled claims that Frankincense oil 
can cure cancer, no mention of which cancers!!!

You will see “release of toxins from central nervous system”. Do people really 
believe that our nerves store toxins? 

"Some of the diluents used in essential oils are odourless, colourless 
petrochemicals (which are cheap). However, such components can be harmful 
to one's health when applied to the skin, taken internally, or inhaled over a 
period of time". Please see my article about the toxin toluene in their 
Frankincense oil. Even if it is a natural chemical as the result of distillation, it is
still dangerous if consumed as advocated on Young Living followers blogs.

Some of these therapists give the same references to trials of essential oils 
that are covered in other articles on my site. When examined in detail it will be
found that the vast majority of these pieces of scientific research have 
absolutely no relevance to the use of raindrop therapy. Even worse is that 
some of the research has not been evaluated by knowledgeable experts. 
Indeed it would seem that some of the scientists cited had their work funded 
by Gary Young and/or Young Living. 

THERAPEUTIC GRADE OILS

Another lie, worth mentioning is that there is no such definition within the 
REAL essential oil trade. 

Yes, there have always been “grades” in the real essential oils trade, but never 
a “therapeutic grade”. Indeed standards set in some National Pharmacopoeias 
are far from reliable.  What the real essential oil traders want to know is “is 
this Peppermint oil English, US, Chinese or what”?. If English or US Peppermint
oil is used can make little difference therapeutically, but makes a big difference
for the flavour trade. 

These sites and therapists claim that Young Living oils are better than anyone 
else and the invented term “therapeutic grade” is constantly used.  To make 
these claims even more unfounded, suspicions about the quality of Young 
Living oils going back many years were recently confirmed. A video was 
released to social media of a lawyer questioning an essential oil analyst who 
once worked on Young Living oils. *That proved Gary Young did not care in
the least about quality issues. This video was constantly removed from 
social media sites after legal threats from Young Living lawyers, but some of us
kept copies as evidence. The analyst refused to continue working for Young 
Living as a result of the deception.

Young Living claim only their oils are genuine. This is another outrageous lie 
propagated by the Young Living organization and its representatives. 
Absolutely genuine essential oils have been Internationally traded for 
over a hundred years. This is because they have always formed a vital part 
of quality perfumes and food flavourings.  The real essential trade have long 
established organisations and superb scientific research publications which 
were all available long before Young Living was founded.  That is not to say 
that essential oils adulteration does not occur, it does, but that is not the point 
at issue. The point is numerous other suppliers have 100 percent genuine oils.

Young Living claims only they get their oils analysed by experts which is 
another blatant falsehood promulgated by the Young Living 
organization. Indeed there is evidence that Gary Young did not care about oil 
quality from the reference above. The large International traders have oil 
samples analysed by world leading experts because these businesses do not 
want to inappropriately pay the oil producers.  The real essential oils trade 
deals in oils by the ton, not with little bottles. Therefore any low-grade oils 
traded as high-grade by producers can cost them dearly, financially and in 
reputation. 

Beware of all claims about essential oils being used in biblical times. 
Essential oils were not available then. What was used were infused oils, or 
resins dissolved in wine. This aspect is pushed like crazy by Young Living as a 
method to delude Christians into believing their hype.

“The electromagnetic frequencies present in natural oils is absent in the 
synthetically produced version”. This is nothing but pseudo-science. They 
simply ignore the fact that the plants yielding essential oils are cooked in 
exactly the same way that your vegetables are cooked. To claim that any 
healing energies remain is just preposterous. The concept of Essential oils 
having energies which could help heal the body is a modern concept invented 
and promoted by a French con artist. Two individuals in France promoted these
unfounded concepts because they knew nothing about the true nature of 
essential oils. One of those individuals was associated with Young Living for a 
while and YL teachers have always continued promoting this misleading and 
false concept.

Some health and educational organisations in the USA and other countries 
have banned the use of Raindrop Therapy, but it is sometimes only in their 
membership rules and may not be on their website. Here is one association 
which bans its use: http://www.alliance-aromatherapists.org

Please, if you live in the UK and are considering going to a therapist 
offering raindrop therapy using undiluted essential oils, do not go if 
that is all they offer. There is nothing to justify its use. It may also 
cause you major skin reactions as has already been experienced in 
the US following raindrop therapy.
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A review of a web site selling Young Living oils for animal health. 

That disreputable organisation, via their distributors, have targeted

 their sales at pet owners.
By Martin Watt

From the web pages of:
http://www.thewholedog.org/EOCats.html

Go there to see the original article summarised below.

Proof that this site is a Young Living oils distributor is on:
http://www.thewholedog.org/yleo.html

Update 2018: Some sites this article was based on may no longer exist and/or their claims
may have been modified.

Outrageous claims and misinformation on essential oils are now being promoted for 
horses via other Young Living distributors websites such as: http://www.holisticequine.com

The biggest lie all these sites make is their claims that Young Living oils are better
than anyone else. 

Another lie is about "therapeutic grade oil". There is no such definition in the REAL 
essential oil trade and never has been. 

Almost identical claims are on the sites below as well as on others:
www.aromanotes.com/drjeannie/ 
www.aspenbloompetcare.com/2005/10/using-essential-oils-with-cats.htm
www.katberard.com/hol_essentialoils.htm
www.catsitters.net/cats.html
www.essentialoilremedies.com/aromatherapy-for-animals.htm
www.dianaewald.com/Animal_Therapies.html
www.webdeb.com/oils/animal-remedy.htm

Y.L.= Distributor claims.
M.W.= My comments. Please note that the article below is mainly about CATS.

FIRST PARAGRAPH OF THEIR ARTICLE.
Y.L. "(Young Living) True, pure essential oils are distilled from plants as subtle volatile 
liquid, the life-force",
  M.W. Marketing hype. Any 'life force' in plants is not to be found in cooked, essential oils.

Y.L. "the regenerating and oxygenating immune defence properties of plants"
  M.W. Any oxygen in essential oils has a negative effect on them, creating dangerous skin
sensitising chemicals. In addition, the "immune defence" system of plants is not just in the 
essential oil.

Y.L. "containing vitamins, minerals, enzymes and hormones".
  M.W. Plants contain these substances, but distilled essential oils DO NOT.

Y.L. "They have a very unique lipid structure including oxygenating molecules that gives 
them the ability to penetrate cell membranes and transport oxygen and nutrients inside 
each cell of the body within only 21 minutes of their application and, in some cases, within 
seconds".
  M.W. Typical Young Living lies and misleading marketing. There is no evidence in 
traditional medicine or modern science, for ANY of these claims.

SECOND PARAGRAPH OF THEIR ARTICLE.
Y.L. "Shelf life of pure essential oils is a minimum of 2000 years"
  M.W. This is VERY DANGEROUS & WRONG. Many essential oils degrade after 6 
months or so and form substances harmful to the skin. 

Y.L. "as shown by the oils retrieved in King Tut's Tomb".
  M.W. Essential oils were NOT retrieved, only aromatic unguents which never contained 
distilled oils.

Y.L."Essential oil frequencies range anywhere from 50 MHZ to 340 MHZ (Rose Oil)".

https://www.alliance-aromatherapists.org/aromatherapy-safety
http://articles.latimes.com/1987-10-23/news/mn-10747_1_blood-analysis
http://news.google.com/newspapers?nid=1345&dat=19830309&id=uEJYAAAAIBAJ&sjid=e_kDAAAAIBAJ&pg=5617,2692405
https://news.google.com/newspapers?nid=1314&dat=19830309&id=6dkvAAAAIBAJ&sjid=qe4DAAAAIBAJ&pg=1520,3981858&hl=en
https://dockets.justia.com/search?query=Young+Living+Essential+Oils
http://www.healthwatcher.net/quackerywatch/Young-Oils/totalhealth2004.html
http://www.naturalnews.com/042030_essential_oils_doTERRA_court_battle.html
http://leetea.hubpages.com/hub/Why-Are-All-the-Articles-that-Suggest-Ingesting-Essential-Oils-is-Safe-Written-by-Young-Living-Sales-Reps
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/20140713001220-36302273-the-truth-about-gary-young-young-living-essential-oils
http://www.utahstories.com/2014/08/report-used-in-young-living-farms-case-against-doterra-suspect/
http://www.utahstories.com/2014/08/report-used-in-young-living-farms-case-against-doterra-suspect/
http://www.utahstories.com/2012/02/mult-level-marketing-lavendar-fields
https://essentialoilskeptic.wordpress.com/
http://www.utahstories.com/2014/07/young-living-farms-wacky-somalian-adventures
http://www.naturesgift.com/aromatherapy-information/essential-oil-safety/rdt/#_ftn1
https://www.reddit.com/r/antiMLM/comments/8izw2e/gary_young_death/?st=ji5s8xw7&sh=3027b068%20
http://www.fda.gov/ICECI/EnforcementActions/WarningLetters/2014/ucm416023.htm


  M.W. This is pseudo science and is 100% meaningless, just designed to lure the gullible.

Y.L."Clinical research has shown that essential oils can quickly raise the frequency of the 
body"
  M.W. What clinical research? Where published? Just more misinformation.

Y.L."Every molecule of essential oils have the ability to:
"increase oxygenation of the cell by 21%"; --M.W. Nothing but lies
"take nutrients into the cells"; --M.W. Nothing but lies
"remove toxins from the cells"; --M.W. Nothing but lies
" increase the immune system within the body". 
  M.W. Some might, but certainly not "every molecule"

Y.L."One drop of Therapeutic essential oil will penetrate every cell within the body within 
21 minutes".   M.W. Same heap of lies as in paragraph 1.

THIRD PARAGRAPH OF THEIR ARTICLE.
Y.L. " some constituents, such as aldehydes found in lavender and chamomile are 
antimicrobial and calming. Eugenol, found in cinnamon and clove, is antiseptic and 
stimulating. Ketones, found in lavender, hyssop and patchouli, stimulate cell regeneration 
and liquefy mucous. Phenols, found in oregano and thyme oil, are highly antimicrobial".
  M.W. This is all theoretical chemistry and faulty, as pointed out by other articles in my 
articles archive.

FOURTH PARAGRAPH OF THEIR ARTICLE.
Y.L. "They also contain a bioelectric frequency that is several times greater than that of 
herbs and food. Thus, these oils have a profound effect of raising the frequencies of the 
human and animal body -- aiding in the prevention of diseases".
  M.W. ALL marketing hype to lure the gullible and without a shred of evidence.

FIFTH AND SIXTH PARAGRAPH OF THEIR ARTICLE.
  M.W. Repetition of all the above to snare the gullible.

[NOTE REGARDING USE ON CATS]

FIRST PARAGRAPH
Y.L. "Research the constituents of the essential oil and consult with an Aromatherapist or 
Natural Animal Health Practitioner before you use it".
  M.W. Most aromatherapists are not trained in animal aromatherapy and thus do not have 
a clue on these issues. I attended a lecture given by two "qualified" animal 
aromatherapists. They were telling people to rub benzoin oil onto the paws of a dog to 
"detoxify its liver". These people had no idea that benzoin oil does not exist, or that 
benzoin is a terrible sensitizing agent in humans let alone on dogs. So this 
recommendation by this Y.L. distributor, is simply a cover-their-back exercise.                     

Y.L. "PLEASE do not just start applying oils to your cat, especially if they are not 
therapeutic grade such as the Young Living oils are".
  M.W. Young Living oils are no more "therapeutic grade" than most in the oils trade.
This is hogwash as old emails in my archives articles prove. In the past, they made such 
claims even when the oils they were selling were grossly adulterated.

SECOND PARAGRAPH
Y.L. "Cats need just a fraction of an amount of essential oils that a dog would".
  M.W. Not true, even small amounts of applied tea tree oil have poisoned certain breeds 
of dogs.

THIRD PARAGRAPH
Y.L. "Place a drop of oil on the palm of your hand".
  M.W. Even one drop of the wrong undeleted oil - if used regularly - can damage the skin 
of the person doing this. Depending on the oil, the skin can also be severely irritated.

SEVENTH PARAGRAPH.
Y.L."Essential Oils when Diffused (cold air diffuse only) will remove metallic particulates 
and toxins from the air, increase atmospheric oxygen, increase ozone and negative ions in
the area".
  M.W. Nothing but lies!

Testimonies of Cats

  M.W. It is unwise for me to comment on each one of these claimed reports. I cannot tell if 
they are genuine, or simply marketing hype to sell product. Anyone can make up such 
stories, but even if genuine, they remain anecdotal unverified and unreliable. If they are 
genuine, then they indicate a shocking amount of animal experimentation by pet 
owners led by the claims of the Young Living oil distributors. Some of that experimentation
is illegal in many countries.

Please note that undiluted essential oils should never be used on cats. There is no 
reliable safety information for essential oils used on cats. Such use could cause more 
harm than good. Also, beware of pet product suppliers who produce formulations that may 
have more essential oil in them than is desirable. If they will not tell you how much 
essential oil is in the formula, I would not use it. 

Certain essential oils would be good to treat infections, but these distributors are implying 
that only Young Living oils are effective and that is just plain lying. 

SUMMARY:
Although the article is supposed to be about cats, it does mention dogs as well and other 
pages on the site refer to the use of essential oils on dogs. It even includes a page written 
by the fraudster Gary Young and refers to him as "Dr." a purchased fake qualification. 

In the case of dogs, It has been shown that the enzymes which influence the bioavailability
of drugs and other substances, vary enormously among the different breeds. Therefore, 
when using essential oils on dogs, the results will be unpredictable and potentially harmful.
As both Dogs and cats tend to groom themselves by licking their fur, the ingestion of any 
externally applied essential oils is guaranteed. What any effects or side effects might be, 
will depend on the volume of oil ingested, the oil/s and on the metabolic pathways of the 
particular breed of dog or cat. Some will have no problem while others can be poisoned.

Dogs and Cats in the wild would rarely consume plants containing essential oils. Evolution 
has therefore not equipped them to cope with eliminating certain toxins found in aromatic 
plants.

The skin of dogs and cats can absorb substances far more readily than humans. While the
volumes of oil absorbed this way will be relatively low, it adds to the volume they will 
absorb via licking their fur and paws. If expressed bergamot oil or Lime oil for example, 
were used on an animal with thin hair, and it was running around in the bright sunlight, the 
chances of a photo toxic skin reaction are high. If the animal got even a smear of 
expressed citrus oils on their nose, then severe skin irritation or even burns are a 
possibility. These are just a couple of examples of proven adverse reactions to certain 
essential oils.

It has been stated by some Young Living distributors, that "there is no evidence that 
essential oils are harmful to dogs". That statement alone proves their ignorance as 
such evidence is available and has been for many years. Below are just a few of the 
references available on the toxicological effects of essential oils on animals. 
All the above does not mean I am against any use of essential oils in animal therapy as 
some can be useful. What I am against is the lies and hype spread by Young Living 
distributors in order to make money from gullible pet owners, and in particular, them 
advocating the undiluted use of hazardous essential oils. Young living was established 
by a confidence trickster and is still run using his name
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REVIEW OF SOME OLD YOUNG LIVING SEMINAR TAPES
By Martin Watt

Comments taken from a videotape of a Young Living seminar. 

With all the early speakers, there were hardly any checkable facts advanced. 

The overall impression was that the first speakers progressed from subtle 
emotional blackmail, to heavier selling techniques. There were lengthy 
descriptions of "how Gary's oil had helped themselves and their loved ones". 

The first speaker gives the scantiest of details about oils being used in his 
hospital to treat sores and wounds. However, the impression I gained, was he 
was talking about doctors treating themselves for minor cuts.

Sheryl Davies: Used emotion arousing techniques to entrap the audience. She 
mentions Lavender and Peppermint for healing a major surgical incision, but 
without saying how much was used or how it was applied.

"Patchouli around the eyes to prevent wrinkles". This is unbelievably 
dangerous. This statement is disgraceful as it trades on the vulnerability of 
people who are desperate to try anything to inhibit natural ageing. There is no 
evidence whatsoever that any essential oil applied to the skin can prevent 
wrinkles.

Lynsey Williams: Blatant scare mongering about super bugs. Clearly he is 
involved with marketing the oils. He was urging people to "build the biggest 
distribution network in the world". His historical information was wrong, such 
as the utter nonsense that: "the apothecaries survived the plagues in Europe 
because they used the blend of oils that Gary Young now has". This statement 
was also made: "people will think they will die unless they buy your products". 
That proves the outrageous dishonest marketing.

Gary Young: The usual mixture of outright lies about super bugs, plus heavy 
emotional blackmail and bandying about the names of "eminently well qualified
doctors". Yet, most of these so called 'doctors' are not medical doctors. 

He quotes "working with the French Government", I would bet this is lie. He 
has made numerous similar claims of working with experts that have since 
been proven untrue. The statement "drink only distilled water" is dangerous 
and amazing that a naturopath should promote such crazy ideas. Distilled 
water is totally lacking in the trace minerals that we need for optimum health 
and unless pasturised or preserved it can be a growth medium for all kinds of 
bugs.

"Cancer can be identified from dried blood smears ten years before it occurs". 
This is again an outrageous statement trading on peoples fears. He gives a 
whole string of theoretical conjectures about the development of super bugs 
and makes them sound like facts.

"You must use the oils to protect yourself against the viruses" etc. You "have 
the chance to save millions of people from death".

All blatant examples of evangelical and high pressure selling 
techniques, aimed at scarring emotionally vulnerable people into 
buying products.

REVIEW OF OTHER GARY YOUNG VIDEO AND AUDIO TAPES

"Oxygen reduces pain". Not used alone it does not. 

"Essential oils have been around for 6000 years". This is not known.
"Essential oils contain the like-force of the plant". This is utter nonsense.

"Ravensara oil is good for pneumonia". What kind of pneumonia caused by 
what?

"All essential oils restore the pH balance of the body". Unbelievable nonsense.

"Cinnamon bark oil diluted can be used on the skin". This oil is hazardous 
even when well diluted.

"5% of wheatgerm oil preserves essential oils". This displays ignorance of the 
chemistry of fixed oils or their properties. It is a common error found in many 
aromatherapy books.

For natural mouth healing: "Birch oil in 4oz. of whine vinegar, this also 
removes plaque and rebuilds enamel'. Birch oil is a powerful irritant. As to it 
rebuilding tooth enamel, this is something new to medical science.

For a metal splinter in the EYE: "Diffuse castor oil near the eye and it will 
draw out the splinter. Do I really need to comment on this craziness.

For a Stye: "Melissa, rosemary, lavender applied neat over the eyelid". This is 
crazy advice, particularly with Melissa oil which is a powerful irritant.

The dangerous health care advice and hype go on and on with this 
criminally incompetent organisation and its founder Gary Young.
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Post to aromatherapy@idma.com 1998
idma is an old newsgroup that ceased in the late 1990s

Re Young Living:
I am tired of the discussions on this list about how *we* should try and help the 
acolytes of Gary Young. If these people cannot understand all that has been said on 
this list and elsewhere, then they are beyond the help of anyone other than those who
specialise in de-programming the followers of *cults*.

It is the responsibility of the supplier of any products and services to educate 
themselves BEFORE supplying goods and services that might be hazardous. Any 
Young Living distributors who rely on their education just from the teachings of Gary 
Young, are fools. It is not for us to supply such education free of charge. Such an 
action is extremely unfair on those aromatherapists who have had to *pay* for their 
own education. Almost everything that Gary Young says, is either a lie, or is 
completely and dangerously wrong. It appears from his writings and teachings that he
has no sound education in natural therapies or medicine. He says-'scoliosis is caused 
by viruses' wow, amazing discovery, and essential oils can reshape spinal vertebrae 
back to normal can they!!

If as it sounds from mails, Y.L. are now improving their education, then it is only 
because they have been pushed to it by the hassle that has been caused by some of 
the people on this group, both publicly and to the authorities. Alternatively, maybe 
one of their clones (or turncoats) on this list, has told them how much evidence we 
have assembled against them.

As to ‘building bridges’ with the people who have been *knowingly* selling lousy 
courses, phoney oils and phoney services for years (many more than just Y.L.). I for 
one have no interest in helping confidence tricksters who have made their fortunes 
over many years out of gullible people. So we are supposed to forgive and forget 
those that through criminal incompetence have harmed innocent members of the 
pubic are we? Well I can tell you no trade will be permitted to continue indefinitely 
with a policy like that. Watch out for legislation and regulation. Martin Watt. 
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Two emails on issues related to Young Living

1) Date Aug 1998
    To: aromatherapy@idma.com

Reply to Shanti-shortish

Shan: =Shanti responses.
Mw: =Martin Watt

Mw: You wanted to know what I meant by “Some of the people in aromatherapy use 
the Christian religion to brainwash vulnerable people, just in order to make cash”.

Well if you have never heard of Gary Young I am quite surprised. In his video tapes he
teaches like an evangelical preacher, targeting those in his audience that subscribe to 
the Christian religions.  A clever, but unscrupulous form of mind control, identical to 
that used to get people into all kinds of religious sects.  I guess that many Young 
Living distributors, could now be considered to be brainwashed members of an 
organised sect.

The quack Gary Young is not the only one that uses the appeal of religion to target 
gullible people, there are a few others I could name, but they are very small fry 
compared to him. 

Shan: I also learned many years ago about groups and what happens in those 
groups.

Mw:We are alike then, because I have little time for most of the groups in 
aromatherapy.  You don't need to be a member of any group or following if you know 
enough about whatever your chosen subject is.  I frequently stand alone in 
challenging wrong information widely promoted as FACT in aromatherapy.  People that
support my views do so for one reason only, which is they have been equipped with 
sufficient sound information to be able to use their brain and make up their own 
minds.

Shan: Truly, I don't need statistics. I don't need blind studies.

Mw: Oh but you are so wrong in that opinion.  Are you telling me that you prefer to 
believe the very short, totally unverified, 'experience' of people in aromatherapy, 
which you have already acknowledged you are not happy with, before the research 
results of 150 years of using essential oils in other trades?

You have already acknowledged that you are not aware of the extensive research 
undertaken on essential oils by the organisations Imentioned in my last mail.

Shan: You use 'criminal' for anyone who might have a different approach, and, of 
course, is not a criminal!

Mw:  No, I know exactly what the word criminal means, and I certainly would never 
use that word to describe someone that just disagrees with me. One thing I try and do
above all else, is say to people, "look it is not just Martin Watt saying this, here are 
the references go and check what I say for yourself".  That is very different from 
many aromatherapy teachers who do not even know the meaning of the word 
'reference'.

Of course few people want to recognise themselves as criminals, but when someone 
knowingly sells a false oil, lies about the quality of courses or goods and services, 
then this is fraud - a criminal activity. Unfortunately, telling such lies tends to be seen
nowadays as a 'good sales pitch' and not recognised for what it really is fraud.

------------------------------
2) Date Nov 1998

To: aromatherapy@idma.com

Reply to Jim on Y.L.

Well Jim, I don't care in the slightest if you think I am the fool because I know who 
the real fools are!

Yes my words can be like hot pokers, but for many aromatherapists it is the only way 
to shake them out of their cozy little fantasy world. If people do not like my style, 
they are not forced to read my mails, strange though how many private mails I get 
urging me to continue.  That I will do as long as I can, simply because I care more 
about people getting the truth than I do about money.  If I just cared about money 
(like so many of the leading educators in aromatherapy), then I could have made my 
fortune several times over by now.  Ask Gary Young about how much he has made by 
lying to and cheating his customers!!

As to 'coming together for healing' I really do not know which planet you are living on.
Here on Earth it is not usually considered good healing practice to harm other people 
by incompetent practises, nor is it 'healing' to rip people off by selling phoney goods 
and services.  I also suggest you get a dictionary and look up the meaning of the word
'conman' which you seem to dislike so much.  The truth hurts doesn't it.

As to your statement that '99.9 percent of Y.L. distributors are God fearing souls', well
I suggest they study their bibles a bit harder, look at what it says happens to people 
that cause harm to their neighbours and about deceit and lies. All common in the 
activities of Gary Young.

I have witnessed the teaching of Mr Young on video and audio tapes as well as read 
his book and talked to those that 'trained' with him.  His selling techniques are as an 
evangelical preacher, carefully targeted at those gullible people that want to believe 
that essential oils are Gods gift to the Earth.  The techniques used by Young are very 
similar to those used to get people into cults, therefore most of Y.L. followers are 
cultists. 

Incidentally, your own words of love and peace sound to me just like the kind of poetic
crap that cult followers produce in order to indoctrinate and control others. 

Finally, just to dismiss another lie of Gary Young. He says a lot of the attacks against 
him, have been because of other essential oils suppliers being jealous of his success. 
Well I am not an essential oil supplier, or a regular course provider, so what is his 
excuse for my attacks on him? I have nothing to gain financially from attacking his 
credibility, but boy do I take pleasure in putting con artists up to public scrutiny.
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A review of the incorrect information on the airase.org website

By Martin Watt 2015

They are the 'Association for the International Research of Aromatic Science 
and Education'. They claim to “promote scientific validation of essential oils for 
their global standardization for home, health care, and medical uses”. Strange,
but there are no experts on that subject listed on their site. In addition, the 
claims made in their therapeutic uses and history files do not stand up to close 
examination. The fact that there are huge factual errors indicates an 
organization who do not have enough expertise to ascertain the accuracy of 
information that they are providing.

The organization seems to be registered in Utah yet claims it is not associated 
with any company. Utah is the home of large multilevel essential oil suppliers. 
It is suspicious because claims made by Airase are similar or identical to those 
made by the multilevel suppliers in the past. 

“AIRASE will solicit donations from the public to fund this research” 
This is rather strange since there are thousands of research papers available, 
some free of charge, on the Internet, and also, in good technical publications 
which have been proving the efficacy of some essential oils for almost 100 
years. However, rarely are the uses proven for the conditions Airase mention in
their therapeutic use page. This organization seems a bit like someone trying 
to reinvent the wheel.

The page on the GRAS status of essential oils
This page is misleading as it fails to say that the GRAS status only applies to 
the volumes of essential oils commonly used in foods by manufacturers. Here 
the volumes used can be tiny compared to the way people use them for health 
problems. GRAS status does not apply to any other uses. This is a major and 
potentially dangerous omission commonly found on the blog sites of multilevel 
essential oil distributors.

Therapeutic Properties of Essential Oils page
It looks like they have listed everything they could find in aromatherapy books 
and on blog sites. There are so many gross errors here that it is hard to know 
where to begin but lets examine just a few claims: 

Black text is theirs. Blue text is mine.

 “anesthetic - anise, cinnamon, clary sage, clove, German chamomile, ginger, 
helichrysum, Roman chamomile, peppermint, myrrh, tansy, blue (tanacetum 
annuum), wintergreen”
I do not think they understand what that term means, it is: “a drug that causes 
temporary loss of bodily sensations”. There is no way that most of the oils indicated do
that, indeed the opposite is true for cinnamon and ginger which are strong skin 
irritants.  Peppermint is only a temporary anesthetic and depending on the amount 
used, can be a powerful irritant.  Wintergreen can have a pain killing action, but it is 
not a true essential oil and really should not be listed as such.

 “anti-aging -clove, eucalyptus globulus, oregano, thyme”.
Putting it politely that is just a heap of beauty trade hype. 

“anti-cancerous - white fir, palo santo, white lotus.”
I am not sure what that term means and how those oils are supposed to help. Without
detail it is meaningless hype.

“anti-tumoral - anise, clary sage, clove, cumin, douglas fir, fennel, geranium, 
German chamomile, grapefruit, white fir, frankincense (boswellia carteri), lavender, 
ledum, lemon, mandarin, myrrh, orange, peppermint, ravintsara, ravintsara, 
rosemary, sage(salvia officinalis), sandalwood, tangerine”.  Does this mean all tumors?
It is reprehensible and disreputable to give people false hopes that if they take these 
oils as medicines it will clear their cancer. In addition, most of these oils are widely 
used as food and drink flavors yet I have seen no evidence that their consumption 
does as suggested. Some taken as an herbal extract might help keep the body 
healthy, but the oils mentioned are unproven other than in unreliable lab and animal 
tests.

“anti-coagulant - angelica, anise, balsam fir, (Idaho), clary sage, clove, cassia, 
cinnamon bark,geranium, helichrysum, laurus nobilis.”
I can only presume this complete nonsense was based on the use of some of these as 
herbal extracts, but it is wrong to attribute it to essential oils.

“anti-diabetic - clary sage, blue cypress, fennel, pine, ylang ylang.”
There is no research on humans validating such a claim; it is very misleading and 
wrong.

“anti-parasitic - carrot seed, Roman chamomile, cinnamon bark(worms), citronella, 
clove, fennel, hyssop, lemongrass, melaleuca alternifolia, melaleuca cajeput, 
melaleuca ericifolia, melaleuca quinquenervia, mountain savory, mugwort, myrrh, 
neroli, nutmeg, oregano, peppermint (worms), rosemary, rosewood, spruce (picea 
mariana), ylang ylang bay laurel), nutmeg, orange, tansy, Idaho(tanacetum vulgare), 
wintergreen”. While some of these if consumed as herbal extracts might have a mild 
effect, their essential oils would have to be consumed in doses so large that they 
would be toxic. It looks like a huge list from sources of doubtful merit.

“anti-viral - basil!” and a great list of other oils.
I know from years of experience and research that there are very few essential oils 
with antiviral activity outside of lab tests. Several of the oils they list have had 
confirmed antviral activity when tested as water or alcohol herbal extracts.  The same 
plants essential oils do not contain significant amounts - or often any - of the 
chemicals believed to have antiviral activity.

“astringent-bay”, and a great list of other oils.
By their very nature all essential oils are “rubifacient” which means they cause 
warming of theskin. You cannot have warming caused by capillary dilation as well as 
an astringent action; this is impossible. Again this looks to me like the lack of 
knowledge of the differences between herbal extracts and essential oils.

“detoxification” and a great list of other oils.
Here we go, classic beauty therapy hype without a shed of evidence to justify such a 
claim. Instead it is classic multilevel company marketing hype.

“tonic - basil”, and a great list of other oils.
Firstly, there is no such thing as a “tonic” it is a long outdated term. Secondly, some of
the plants mentioned contain high amounts of vitamins and minerals, but their 
essential oils do not !!!

I could go on for hours listing the gross errors on this page but there is little point. I
suggest my readers just ignore the whole page.

The page “Melissa Triumphs over Diabetes Airase”

The paper being referred to 'Hasanein P. Riahi H. (Iran)  Med Princ Pract 2015;24:47-
52' does not provide an analysis of which melissa oil was being used. Since melissa 
plants vary hugely around the world and thus also their chemical composition, it 
cannot be assumed that any melissa oil will have the same effects as that tested in 
this paper.                                   

Diabetes was first induced in the rats by injecting Streptozotocin into their 
peritoneum. Formalin was injected into the paws of the rats to induce pain. Melissa 
oil (type undetermined) was given in the food at a rate of .02 and 0.04 mg/day. At the
end of the trial the rats were decapitated and their blood was sampled.

These experiments on rats may or may not have any relevance to the use of melissa 
oil in humans. However, with the emotive words airase use 'The Best, Most Wonderful 
Finding! And 'Melissa Triumphs over Diabetes' this is disreputable. Not only do they 
twist experiments of little relevance to human health, but by so doing exploit 
animal cruelty!!

'History Of Essential Oils'

This file contains the same old tired incorrect information that can be found on the 
blogs and websites of multilevel companies and their distributors.

“Essential oils are mentioned numerous times in the religious texts of the Jewish and 
Christian faiths.” Untrue, the herbs were mentioned as well as “anointing” oils which 
were infusions of the herb in a base oil such as sesame or olive.

“Essential oils were highly valued”. Untrue, they did not have essential oils.

“Ancient writing tells of scented barks, resins, spices and aromatic vinegars….. The 
evidence certainly suggests that the people of ancient times had a greater 
understanding of essential oils than we have today”. The first line is correct but then 
why corrupt this by going on to talk about essential oils which they did not have in 
those days?

“Egyptians used many different essential oils and were masters in using essential oils”.
As far as we know the Egyptians used aromatic infused oils. There is no distillation 
apparatus drawn on any of their highly detailed temple walls and no remains of 
distillation apparatus have been found.

“Egyptians may have been the first to discover the potential of fragrance”. This is 
nonsense as no one society can claim to be the first to discover the uses of aromatic 
plants.

“Many hieroglyphics on the walls of Egyptian temples depict the blending of oils and 
describe numerous oil recipes”. Sure, this is valid only for infused oils. There is a huge
difference between those and modern distilled oils in uses and dangers.

“Well before the time of Christ, the ancient Egyptians collected essential oils”. As 
above, this is a deliberate corruption of the truth found on numerous websites of 
multilevel sales outlets. It is neither historically correct, nor scientifically correct.

“Alabaster jars found in King Tut’s tomb that were used for storing essential oils and 
aromatic balms”. Deliberate corruption of the truth. No remains of essential oils were 
found.

“All of the essential oil history research suggests that the people of ancient times 
understood essential oils better than we do now”. How could they if the ability to distil 
essential oils had not yet been discovered?

“It wasn't until the early 20th century that people began to rediscover essential oils”. 
Rubbish, essential oils are listed in National pharmacopeias throughout the 1800s 
including in medical textbooks on pharmacology. They are in the British Pharmacopeia
1867 along with amounts to use, US Pharmacopeia 1890, the Pharmacographica 
1879, to name just a few. Strikes me the author of this page has never done any 
literature research on the subject.

“In 1990, Dr. Daniel Penoel, a French medical doctor and Pierre Franchomme”. Would 
that be the book which editors had to complete to avoid a financial disaster? A book 
which is packed with invented therapeutic uses based on the authors lack of 
knowledge of essential oil chemistry?

Summary: In my opinion this Airase organisation is simply a front to promote 
the sale of essential oils via the multilevel selling companies, but principally 
Young Living. It presents identical errors to those found on their distributors 
blogs. It perverts academic scientific studies to back its claims. It presents 
incorrect history as facts.
Back to article start 
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Young Living distributors who are concerned

about what they have been taught

need to read the emails below. 

Coming from a wide spectrum of people, they confirm the fears about Gary 
Young and Young Living and their scams. These are a few years old, but still 
highly relevant as they prove beyond doubt that Gary Young was a fraud and 
quack when he first founded his cult. He also clearly knew nothing about the 
wider essential oils trade or aromatherapy but instead he made it up as he 
went along.

This is an edited version of "The Young Living Files.zip" which was originally 
on another site. That version was terribly difficult to read as it contained all the
header details, duplicated messages and thousands of exchanges. Clearly few 
would bother to read all of that, so I decided to try and edit it down to 
encourage others to read some of valuable information. I have removed email 
addresses and names but I still have the original files and they were all posted 
in a public newsgroup. The 'off topic' emails are also removed. Also, I removed
the marketing letters from Young Living distributors as they are brain washed 
zombies endlessly repeating the same lies and hype that Gary Young and his 
teachers spin. 

Many of the emailed questions from group members in these files are far 
better dealt with by reading the reviews of Young Living on the other URLs in 
the links.  

You may consider why it is that neither Young Living or Gary himself have sued
any of the people who publicly call him a dangerous confidence trickster? This 
is because he dare not face cross examination in a court as he knows exactly 
what he is:- A FRAUDSTER OF THE WORST POSSIBLE KIND, someone who



sells scam cures and makes cash out of ill and vulnerable people. The 
organisation also promote themselves to Christians and their churches, while 
their leader is about as far from following Christian teachings as it is possible 
to get.   

-----------------------------------------

 This is very long!
To: aromatherapy@idma.com
Subject: summary of YL answers
Date: Wed, 14 May 1997 09:28:19 EDT

I had several people ask me to forward answers to my previous questions.
I thought I'd summarize the answers that I received privately and post them for any 
other lurkers who were interested. These are the answers to my Young Living 
Questions. I will post the answers to the "NOW" questions later today(hopefully) 

Please note, also that I am not using any names. I don't want those who posted me 
privately to feel that I've betrayed them. The two positive responses to YL are at the 
end of this message.

My Question was: 
Does anyone know anything about the Young living EO company and are they
reputable.

Answers:

"A good supplier will always truthfully provide country of origin and the Latin name of 
the plant, as well as the part of the plant displayed on the label. I'm not sure about 
his (Gary Young) land holdings in France...If, however, he had thousands (the number 
it would take to produce the amount of oils he must be selling by now) of acres of 
fields in Utah and Idaho, I'm sure there would be public knowledge by now...I have 
always had a problem with his exclusivity. To me this reads: danger.

Why doesn't he partake of this wonderful list and share his own knowledge with peer 
review and openness? We know by now that he knows we exist and he has not 
acknowledged numerous invitations through his distributors to join. This is not 
behavior that encourages me to trust his teachings and philosophy. He also makes 
therapeutic recommendations that are possibly dangerous, according to my training 
and education."

"they seem to endorse and suggest really dangerous practices. Note the use of 
undiluted oregano oil" (Amy's note: I bought some oregano from YL because I had 
read from their literature that rubbing it on the soles of one's feet would help canker 
sores-I have since learned that Oregano should not be used on the skin undiluted. But
I learned that on my own, not from YL)

"he will not provide the rest of the aromatherapy community with proofs of his claims.
Especially as he spouts weird things like his "Rainbow Therapy" which he says 
straightens the spine!

"Just be very careful and especially watch his pricing structure which is Multi Level 
Marketing based therefore is very likely to cost the end user much more than other 
companies charge for EO's.

"Another thing...One of the chemists on the list analysed some of YL's oils, Jasmine, 
and found that it contained 20% of DPG which is a common adulterant used by 
companies to "pad out" oils. This DPG is NOT found in Jasmine naturally." (EDITORS 
NOTE: This post was from 1997 and it should not be assumed to be the case now. It 
makes no difference to the lies that Gary Young promoted at the start of his cult 
building activies. Time and time again he claimed that ALL his oils were the finest 
quality and pure. Clearly he did not know enough to make that claim and/or had no 
checks in place to control quality at that time. 

"YL is really actively disliked on this list, both because of the pyramid-marketing set-
up...and because of the many dubious or downright unsafe practices that are 
recommended. People on this list have expressed a *lot* of worry about (a) YL 
customers getting hurt by doing dangerous things like rubbing undiluted oils on their 
skin and (b) the fact that these wild and dangerous claims are going to get *all* of 
aromatherapy into trouble with the AMA, FDA, and other regulatory bodies."

"Gary Young of Young Living makes a lot of recommendations that are considered to 
be possibly hazardous or dangerous by most of the aromatherapists on this list. He 
also has claimed credentials that we tried to verity, to no avail. There's something to 
be cautions about here. We have invited Gary many times to participate on the list 
(through his distributors) and he doesn't respond at all."

But I also got these messages:

"YLEO's are being widely promoted in my area by some very reputable and well known
alternative healers. I have used them without any problem."

Sorry this was so long, but I wanted to be thourough.

Am..
-------------------
THE BELOW IS HIGHLY RELEVANT AS IT EXPOSES THE LIES HE TOLD IN HIS EARLY CULT

BUILDING ACTIVITIES.

Date: 23 Feb 97 17:46:06 EST
From: Vivian Lunny
To: aromatherapy@idma.com
Subject: Re: Facts or Fiction?

Dear Sue,
As a founder member of the International Federation of Aromatherapists and a Council
Member since 1990, I would like to clarify that Gary Young is not an overseas full 
member of the International Federation of Aromatherapists, this can also be double 
checked by writing to The International Federation of Aromatherapists.

It would appear that people mention the IFA for their own personal gains, without 
being members or acredited by us.

Hope this clarifies the situation for all the members of the list.
With kind regards and best wishes

Vivian N. Lunny MD
IFA International Liaison Council Member
------------------------------------
From: E
To: G
Sent: Monday, May 13, 2002
Subject: Young Living Essential Oils

Let me know if you have any further ideas on how to get this Gary Young crackpot out
of business.

My friend has a child with a precancerous illness called Familial Adenomatous 
Polyposis. This disease causes hundreds to thousands of colon polyps to develop 
beginning in childhood, and the only method to prevent their malignant 
transformation is surgical removal of the colon.

Somehow my friend has come under the influence of this Young, and traveled from 
our local area to Utah - 2,000 miles -to bring his son for a "consultation". Young 
claims that his essential oil treatments and nutritional supplements can cure these 
polyps.

Now I know Young's "degree" comes from a mail order diploma mill, 
Bernadean University. I did not just take the YL files word for it, I called up 
YL myself and verified this. I also asked whether Young was licensed to practice 
naturopathy in Utah, and was told yes (which is false) and asked for his license 
number, and was told that the organization could not give that out (also a lie, if Young
were licensed, then that info would be on the Utah Division of Professional Licensing 
web site). So not only is the man untrained, unqualified, unlicensed, he is a liar too! 
Also the Utah DOPL tells me he is currently under investigation.

So not only is he bilking my friend out of tons of money which he doesn't have, he is 
infusing false hope, he is needlessly complicating his life with bogus elaborate rituals 
for the use of oils, a horribly restrictive diet, and overpriced YL nutritional 
supplements. And he must be harming the kid- the father says that the "toxins are 
coming right out of his feet") Young must have dropped neat oils onto the kid's feet, 
burned them, and brainwashed my friend into the toxin nonsense. 

I could go on and on, but mostly, if you know anyone else who has first hand 
knowledge of Young's illegal activities, have them e-mail me, and I will give them the 
name of the Utah DOPL investigator
assigned to the case.
Thanks,
E
--------------------------------------------------
Date: Tue, 23 Apr 1996 02:08:16 -0400
To: aromatherapy@idma.com
Subject: Re: EO's and metabolism?
Sender: owner-aromatherapy@idma.com

I am familiar with him....be careful...I have heard..from many clients of his classes 
nationwide...and they do make outrageous(cures cancer and aids!!) claims...and have 
some new "drop" therapy...in which they drop certain essential oils..pure strength... 
on the body..on certain meridians.until some reaction occurs?? that is what a client 
passed on to me...oils like Birch!! which is quite strong....I don't agree with most of 
what I am hearing...and anyone who says that you should read NOONE else's books 
but his own...maybe is akin to(can we say...brainwashing??!!) what hooey...afraid of 
people finding out that he might be doing something...dangerous??!! come on....so all
these people BEFORE him are wrong..and his book is the only true word of 
aromatherapy???

Legend in his OWN mind?? plenty of other research out there...I am open to hear ALL 
of it...but I think this is not good for our industry...these claims could close us down 
one day! 

Can we spell.....David Koresh, boys and girls?? Caveat Emptor!!!

Pat....
----------------------------
Date: Tue, 23 Apr 1996 08:09:05 -0700 Cc: aromatherapy@idma.com
Subject: Re: Young Living Oils
Sender: owner-aromatherapy@idma.com

I know people who used to work with Gary Young and they don't have any thing good 
to say about him. The operation resembles a cult in my mind. It is a MLM. The drop 
therapy is "raindrop" therapy and I know of people who have had burns on their back 
after the treatment!!

I would be cautious. 

snipped..... 

------------------------------------------------

Date: Wed, 24 Apr 1996 16:48:44 +0000
Subject: Re: Young Living Essential Oils
aromatherapy@idma.com

John S wrote:

> ...we have hired the attorney firm of Ray, Quinney & Nebeker to create a National 
American Aromatherapy >Association in order to create a Grading System. When this 
work is completed, we will register with the FTC and FDA and establish a standard by 
which all essential oils coming into the U.S. will have
> 
Gee, did anybody at young living think about contacting the rest of the 
aromatherapy community before blazing off and inviting more government 
regulation. Do you think it might be a good idea to bounce it around a little for 
feedback before committing the industry to what some attorney thinks is best for the 
rest of us folks. From what I am hearing on the list, circumstances relating to young 
livings distributors are creating a basis for such regulation. I have been impressed 
with the voluntary non-coercive self regulation that the natural health community has 
created for itself. Young livings approach seems exclusionary and reckless. Where is 
young living at in this interaction? Have any proposals or interactions occurred with 
the FDA? Will there be any invitation to the "rest" of the industry to comment? Are 
there alternative approaches? What is the downside of "required inspection & 
approval" on every import? Will this just result in increased prices across the board? I 
have lots of questions and hope young living will use the same initiative in 
communicating with the industry to provide some answers! Jim
------------------------------------------------------
Date: Wed, 24 Apr 1996 23:06:04 -0400
Subject: Re: EO's and metabolism?
Sender: owner-aromatherapy@idma.com

Yes, I've heard Gary Young speak about his research and I'm not as impressed as you.
For example he compared the antibacterial properties of some oils vs. penicillin 
against gram negative bacteria. Penicillin isn't used to treat gram negative infections 
because it's not effective there; so what's his point? He does recommend excessive 
amounts of oil applied directly to the skin. He doesn't give credit to other 
acknowledged aromatherapists and discourages reading other books, yet his own 
recent book I wouldn't recommend to anyone. He's clearly in a MLM program and thus
his oils are overpriced.
I'm not saying his oils aren't good quality (I can't determine that), but good quality 
oils are available elsewhere for a lot less money. 
-------------------------
Date: Thu, 25 Apr 1996 09:11:00 +0000
To: aromatherapy@idma.com
Subject: Young Living (my 2 cents)
Sender: owner-aromatherapy@idma.com

Last weekend I attended the Body, Mind, & Spirit Expo in Dallas and YL had a very 
nice booth. The rep I spoke with was very scientific and I enjoyed that but...when she 
started talking about this guy red flags went up. It was like she took 5-10 minutes to 
explain eo's and their quality (I'm already a believer of AT), and another 20-30 min to 
talk about Gary Young and becomming a distributor. She gave me a tape "The Missing 
Link" and that has made me more cautious. It's like he wants to cure the whole world 
with his eo blends ie cancer, eboli, aids, ect.

After reviewing all the info they gave me, I think I'll stick with L..... and others on the 
list. I don't like to diss anyone, but some of this sounds dangerous to the rest of the 
AT community. IMO I hope this guy is challenged. Please keep us updated.

Jan
-------------------
Date: Thu, 25 Apr 1996 12:44:03 -0400
Subject: Re: Young Living Essential Oils Sender: 
owner-aromatherapy@idma.com

Man -o-Man 
If one company controls the "standards" for essential oils, Call me an outlaw. I'm 
going underground. Unless of course my company can control those standards. (just 
kidding)

I was personally involved in the wood industry for many years. Voluntary standards 
were created by all members of the industry. Including all parties of interest. 
Standards evolved through meetings sponsored by a true trade association, one 
without financial interest in any particular product line. 

I haven't been following this Young Living stuff. 

Standards are great, but I don't want the fox guarding the hen house.

Ro......
----------------------
Date: Wed, 24 Jul 1996 19:10:55 -0700
To: aromatherapy@idma.com
Subject: Re: FDA "rumors" 6-19-96, 

Hello everyone, I apologize for the long post in advance.

I was not talking about aromatherapy standards and qualifications for certification for 
individual aromatherapists. I should have been more clear in my post, I did simply say
"standards.".

I was referring to the essential oil quality standards supposedly being developed by a 
small group of folks in this country. Our earlier information (posted 4/23/96) 
suggested that...(and I quote) " Young Living also does extensive research and had 
opened the only essential oil clinical research center approved by the FDA. This 
facility, located in Utah, is currently working on establishing a standard by which all 
essential oils coming into the U.S. will have to be tested and approved in order to be 
labeled 'pure 100% natural essential oils' for aromatherapy and aromacology." 

4/24/96 posted that Dr. Young of Young Living writes....."we have hired the attorney 
firm of Ray, Quinney & Nebeker to create a National American Aromatherapy 
Association in order to create a Grading Standards Board. We are excited About the 
research we are conducting at Weber State University and the addition of Dr. Edward 
Walker, Dean of the Chemistry Department, to our Aromatherapy Grading Standards 
Board."

Needless to say, many of us were quite curious about this. Just what does "FDA 
approval" mean to this essential oil research clinic? I have yet to find information 
about a National American Aromatherapy Association. Does anyone out there know 
who they are and where we can get in touch with them?

I did find a Dr. Edward Walker at Weber State University (or at least I thought I had 
found him) and sent him an email requesting information about their project, 
information on the Aromatherapy Grading Standards Board, a listing of its members, 
and asking to be kept posted on developments and recommendations to the FDA. I 
heard nothing from him. I have reposted my original request to him for more 
information. It came back the second time undeliverable. 

So, what do you think, all smoke & mirrors from Young Living? Even so, this does not 
aleviate our collective problem of establishing formal credibility and standards 
(various) as an industry. 

>IT WOULDN'T SURPRISE ME AT ALL if the FDA were to address "therapeutic outcome
claims" being made >about various essential oils and their uses --and mis-labeling re:
purity.

I don't think this would surprise any one of us. Many of you trained abroad indicate 
that "European Standards" should be adopted in the U.S. Is it feasible for someone in 
the UK or Europe to post information on these standards? Maybe just post the 
appropriate agencies and their addresses so someone here can contact them to gather
complete information, if posting the actual information is cumbersome. This 
information could be valuable to a committee at NAHA to review to help shape 
standards to recommend the appropriate governing bodies in the U.S. I feel strongly 
that if we don't spearhead this effort and watchdog ourselves, we could end up all 
being trashed by the FDA or other regulatory bodies.

BTW, here in Washington, health care providers are required to offer alternative 
treatment (the list is not complete yet, but includes herbal medicine, massage therapy
and chiropractic) to their customers. If the primary doctor refers, the provider is 
required to pay the entire amount of treatment. If he does not refer, but the customer
seeks it anyway, the provider is required to reimburse the customer up to 60% of the 
cost of alternative treatments. This is a good step forward towards acceptance of 
alternative medicine. The insurance companies are embracing the concept of 
"wellness" and "preventative." This, of course, costs them less in the long run, which 
is their motivation. 

> Yet, I am curious to know if anyone has SPECIFIC information about any CURRENT 
involvement re: essential oils >and their use by the FDA???

Do we really want to wait for SPECIFIC/CURRENT information FROM the FDA? I would 
think a more appropriate goal would be to be in the position to make solidly 
researched recommendations TO the FDA when the appropriate time comes. This 
means lots of hard work and dilligence, but in the long run it probably would be better
for the aromatherapy industry now developing in this country. Several economic 
sources have listed aromatherapy as one of the fastest growing industries in the U.S. 
Do we think the FDA (and the drug companies) are oblivious to this fact. Are they 
going to help us emerge as an industry or hinder us? The word "aromatherapy" is 
already questionable for appropriateness in this country because it contains the word 
therapy, which, if one follows the rules, can only be used by health professionals as 
defined by allopathic medicine. What would we use in its place if the word were 
banned? It is hard enough to have the tape over our mouths with regard to all the 
other stuff we can't speak about. 
I realize I'm opening a real can of very slimy and wiggly worms and many of my 
questions/suggestions are somewhat convoluted and open ended. There are no 
immediate answers for our dilema. Although I don't have a great deal of time to 
volunteer immediatley, I would be willing to save and organize all posts relative to this
issue so that they can be easily passed on to people in a digest form.

I apologize again for the long post. Hope this answers your question, Lar...., and 
prompts some posts of more good information to digest.

Be well, 
--------------------------------
Date: Thu, 25 Jul 1996 12:07:25 -0400
To: aromatherapy@idma.com
Subject: Re: FDA "rumors" 6-19-96, 

A few comments on this interesting thread...

n a message dated 96-07-24 22:29:33 EDT, Marcia writes:

>I was referring to the essential oil quality standards supposedly being developed by 
a small group of folks in this >country. Our earlier information (posted 4/23/96) 
suggested that...(and I quote) " Young Living also does extensive >research and had 
opened the only essential oil clinical research center approved by the FDA. 

I didn't know that the FDA could or would approve a research center.?? I thought their
job was to police claims made on products and safety for us of these. Why would they 
get involved in research???? (unless perhaps they (FDA) are in the MLM program 
too!!!)

Well, what is this? Can anyone from the YL group enlighten us? (I'd be willing to bet 
this guy is -coincidentally- also a supplier of YL products - if he exists at all. ) 
snipped....

It is the ridiculous claims they will address (e.g. cancer, hearing loss,cardiovascular 
disease), and the first time someone gets hurt (and it is reported) is when they will 
step in. I know that several compainis have already been visited by the FDA re: claims
in using EO products for acne, etc and they have had to revise their labels as tea tree 
'had not been approved as a OTC drug for acne', etc so they cannot put that on their 
labels. They (the FDA) have the facts and figures on other lines of products and the 
claims and promotional material generated by such product companies as well as the 
fact that they use known dangerous or untested oils. Whether or not they take action 
is another story. It will probably take an accident to get their attention, and then it 
may be too late for us - they could restrict our use in any form. This is the one reason
we must use well documented safety and efficacy material as our back-up for claims 
and safe use of EO's . 

AS far as the European standards go, if there are any-please let's hear them- , they 
do not even address the safe and efficacious use (as far as I know).

Many schools still teach the use of obscure and untested oils and claim properties that
are unproven and based on observation or internal use of herb. Besides, if the USA 
FDA cannot accept the Commission E (Germany) report on safe use of herbs, 
therefore approving use here, what makes you think they would accept the lesser 
known and unfounded 'standards' on EO use?

Just a few comments to spur on this discussion.....
S....
-------------------------
Date: Tue, 8 Oct 1996 10:04:08 -0400
From: S...
Subject: Re: Gary Young Behind Bars? (And I don't mean Soap or Candy)

Hi Mar, 

Yes, he has been turned into the FDA by several acquaintences who commented on his
book (and promotional tapes) statements pointing out all the dangerous activities and 
incorrect statements he has made and what a nusience he is to the general public 
health. Unfortunately, it will probably take many people getting their eardrums burnt 
before they act on any investigation. You know how "they" are. Perhaps if we all 
banded together and sent individual letters, it might mean more than one or two 
complaints? can you get anyone to do this? do you have any hard evidence?

-------------------
Date: Mon, 16 Dec 1996 11:41:43 +0800
To: aromatherapy@idma.com
Subject: hyperthyroidism

Hello Everyone,

My fiancee has a case of hyperthyroidism and has been under medication for a couple 
of years and hasn't gotten better. I wonder if there are any EOs out there that can 
help his condition? I read from the YL Essential oils online newsletter that 
Myrrh "decongests the prostrate and normalizes hyper-thyroid problems." Is 
there any basis for this? If so, do I use Myrrh in a massage oil or how do I use it?

I greatly appreciate any help on this!

Thank you and Best Wishes of the Season to all!
M Ch
---------------------------------------------------

Date: Wed, 18 Dec 1996 18:24:00 +0000
Subject: Re: hyperthyroidism

John, 

No hard feelings intended, but obviously, you didn't understand me!!. I am NOT at all 
in favor of the YLO organizations claims no matter how many miraculous testimonials 
or so-called Biblical quotes he comes up with. 

I am very happy if your thyroid was 'normalized' by his blend- you were one of the 
lucky ones. But I still believe what he claims is not only HYPE, but also extremely 
dangerous and it is only a matter of time before the FDA catches up with him making 
such ridiculous claims of medical cures for his products. 

I formally challenge Gary Young to back up his claims with documented
evidence - not testimonials - before more people get hurt. This product hype hurts all 
us legitimate therapists and does absolutely nothing to help raise our standing in the 
medical community in spite of the medical doctors now selling his products (without 
checking out the facts) just to make a quick MLM buck...

--------------

Way to Go Sy..

I too have never heard such gobbledegoop as his organisation puts out.

As I understand it, No one has been able to establish his credentials either 
from the College he is supposed to have been at, or his status as an ND.

I Would love to be proved wrong in my estimation of the YLO company but as I have 
been involved in MLMs before I can see that the words he spouts are pure marketing 
bull......

If anyone on the list can provide replicatable evidence of YLOs claims Then I will be 
glad to eat my hat, even if I have to go out and buy one especially...
----------------------------
From: S...
To: t...
Subject: Re: hyperthyroidism
Date: Monday, December 16, 1996 8:37 AM

First of all, I don't think it is a good idea to try and treat something this serious 
without proper medical supervision. 

Secondly, the YL information draws very heavily on the French book by Penoel and 
Franchomme, and they do say myrrh is useful for hyperthyroidism. I find no reference
to "decongesting the prostate". HOWEVER neither they (P&F) nor YL give any 
references at all for the hyperthyroidism claim, or any basis for saying it that I have 
been able to locate, nor do they give you any recommended uses. They (P&F) are well
known for proscribing massive doses, often oral, of sometimes irritant EO and very 
many oils that have had no formal safety testing-.... It is VERY unlikely that you will 
get much effect other than relaxation from rubbing a diluted blend of myrrh, or any 
other combination, onto your skin. Even less by placing a few drops '"on the soles of 
your feet" as the YL literature often recommends. ...If there were going to be any 
effect, you would probably have to ingest the oils to affect the thyroid....and this is 
not recommended. 

I am not sure, but...this info may be incorrrectly based on some studies indicating 
action from the herbal extract(tincture) taken internally which cannot be applied to 
the oil applied topically. This is another area where a potential dangerous situation 
could result from someone using a recommended course of treatment by a company 
professing miraculous cures by '"rubbing a dilute solution of EO on the skin" ...Gimme 
a break....

Please investigate throughly any company's claims such as these before
any self treatment for such a serious medical condition.

S...

-------------------
Date: Fri, 20 Dec 1996 16:33:45 -0800
To: aromatherapy@idma.com
Subject: YL ad infinitum

Earth to Jim Lynn! 

To state that Sy... has "ranted" is a pile of pure unadulterated bull droppings. She has 
simply asked for some proof to corroborate the wild and woolly claims made by Mr. 
Young and his horde of mlmers.

I have checked out the YL literature and find a lot of fantastic claims sprinkled liberally
with good old-fashioned bible-thumping.

Your Custer analogy is very appropo here. The egomaniacal Custer was rightfully 
destroyed because he showed only contempt for his adversaries.

Had he treated them with the respect they deserved, he probably would have stayed 
at home that fatefull day.

There's a lesson in there somewhere, Jim.

Reagards,

Peter
------------------------------
Subject: Re: YL ad infinitum
Date: Fri, 20 Dec 96 18:45:04 -0600
To: <aromatherapy@idma.com>

>I have checked out the YL literature and find a lot of fantastic 
>claims sprinkled liberally with good old-fashioned bible-thumping.

I am extremely new to aromatherapy and I was flabbergasted by the claims made in 
the literature...my only experience is through the books I've read and this list but 
anyone with a grain of sense can see that these claims are outrageous! I cannot say 
that they are totally untrue but it will take more than a short quote by people who 
may or may not be distributors of YL to win me over! I see nothing but "claims" 
here..no proof of anything and I agree with the others when stating the dangers 
involved with something (or someone) like this..

Ma...
----------------------------------------
Date: Fri, 27 Dec 1996 00:08:07 +0000
Subject: Gary Young's Lavender

Snipped....

In addition, my wife and I, including my daughter and her husband will be using 
Young's raindrop therapy for helping to straighten out the spine. I am not trying to sell
Dr. Young's oils on this list, I just want honest feedback. I am only interested in 
finding authentic, excellent quality oils. I am very familiar with BS just like most of 
you and will drop Dr. Young's oils if I find lack of integrity.
----
Date: Fri, 27 Dec 1996 08:52:42 +0000
To: Aromatherapy@idma.com
From: Gra
Subject: Re: Gary Young's Lavender

Hi Daniel

Good to see you made it to the list.

All we want is the Facts <g>

As Far as the Spine is concerned I am afraid that it is a physical thing that 
only a doctor or maybe manipulative therapies can help. Aromatherapy is 
VERY unlikely to do anything but make you feel better when having other 
treatments. 

Gra
-----------------------------

Date: Fri, 27 Dec 1996 12:21:43 -0500
To: aromatherapy@idma.com 
Subject: Re: Gary Young's Lavender

>I was very surprised to see all the negative stuff about Dr. Young. Actually, the 
reason I signed up for this >list was to ask the following questions.

a whole lot of the negative stuff comes from two specific causes....
1) many of gary young's associates publicly recommend using the oils in ways that we
KNOW can be extraordinarily dangerous.... and 
2) because of the impossibility of getting a straight answer from his followers.

I've read about that 'raindrop therapy'..........given what I know of anatomy and 
physiology,it seems a tad farfetched...however, good luck to you...
------------------------------ 
Date: Fri, 27 Dec 1996 22:49:24 +0000
To: aromatherapy@idma.com
Subject: Re: Gary Young's Lavender

Hi Daniel Please note that these comments are not directed at you but The Young 
Living conmpany.....

>Why don't I just quote from Gary Young's manual...."The Raindrop Therapy (RT) is a 
method of using Vita Flex,
Huh?

>reflexology, massage techniques, etc., and essential oils applied on various locations 
of the body to bring it into >structural and electrical alignment.
Love this . But it means nothing... No proof !

We cannot get any answers out of young living MLM people and cannot verify the 
status of "Dr" Gary Youngs credentials.

>It has typically been used to help straighten spinal curvatures and to fight against 
viruses.
Fight Viruses maybe, but straighten spinal curvatures???? Again where is the 
documented proof? Not.

>It has been discovered that many viruses lie dormant along the spine;
Discovered by whom? At what University, Under what testing regimin?

>including the virus that causes scoliosis. The RT is a mild and 
>non-intrusive application of a combination of several techniques that have proven to 
be effective from a small degree, >to what would appear to be miraculous.
What proofs again...??

>I have never seen it fail,
Who has never seen it fail?

>and have been surprised by many unexpected and fruitful results.
I would be surprised if it worked at all.

>Of course, this cannot be taken to mean that it will always work.
Aha! the get out...

>RT is designed to bring balance to the body with its relaxing and mild application. It 
will help align the energy 
>centers of the body, and release them if blocked - all without using hard pressure 
and trying to force the body, which >should never be done. The RT is most often used



as a foundation to set the stage for any number of therapeutic >applications; for 
example, a full body massage..... The oils will continue to work in the body for about 5
to 7 days after >the treatment,
In other words you must have lots of treatment and spend lots of money on 
their treatment otherwise they have an "out" .. "But you did not do the whole
treatment so that is why it did not work"

>with continued re-alignment taking place during this time.... The RT is not a "cure 
all,", nor a magic bullet. 

>A healthy body is the result of a well-rounded program of 
>exercise and proper diet.
Good Lord! something sensible :-)

>Health is everything you do, say, hear, see and eat. The RT is a powerful tools to use
to help restore a 
>balance of good health." End of quote. He has several more pages on how to do the 
RT and the video also shows in >detail how to do it.
>
>Any comments? - Da........
My comments are the same as I and others have wanted YL and Gary young to 
address...
Where are the proofs..????????????? 

I see it more and more as nothing less than a MLM money making trip than a 
real attempt at promoting REAL Aromatherapy..
Gra...
---------------------------------
Date: Fri, 27 Dec 1996 15:20:18 
To: "D. G. "
Cc: aromatherapy@idma.com
Subject: Re: Gary Young's Lavender

D...: Since you asked for comments, I can't help but wonder how anyone could 
possibly know if the Raindrop Therapy is having an effect. Since you are getting 
multiple treatments ( as I understand it you receive chiropractic adjustments and 
massage?), it is virtually impossible to isolate the cause of any improvement you 
might have. Think about the "experimental method..." 

You said you want to straighten out your brain as well as your spine. I would think 
adopting some "critical thinking" to what people are selling you would be a good place
to start (and critical thinking is free!)

I am not at all trying to offend you, D..., and I appreciate your opening yourself up to 
the list and asking for feedback. I just pains me to see myths spread when there isn't 
conclusive proof. Best of luck to you in your healing...

Warm regards,
Ste.... 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Date: Fri, 27 Dec 1996 22:18:14 -0500
Subject: Re: dream catcher blend

Di... wrote:

>YL Dreamcatcher contains sandalwood, tansanea (I hope you know what it is 
because I don't), and spruce. >I have never used it but I do have some spruce and 
will try some tonight for fun.

hmmm... don't see anything in that blend that would encourage the remembering of 
dreams...altho frankincense can encourage dreaming... but I don't remember reading 
that sandalwood could.

I can find NO reference to "tansanea' in any of my books...either as a latin name, or a
'common name'..would appreciate your tracing it for me... unless it's 
Tansy...Tanacetum??? that's sometimes mislabled artemesia/mugwort...which IS an 
herb used in dream pillows..

Odd to see spruce in a sleep blend, as well...it's normally more stimulating...not 
something I'd use at nite... strange...indeed.                                                
Surprising that it doesn't use any of the oils that you see used in dream pillow herbal 
mixes, you know?

Di..., I really appreciate your sharing the 'components'...even tho the answer left me 
more puzzled than before...

Think I stick to the herbal pillow... I know what's in that...and it smells pretty.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Date: Fri, 27 Dec 1996 20:54:09 -0800
To: aromatherapy@idma.com
Subject: Invasion of the pyramid people?

At 19:21 27/12/96 +0000, Dan.. wrote:

>Pe.....,
>
>From the tone of your response, it would appear that you are ready to spear me at the first 
chance you >get. If you had carefully read my posts you would have seen that I did say I did 
not come on board to sell >Gary Young nor his products.

Da......,

There is a **very serious problem** on the net with swarms of MLMers invading various news-
groups and flooding them with promotional junk (designed to trigger both sales and 
recruitment). In fact the problem is so serious that many newsgroups have now become 
worthless as a result of these pyramiders and other floggers of get-rich-quick schemes. If you 
don't believe me, check out most of the alt.business groups. Indeed, you will hardly find any 
ng not infected by this plague!

I do not want to see this happen to the AT List! We just had another gent from YL waste time 
and space with questionable claims about his products.

Your posts followed the MLMer's standard operating tactics: flood the group with glowing praise
for one company's product. By claiming that YL's EOs could help you deal with a severe spinal 
problem you were going over the top, Daniel.

Eternal vigilance is the price we must pay if we are to keep the mlm plague from destroying 
this List.

I asked you earlier if you, or anyone in your family (eg, your daughter) is a YL distributor.

You have not anwered my question.

Is anyone in your family a YL distributor? In fairness, we have a right to know.

Pe...
-------------------------------------
Date: Sat, 4 Jan 1997 09:30:31 +0000
To: aromatherapy@idma.com
Subject: Re: raindrops????

Dian... writes

>Gary Young says in his book "I have been applying oils in therapy 
>for over 12 years, and rarely do I dilute them unless doing a full 
>body massage. 

This is patiently dangerous, Unless GYs oils are already diluted..

>Most of the oils sold in the United States are adulterated in 
>one form or another. 

They are? Can you provide proof that this is so please Diane?

>Therefore it is safer to dilute oils that are not from Young Living. Even though your supplier 
may claim >to purchase oils from a credible source in Europe, most European suppliers sell 
three to four 
>different grades of oils.Unless you are buying more than $30,000 worth of oils a month, you 
cannot >afford to purchase the Grade A quality oils: 

This is not true...... 

I can purchase Top quality, grade A oils, in 10ml quantities at any time I wish from my 
suppliers, (who are importers and distillers in their own right). No minimum amounts.

>so based on your monthly purchase your supplier will prequalify you 
>for what grade they will sell to you. In addtion to the oils that we 
>produce, Young Living purchases tens of thousands of dollars in oil 
>volume per month. This year (1997) with our current growth rate, we 
>will be purchasing over 1 million dollars in oil volume yearly."

No proper supplier will prequalify any purchaser... They will supply what we require, not what 
they want to sell us.. Otherwise they go out of business because we will go to those who *will*
supply us with what we want.

Grah... 
------------------------------
Date: Sat, 04 Jan 1997 11:05:09 -0500
Subject: Re: raindrops????
Cc: All <aromatherapy@idma.com>

>No flames please !

not flaming you, Diane, and appreciate your quoting his book so honestly.

the fact that is many of us buy our oils from suppliers who DO purchase the quality oils he 
says are not available..... 

Diane, I suspect you've heard enough on this list to be well aware that many of us here have 
grave doubts and questions about the information that Young shares in his book. We question 
both his claims of healing 'miracles', his theories on how the oils work, and, most of all, the 
safety of some of his uses.

I also am fairly dark skinned....a heavy trace of native american blood mixed in with the 
scots/irish/english... and I wouldn't dream of using many of the oils in the rainbow therapy 
undiluted on my skin.

please, dear, be very very careful....I would truly hate to see you come to grief...

-----------------------

Date: Sat, 4 Jan 1997 11:40:29 -0500
From: Syl
To: aromatherapy@idma.com
Subject: raindrops???, etc (one more time)

Diane - and I am not attacking you at all and PLEASE DO NOT TAKE THIS PERSONAL. I realize 
you are the just messenger and I REALLY appreciate your sharing this information with us. SO 
this is not toward you, OK? 

It is just that I am still just absolutely furious with Gary Young and his statements (aimed 
particularly to impress you who are into it). I'm in a bad mood already (due to technical 
difficulties!), so I am going to vent it here.
I just can't let this rest, at least if nothing else, FOR THE BENEFIT FOR ANYONE WHO MAY BE 
IMPRESSED WITH THE FOLLOWING GY STATEMENTS graciously donated by Diane.

>Now if one of you chemists want to put his oils to the test feel free. 

It is NOT at all the quality of the oils in question, though some analysis may prove interesting. 
It is more the EXTREMELY DANGEROUS AND MISLEADING USES he promotes.

> Being in the network of Young living and knowing people personally that have wonderful 
testimonies help me have confidence in the oils. His literature makes it clear he does go 
against the grain and mentions often using oils neet is against the grain of typical 
aromatherapists. I wouldn't think he would want to put himself in the position of being sued. 

It is not important whether he makes any new aromatherapists friends by the uses of 
undiluted oils as he says " neet is against the grain of typical aromatherapists" - IT IS 
AGAINST THE GRAIN OF ETHICAL USE. It is extremely dangerous to go around putting 
undiluted oils on people (especially the ones in his blends such as thyme or cinnamon bark) 
and ridiculous to put them on eyelids and into the ear. And the first time one of you gets sued, 
MAYBE YOU WILL REALIZE WHAT YOU ARE PROMOTING. 

>I wouldn't think he would want to put himself in the position of being sued. 

He is not putting himself in that place, he is not the one to be sued. YOU ARE if you were to 
injure someone by using something recognised (by RIFM, IFRA) as a proven Irritant, sensitizer 
etc, especially in the case of eyelids and into ears. Think about it. If he doesn't care enough to 
tell you about it (or perhaps he doesn't know) then you should care enough about it to find 
out. A few raving testimonials cannot compare to the thousands used in proper testing for 
safety. 

>> In my December newsletter it was stated that the first phase of YELO 's antimicrbial 
research at W.S. University has been completed and will soon be published. I guess we'll have 
to wait to see what it has to say.

We know what its going to say: that YL oils have shown activity against all sorts of bugs in 
dishes in a culture medium. Well SO HAS EVERYONE ELSE'S !!!

WE ALREADY know the antimicrobial properties of the oils contained within his blends. THIS 
HAS BEEN WIDELY DOCUMENTED for MANY years now, and it is the most widely documented 
of uses of ANY essential oils. So what's the big deal on that, why is he reinventing the wheel?. 
Who is he trying to impress? (YOU). I'm certainly not impressed. I already knew that. Why 
doesn't he just do some useful scientific research? I still don't get it. 

I don't expect any answer here, and I certainly don't want to start up the flames again (we 
CAN keep this discussion peaceful!), but I couldn't let this go by. 

Thanks for letting me blow off steam. I feel better. :-)

Syl
-----------------
Date: Sat, 04 Jan 1997 10:47:12 -0800
To: aromatherapy@idma.com
Subject: Re: raindrops????

At 23:53 03/01/97 -0800, you wrote:

>Unless you are buying more than $30,000 worth of oils a month, you cannot afford to 
purchase the >Grade A quality oils: so based on your monthly purchase your supplier will 
prequalify you for what grade
>they will sell to you. 

Diane,

I get that you mean well...but who ever told you the above has lied to you. This is simply not
true. You can buy the best EOs in any amount.

I hope that you are listening to the good folks here. If you are, you will learn a lot.

Pet
-------------------------------
Cc: aromatherapy@idma.com
Subject: Re: raindrops????
Date: Sat, 04 Jan 1997 20:40:28 GMT

On Sat, 04 Jan 1997 11:15:23 -0800, you wrote:

Hi Diane,

>100% pure Grade A Essential Oils for Aromatherapy Distilled with low >pressure and low 
temperature (for topical use only)

Ah! Here is the key. First of all, there is no such thing as "grade A", and the mention "for 
Aromatherapy use".

So, GY could, rightfully claim that all "grade A oils", used "for aromatherapy" are made up of a 
botanical, fragrance, or anything you wish diluted in a carrier, of which your guess is as good 
as mine.

Chri

----------------------
Date: Sun, 26 Jan 1997 22:30:29 -0500
Subject: Re: Young Living
Cc: aromatherapy@idma.com

>As a "Newbie" I missed the stuff on GY. However, I have a good friend who is an herbalist 
who gave me >his book and suggested I might want to use his oils if they are so much better 
than everyone elses, 
>as they are so much better than everyone elses??

I have seen so many YL distributors say that...that they are the only ones selling quality 
essential oils...

and yet none of them are ever willing to allow their oils to be analyzed by an independent 
observer...

I would be very strongly tempted to ask your herbalist friend what other essential oils she has 
experienced?
------------------------------
Date: Mon, 27 Jan 1997 01:29:05 -0500 (EST)
To: aromatherapy@idma.com
Subject: Re: Young Living

>I have offered numerous times to perform free analyses on YL oils to various people but 
could not get >any of them to send me a sample. I have afeeling that the oils are not a pure 
as they claim

I think that is fabulous to offer that...but before you even go THAT far....let's get the basics out
of the way in regards to YL...as to why he doesn't backup claims or share all this glorious 
research....or the claims made over and over by YL that these oils CURE cancer and AIDS...and
the crazy Raindrop Therapy....all those things are warning signs before you even get to EO 
analysis! Being that it is an MLM is whole other area...everyone has their personal opinions 
separately about MLM's.....but the other stuff bothers me...the "cult" like "appearance" of YL....

My advice to your in-law....if you are interested in AT...don't become ANYONE's 
"disciple"....read everything..study EO's from all sources....don't just read YL's brochures and 
listen to their tapes....there are people who have been around alot longer than GY and are 
more "authorities" to listen to!

This is my personal opinion only....and my 5 cents as usual!

Pa
-----------------
Date: 4/23/96
I am familiar with him....be careful...I have heard..from many clients of his classes 
nationwide...and they do make outrageous(cures cancer and aids!!) claims...and have some 
new "drop" therapy...in which they drop certain essential oils..pure strength... on the body..on 
certain meridians.until some reaction occurs?? that is what a client passed on to me...oils like 
Birch!! which is quite strong....I don't agree with most of what I am hearing...and anyone who 
says that you should read NOONE else's books but his own...maybe is akin to(can we 
say...brainwashing??!!) what hooey...afraid of people finding out that he might be doing 
something...dangerous??!! come on....so all these people BEFORE him are wrong..and his book
is the only true word of aromatherapy???

Legend in his OWN mind?? plenty of other research out there...I am open to hear ALL of 
it...but I think this is not good for our industry...these claims could close us down one day! 

Can we spell.....David Koresh, boys and girls?? Caveat Emptor!!!

IMHO only!!!

Pat
----------------------------

Subject: Re: EO's and metabolism?

Dear Pat:

We agree with you that things are getting out of control, which is why we are adamantly 
supporting national certification. I have one patient who was taking some very toxic baths with
huge amounts of eo's that may or may not have directly caused liver damage he sustained. (I 
of course send him out to an MD, who I worked with in resolving the problem). I think that we 
need to be careful not to step on anyone's toes, there is the issue of free speech and free 
press. However, when it starts affecting the industry as a whole and especially practicioners, 
there comes a time when people need to put their feet down and try to stop irresponsibility, 
especially in a type of practice which is not "legal" yet. I would love to see some debate on this
list about certification issues and responsible practice of aromatherapy in the US. 

Ma
--------------
Subject: Re: EO's and metabolism?

Yes, I've heard Gary Young speak about his research and I'm not as impressed as you. For 
example he compared the antibacterial properties of some oils vs. penicillin against gram 
negative bacteria. Penicillin isn't used to treat gram negative infections because it's not 
effective there; so what's his point? He does recommend excessive amounts of oil applied 
directly to the skin. He doesn't give credit to other acknowledged aromatherapists and 
discourages reading other books, yet his own recent book I wouldn't recommend to anyone. 
He's clearly in a MLM program and thus his oils are overpriced.

I'm not saying his oils aren't good quality (I can't determine that), but good quality oils are 
available elsewhere for a lot less money. 

----------------------------
Date: Thu, 20 Feb 1997 09:11:23 +0000
To: aromatherapy@idma.com

Dear Patty,

Madagascar is probably not a good example. There are numerous producers of Oils in 
Madagascar. We travel there regularly, and none of the Essential Oil suppliers have ever heard 
of Gary Young or his company. If you examine the Export Documentation, he does not appear 
as an exporter, and I would even hazard a guess and say he has never visited the country.So 
much for travelling the world to buy his Oils?????

If you are claiming to sell a pure product, you must have it authenticated by a reputable third 
party establishment, or at least have the knowledge and ability to evaluate the product 
yourself before making grossly inaccurate claims about the product.

Even the scenario you suggest does not allow for the presence of 20 per cent Dipropylene 
Glycol. This is a blatant chemical / synthetic addition.

I am curious.....This Gary Young has never responded to any questions or articles 
raised in this or any other Newsgroup. His MLM Agents sing the guys praises, but he 
will not appear or 'put his head on the block'.

Therefore I am sceptical of his ability, professionalism, knowledge,attitude, etc.

Ultimately, the F.D.A. will have to get involved, if they are not involved already!!!

J B
-----------------------
Date: Thu, 20 Feb 1997 15:30:50 -0500 
To: aromatherapy@idma.com
Subject: Re: Jasmine

Hi John! Thanks for your response....I only used Madagascar as an example being it's tiny 
compared to say France....

I am in no way defending YLO...you are right they need to stand up to their claims..as do all 
companies...and expecially Gary Young..since he won't even show his face or share his alleged 
research everyone always talks about...

Whether they knew about the DPG addition to their Jasmine..we don't know...but the "steam 
distilled" part bothers me just as much! And yes...they should test if their are to claim purity

oh well....we are talking about YLO and we all are still talking in frustrated circles...we know 
we will never get the answers to our questions....but if all this discussion at least alerts people 
who are sucked into his story to question it...that is a start!

Pat
-------------------------------
Date: Sat, 22 Feb 1997 08:31:38 +0000
Cc: aromatherapy@idma.com
Subject: Re: Jasmine/Young

In message <970221220408_206740872@email.aol.com>, 
Kar...writes
> 
> I have a friend that really likes Young oils. I know that an 
>analysis was done on the jasmine. i can't believe what i think were 
>the results, so will you spell it out for me. Are you saying the 
>product which is suppose to be high quality eo is really a bunch of 
>chemicals?
>
>Ka... from Los Angeles
>
Ka....
What he was saying was that 20% of the oil from a customer of YL was DPG which is
a chemical not found in the plant, or the process of obtaining the oil.

Not only that, but as Dr. P pointed out, important components typically found in jasmine 
absolute in small but significant quantities are missing - such as cis-jasmone and methyl 
jasmonate - not to mention the fact that the oil is sold as 100% pure "steam distilled" jasmine.
Due to the fragility of the flowers, Jasmine is solvent extracted, producing an "absolute". 
Athough Lawrence does mention comparisions of an analysis by Shrinivas (1986) of the 
absolute and a "steam distilled oil of jasmin." the jasmine on the commercial market is an 
absolute. In this comparision, the typical components mentioned earlier were also missing in 
the distilled oil, but the other chemical ratios were significantly different showing no similarity 
to the Young/Jasmine oil in question. In addition, as I had a chance to 'see' this jasmine before
analysis, it was coincidentally clear instead of the usual dark color. Go figure. 

Gra & Syl
---------------------------
Date: Sat, 22 Feb 1997 12:06:14 -0500 (EST) 
To: aromatherapy@idma.com
Subject: Re: Jazzmen

RE: Crabby? Well, I am a cancer and I will be the one that gets crabby if I find out there is 
synthetics in Young's Oils, especially since he goes on and on about how pure they are. For 
me, the synthetics cause headaches, etc., which is why I can't wear perfume. I am fairly new 
at this, but all I hear is how these oils are suppose to be pure, pure and more pure. So if 
people are adding synthetics they are not pure, and I might as well be sniffing perfume.

Kar...
----------------------------------

To: <aromatherapy@idma.com>
Subject: Re: Jazzmen
Date: Sat, 22 Feb 1997 15:32:14 -0500 

> What seemed very striking in the analysis that Dr Pa posted for us 
>was a rather high percentage of a synthetic, manmade chemical which 
>(if my understanding is correct) is fairly commonly used to "extend" fragrance materials

Not only this but what about hydroxycitronellal and amyl cinnamic aldehyde.
I know of no plants that produce these molecules and if anyone out there does know of any 
natural sources of these I would appreciate the information.

Sincerely,
--------------
Dr. P

Thanks for the clarification, Sy.... I'd just add this one other point.

All of the books I've seen from the beginning say that Jasmine EO is either unknown or not on 
the market. Therefore, anyone being offered this product would have to be really ignorant not 
to be suspicious. If the YL people bought "steam distilled Jasmine EO" without proof that this 
was the real thing, they are very odd business people. They keep telling us how knowledgeable
GY is, so I have to assume he knows as much as the beginner aromatherapy books to which I 
refer above. So, either he knew he was buying and selling a product that was mislabelled (this 
woulld constitute fraud), or he is gullible enough himself to believe the conmen who sold it to 
him and stupid enough not to bother to test it. The man and the company can't come out of 
this looking very good, no matter how one interprets it. Either they are stupid, ignorant while 
they claim to be knowledgeable, or knowingly conducting their business in a fraudulent 
manner. Take your pick!
Jo

-----------------------------

Date: Sat, 22 Feb 1997 19:16:17 -0500 (EST) 
To: aromatherapy@idma.com
Subject: Jasmine

Frankly, this is a gross over-reaction to something most folks have suspected for a very long 
time. While I enjoy this list I am starting to find this never-ending discussion on The Essential 
Oil Pyramid Company (or "mlm", call it what you will) a bit stale. People who join these things 
are lured by the fast buck, get-something-for-nothing message blasted out by the sponsoring 
pyramid companies. Has there ever been a pyramid company which hasn't sold over-priced, 
bad quality products? No.

Over the past few months I have watched a number of distributors for the EOPC come to this 
list and post claims about their products which only the certifiably insane would believe. Recall 
the odd fellow who talked last Xmas of curvature of the spine being healed by his "raindrop 
therapy". When asked for evidence he could only sink into a paranoidal rage accusing people of
threatening him, etc.

I want to thank Dr. P for sharing the results of his analysis. However, as I said before, there 
were no real surprises in it at all.

M.
---------------------

Date: Sat, 22 Feb 1997 21:32:24 -0500 (EST) 
To: aromatherapy@idma.com

At 08:52 PM 2/22/97 -0500, you wrote:

>This mail list is a resource for many, a peer discussion for some, 
>and part of the learning process for others. I've been on the mail 
>list for more than a couple of months. I've seen people *blasted* 
>for asking a question - seen them accused of using 'under thetable'
>methods of selling MLMs. 

Sue,

And they were blasted rightfully! You are speaking of the two gents (Martin and Panchez?) 
here last Xmas who made all sorts of ludicrous claims about GY products and their magical 
properties. When confronted, both exhibited extreme paranoidial behaviour. Instead of 
responding to requests for evidence both started accusing the list members of persecuting 
them. One even started making totally false allegations that he and his family were being 
threatened. In the end. I felt very sorry for them and their families. I have never seen such a 
sorry response to simple honest requests for data to back up claims.

No one gets attacked for asking questions about claims. You have misunderstood me. However,
people who come here claiming that their eos can cure everything from acne to cancer will be 
challenged for evidence.

M.
-------------------------------
Date: Sun, 23 Feb 1997 18:26:19 -0500 (EST) 
To: aromatherapy@idma.com
Subject: Re: Young Living Oils

At 09:11 PM 2/19/97 -0500, you wrote:

>I must also tell everyone that I received a call from YLO today and they were very concerned 
about this. >They said they wanted me to send them a copy of the analysis so they could 
confront their 
>supplier with the information. According to the person that I spoke with they were totally 
ignorant to any >adulteration. I sent the analysis and so we will see what happens next.
>
>Sincerely,
>
>Dr. P

Confront their supplier? That's odd. I thought Gary grew his own crops.
---------
Lin

Date: Sun, 23 Feb 1997 21:08:09 -0600
Subject: Re: Young Living Oils
list@idma.com 

>Confront their supplier? That's odd. I thought Gary grew his own crops.

yes...according to the recent spam that some folks received: 

>>The plants are organically grown in chemical-free soil

oh well.
------------------
Date: Sun, 23 Feb 1997 23:19:52 -0500 (EST)
Subject: Re: GY/YL Spam
aromatherapy@idma.com

At 03:45 PM 2/23/97 -0800, you wrote:
>
>Hey, did anyone else just get a copy of this spam? I have never seen the sender's adddress 
before, and I >certainly wouldn't touch this company with a 10-foot pole.
>
>It takes real cheek to spam an AT List member considering the latest
>revelations about GY.
+++++++

>(Spammer's id deleted to protect privacy)

Lord-a-mercy, Peter, why bother? They obviously want to hear from us all!!!!

>>WELCOMES YOU TO YOUNG LIVING ESSENTIAL OILS
>>
>>DID YOU KNOW THAT YOUNG LIVING ESSENTIAL OILS...
>> have the highest oxygenating molecules (natural antioxidants) known >>to man...

Huh????

>> have the highest electrical frequency of any natural substance known to man.....

HUH??????????

>>create an environment where bacteria, virus, parasites and fungus 
>>cannot live.......

As do ALL Essential Oils in the appropriate dosages of the appropriate EO

>>break down and penetrate thickened cell walls and actually remove 
>>toxic build up penetrate cell walls and carry nutrients as well as oxygen into the 
cells...............

I sure hope they don't "break down" cell walls. Can you imagine what this would be like? Think
of one of those movies about killer viruses that "dissolve" those infected with them. I want to 
keep my cell walls. I like my protoplasm properly packaged.

As for the 2nd part of this. I don't know about GY, but I've got blood in my body. It is specially 
adapted to the job of carrying nutrients and oxygen. I like my EOs where I want them, but my 
blood can do its job just fine, thank you.

>>are wonderfully fragrant & can be used for
>>massage,perfume,bath oil, meditation, air freshener,
>>cleaning solution & much more...

So, they also smell? How surprising! I wouldn't have guessed.

>>We would to offer you this opportunity to purchase YOUNG LIVING 
>>ESSENTIAL OILS, vitamins,cosmetics and other products at wholesale cost. Not only do you
>>receivefabulous YOUNG LIVING PRODUCTS at the lowest possible prices,but you can 
become part >>of a lucrative network marketing plan

Opportunity gladly rejected.

>>WHAT EXACTLY ARE ESSENTIAL OILS?
>>Essential oils are the aromatic, nutrient-rich liquid essence that is Nutrient rich..

"Nutrient rich"????? What does he cut them with? Vit C????

>>painstakingly steam distilled (and in a few cases
>>cold pressed) from the flowers, leaves, resin and roots of 
>>plants.Essential oils are the "blood" of the plant,

Paracelsus (who gave them the name "essential oils") thought that, but he lived a long time 
ago and although a lot of what he thought is interesting, quite a bit of it has not stood the test 
of time. Now many people regard sap as more analogous to blood. Most just recognize that 
plants are so different from mammals that no very good analogies exist.

>>transporting oxygen, nutrients, vitamins, minerals and enzymes 
>>throughout the plant.Placed on your feet, essential
>>oils and their healing elements will enter your bloodstream and 
>>saturate every cell of your body in about twenty minutes

That again. It just doesn't prove to be so in any tests that have been done. One thing however,
put some EO on your feet and in less than 20 min the heat from your body will have diffused 
the EO into the air where you can and will inhale it. I would like to see the results of any test 
that show ANY method of using an EO to "saturate every cell of your body in about twenty 
minutes". EVERY cell. Do these people have any notion how many cells they are talking 
about??

>>Another effective method to use these oils is with an aromatherapy
>>lamp diffuser, in which the heat will vaporize the oil into the atmosphere.

Son of a gun. I'd have never guessed heat might vaporize a volatile oil.

>>WHY CHOOSE YOUNG LIVING ESSENTIAL OILS INSTEAD OF OTHERS?
>>The plants are organically grown in chemical-free soil. They are 
>>processed with low temperature and low pressure
>>so the volatile elements of the oils are not lost or destroyed,

A good many distillers follow the same practices, including all of the more reputable ones 
distillling EOs specifically for aromatherapy.



>>as so often happens in the lower grade manufacturing
>>process. YOUNG LIVING ESSENTIAL OILS are the finest oils on the 
>>market today-100%PURE GRADE A OILS

Well, as Dr P has shown us, that ain't necessarily so.

>>AS A DISTRIBUTOR WHAT ARE MY OBLIGATIONS & OPPERTUNITIES?
>>To become a YOUNG LIVING distributer, your only obligation is to 
>>purchase $50 per month worth of oils, cosmetics vitamins ect. You
>>are free to cancel at anytime. YOUNG LIVING is a netwok marketing 
>>company. You get a check each month for 10% of the purchases made by
>>those directly signed under you, 5% of purchases under them. 10% of the next level, and 
5% of the >>next. You receive a higher % when someone first signs up as well as discounts 
on your own purchases >>and other benefits based upon your achievement level.

Now let me figure this. Say I have 4 levels above me, just a poor ordinary person. I buy an EO
for $20. $1 goes to the person above me. $2 to the next layer up (or is it $3, 5% plus 10%?). 
$1 to the next (or $4 ???) $2 to the next (or $6 ????). So, it is at least $6 to those above. 
Maybe $14.

Then there must be some markup, no business pays its overhead on 10%, not to mention 5%,
except possibly for some distributors who maintain warehouses and small staffs and have large
minimum orders to trade. So, actually what did my immediate supplier pay for this EO?

In the regular course of things, I would buy an EO for $10-$12 and sell it for $20. I would get 
all of the difference to pay the rent, the utilities (electricity, water, telephone, etc), my 
employees, the insurance (fire, theft, health for my employees, etc), the taxes, the cost of 
store equipment (shelves, cash register, samples so you can smell the EOs, etc), the 
advertising (so you know my store exists and where it is and what I sell), my own salary (I 
gotta eat, too!), continuing education for me and my employees (so we know what's what and 
don't mislead you), upkeep (gotta keep it clean and purdy so you enjoy the experience), and 
other stuff of that kind. If I do any repackaging, I have to pay for the containers, labels, tests 
of EOs, and any labor involved. I will also hope to make some extra so I can expand and get 
new and interesting stock for your pleasure. If I had to lay out 30% or more of the price of 
goods to other people's pockets, I would have to raise my price to you. And you would be the 
one getting ripped off. BTW, I just chose the $20 number at random. Lots of EOs in little 
bottles would cost a lot less, others more.

Personally, I would try to stick with the 60-40 split, 60% of the retail cost is what I pay for the 
product wholesale. 40% is my share. That is a very standard division in lots of fields, books for
instance. In areas more subject to fashion, or theft, or damage, or needing more sales 
assistqance (employee cost), or in places where the rent is very high or the cost of labor 
unusually high, the mark-up will be higher. No gift shop ever buys anything they don't think 
will sell at double the price they pay for it (not if they want to stay in business). Fine jewelry 
(gold) is "triple keystone" or having a suggested retail of 3 times wholesale. Costume jewelry 
can be sold at 10 times the wholesale, or more!!!!

This analysis is presented for those who are ignorant of business realities or are too naive to 
detect the bullsh-t. GY is making lots of money. Some others high in the pyramid are also. Lots
of people on the lower rungs are getting ripped off. Some in between are hanging on, not 
making anywhere near what they expected. And from the info I have received so far, it looks 
very much like the EOs are not very good. -------Jo 
-------------
Date: Sun, 9 Mar 1997 11:19:52 -0500 (EST) 
To: aromatherapy@idma.com
Subject: GY/YL 

In a message dated 97-03-09 01:08:24 EST

>GY clearly states that his Jasmine oil is solvent extracted.

But it is also adulturated! If it was solvent extracted, there would still be the chemicals 
normally found in Jasmine - they were not there! DPG was - 20%. That isn't a residue of 
solvent extraction - its a filler! Maybe even used instead of a natural base oil. But the product 
was not being sold as a blend, even from what you say was said on your video.

Even if GY's EOs were the finest on the planet - GY is training salespeople, telling 
patients/customers, & selling methods that are not only inaccurate, ineffective ( drops of EO 
on back to correct curvature of the spine for example ), but dangerous ( use of EOs undiluted 
on the skin, during pregnancy, and even use of EO in the EYE! ).

He also professes to be a member of professional aromatherapy associations that have never 
had him as a member. Telling lies to appear more qualified than he is. The problem with 
addressing these issues here, on a mail list, is that there is no one from his *organization* is 
willing to participate.
Salespeople willing to defend this business are gullible, misinformed people ill prepared to use 
essential oils much less sell them to other even less informed potential customers. Its about 
money, not healing.

I recently received a letter from a representative of another company that has been discussed 
recently. She is more than willing to address any concerns and misconceptions regarding her 
company's EOs. She is now a member of the mail list, and I anticipate this as an opportunity 
to hear * both sides *. 

I disagree with the members that are tired of this subject and don't even want the mention 
made of it on this mail list. New members join every day, and this is a wonderful resource. 
Perhaps as a courtesy, those following this *thread* can add the initials GY/YL in the subject 
so those tired of the subject, or angered by the subject can delete the letters without reading 
them. Sue
-------------------
Date: Fri, 28 Mar 1997 08:10:54 EST
list@idma.com 

I was introduced to Essential Oils through Young Living, but it didn't take long to begin to see 
that some of what Young was teaching was quite extreme (to put it politely). That he warns his
followers to only read a few authors' books bothered me, also. 

Then I ordered some Orange Oil. The label says that it is steam distilled under low heat and 
low pressure. Everything that I have read and heard says that citrus oils are cold pressed. 
Their Lemon Oil is labelled the same way.

I agree that YL is cult-like. The people who are being sought out are those who are sick and/or
have lost faith in conventional medicine and are searching for another way. In other words, the
desperate and the ignorant. That's a ready made pool of suckers for the snake oil salesman!

I'm just glad that I found this list. The information on everybody's web sites is an education in 
itself. Someday I hope to be able to take some formal courses, but in the meantime, I will 
keep the local librarian and my favorite book store busy.

Nan
-----------------
Date: Sun, 18 May 1997 07:36:41 +0000
Subject: Re: Valor

Rox wrote:
> Has anyone knowledge on an oil called Valor?....leading up to question 2) as this is an 
ingredient in a technique I learned called Raindrop therapy which sounds very similiar to 
Rainbow therapy, alledgedly moving the spine. I learned this formula in an aromatherapy 
massage class that I attended. Yes, the spine did shift slightly....but, as a massage therapist I 
know this is possible just from the massage manipulation....so, I haven't run out to try to 
obtain this Valor from that teacher. But....could Valor be a YL oil, since I haven't seen it 
anywhere else????
>
Hi Rox and Other Gentlepeople,

I would guess that Valor is a blend. YL does sell blends with names like Inner Peace, 
Prosperity, Happiness - why not Valor?

Ah! Yes, here it is! In some literature someone sent me a couple of years ago (against my will, 
folks! I am *not* endorsing anything!) I find:

"Valor (63): Blue chamomile, Spruce, Rosewood. Used by Egyptian pharaohs in Roman times 
to overcome fear and opposition, builds courage, confidence and self-esteem when going into 
battle, increases skeletal stability ... "
Editors notes: What a pile of b-s. the ancient Eygptians had none of these 
essential oils, and it is unknown if they imported rosewood from South Mmerica.
--------------------------------

Date: Sun, 18 May 1997
Subject: Re:White Lotus / Snake Oil?

We are a US based company. We bottle and market essential oils (160+) from around the 
world. I found out in the Gary Young List, an Essential Oil called "White Lotus", from Egypt.

Being originally from Egypt, I have asked our suppliers over there to find it for us. Egypt is a 
small country and the producers of Essential Oils know each other. However, they were not 
able to find anybody producing White Lotus EO. I have tried three times and insisted that my 
sources would try harder in finding it. Each attempt failed.

What I was repeatdly told however is "White Lotus" is the name perfume/fragrance 
manufacturers use in Egypt as a catch 22 name. Several stores would have the so called 
"White Lotus", but they are all different blends/perfumes made by different manufacturers. 
None of them has any "White Lotus" oil in it. It is just a name. It's good for tourism!

We actually purchased a couple of these so called "White Lotus" EO from Young Living and it 
does smell like perfume. However, we did not make any analysis to really find out, maybe we 
should. We do not know of any other essential oil company that carries White Lotus.  
If you know of any, please let us know. We are always looking for new and authenic oils. We do
not carry blends. We leave that to individual practioners to blend as they see fit.

As to the claim of high frequency, I have heard of instruments that can claim to measure this. I
do not think the scientific community would agree and would tell you that this is impossible 
and fraudulent. From an intuitive point of view which cannot be measured, I find that all 
essential oils carry a high vibration. There may be something to the claim that organic or wild 
oils are better in that their frequency is higher. I do not know how to measure this, but it is a 
"feeling" you get when using them. We would never claim to have higher vibrational oils as we 
believe all essential oils unless old or comtaminated have high frequency. I believe the "high 
frequency" experience of the oils is personal and best left to users as to their preference. Using
the oils can lead to spiritual experiences and again I believe that depends on the user and his 
beliefs. I have heard of people praying over their oils and they believe that this improves them.
Best Regards.

Dr. Na
----------

Date: Mon, 19 May 1997 16:31:28 -0500
Cc: aromatherapy@idma.com
Subject: Re: Young Living

Jac wrote:

> RE: White Lotus (Nymphaea Lotus). As a distributor for YL, I asked 
> what the story was behind this oil. This particular oil is one that is not produced by YL but is 
contracted >out to be produced specifically for YL according to their standards. It is apparently
> an exclusive contract at this time which is why you have had a hard time tracking down 
other sources. 
>
I have received a response to my earlier comment about White Lotus from a Dr. Chemist who 
did analyze the YL White Lotus. And I am quoting his message to me: 

>"I did anayze a sample of YL's White Lotus and I can tell you that according to the GC/MS 
results that >this product (at least the one I received) is a definite fragrace compound with 
very high amounts of DPG >(a common fragrance diluent) and other synthetic chemicals" 

So, why is it that the three phase test procedure, based on YL specs, did not indicate the 
discrepancy?
-------------------------------------
Tuesday, May 20, 1997 1:00 PM
To: aromatherapy@idma.com
Subject: Re: Young Living Oils

Hello Helen,

Welcome to the list. We have obtained information regarding the results of independent testing
for two of YL (Young Living) oils.....his Jasmine and so called White Lotus. I don't know if we 
need to test further. It is not only EO purity that we are concerned with. Gary Young claims 
credentials that are not verifiable; he recommends using essential oils in a manner that most 
aromatherapists consider to be dangerous or possibly harmful and he refuses to participate in 
an open manner in the aromatherapy community, either on this list or in emerging national 
organizations. If you are interested in the details, I can forward you the relevant posts.

They are not organized in any way and there are a lot of them, so be warned if you decide to 
look them over; it will fill your mailbox.

Tell us more about the EOTA. Thanks.

Mar
-----------------
Date: Tue, 20 May 1997 14:26:42 +0000
Subject: YL

Jackie...
I believe that the discussion on "frequencies" is separate from the discussion on Gary Young 
and his claims on "pure" oils.
Sure GY has used the "frequency" issue to speak of his oils. (Great marketing ploy) However, it
was Dr. Royal Rife who did some of the first great research on disease and frequency in the 
30's, not GY.
The YL issue has been discussed on this list over & over, you wont find many fans here.
Blessings...Rox
--------------------
Date: Tue, 20 May 1997 14:47:14 -0500
Cc: aromatherapy@idma.com
Subject: Re: White Lotus / Snake Oil?

Jacke, 

You sound like a deep felt person. I like that. Many other people are also good intentioned 
when it comes to frequencies and good work that come from the oils. The only point I think 
Michael was making is that there is not much essential oil if any in lotus plants or lotus flowers.

Think about it. Egypt is a desert country and lotus grows in water. I do not think much lotus 
grows in Egypt. I think that is all Michael is trying to say. I did not read any jab to those of us 
who like to experience the oils on a very etheric level. We need to be careful about what oils 
we use and if we have any doubt, we need not use those oils until we are sure. I was a Gary 
Young distributor. I no longer sell or distribute his oils. I have too much doubt. Some of his oils
I think are just fine, but because of the oils in question, I am refraining because it is my 
reputation as well and when I sell an oil, I want to stand behind it 100%. You are not going to 
find a more spiritual person than I am. Just ask Mike, my husband? Being spiritual or believing 
in frequencies or the healing of music or flutes does not preclude my doubting or questioning. 
This can exist in an atmosphere of trust and spiritual delight. Whether you choose to buy or 
sell the Young Oils is up to you. I am not. I will not stand in the way of anyone who does. It is 
your choice. I have made mine.

M.S.

------------------------
At 01:10 PM 5/20/97 -0500, J. B.wrote:
>
>Maybe I have missed something along the way. 
>Granted, there have been problems with 2 of YL's oils -- which have
>been addressed and rectified by YL.

Isn't it curious that the results of the only two that we have test results for came back with 
adulturation? Isn't this what's called batting 1,000? this, of course, doesn't necessarily mean 
that all his oils are adulturated. He professes to have the ONLY pure essential oils, however, 
and these tests have proven him wrong. 

>RE: "Gary Young claims credentials that are not verifiable" just 
>exactly what credentials are being referred to? 

I am referring to his claim of being a doctor of naturopathy. We (I personally) contacted the 
recognized schools that offer a degree in naturopathy and he is not a graduate of any in the 
US. We have asked him (through his distributors-he refuses to talk to us directly) to verify this 
and please tell us where he went to school and when his degree was obtained. He has not 
responded, either himself or through his followers.

What conclusion do you draw here? I do not insist that this credential is a prerequisite to 
practicing aromatherapy or selling essential oils, however, I think some of us have grave 
concerns about his honesty. If you have proof of this credential, please share it with us and put
this part of our question to rest. 

>Has it occurred to any one that maybe, since he is a licensed Dr. of
>Naturopathy and is involved in various studies with other experts 
>from various fields that he may be aware of something that we are not!

What studies and what other experts? You are now beginning to sound just like his other 
distributors who take what he says as gospel and don't question or verify the validity of his 
statements. In an early brochure, he mentioned studies at Nevada State University. This 
collaboration was also unverifiable through proper channels. 
A quote from an supporter of YL:

"Let me start by answering the original question, who is "this guy". Dr.Gary Young, the 
president of Young Living Essential Oils, has a master's degree in Nutrition and a Doctorate in 
Naturopathy. Before starting Young Living, he had a family practice in Chula Vista, CA and ran 
a research clinic in Mexico, where he started research in the areas of natural healing. In 1985, 
he received the Humanitarian Award from the State Medical Examiner's Office of Baja 
California (one of only six ever awarded), for his research and successful treatment of 
degenerative disease. It was during this time that Dr. Young became excited about the results 
he was seeing in treating patients. Dr. Young has traveled extensively in Europe, the Middle 
East and Egypt and has studied there with leading authorities. He has also taught classes in 
these locations and will be teaching a class in Turkey, I believe, this summer. He is considered 
to be a leading authority on
essential oils". 

I worked in the nonprofit sector for over 25 years, and I have never heard of a State Medical 
Examiner's Office giving Humanitarian Awards. It is highly unusual for this to be one of their 
mandates. The State Medical Examiner in the state of California would be based in 
Sacramento, not Baja.
Where did he study nutrition? Do you see how conveniently he doesn't name these so called 
experts that he collaborates with? 

What database or doctor's advice do you use to confirm the appropriateness of applying 
essential oils (other than tea tree or lavender) neat to the skin? This is the practice that some 
of us are the most concerned with. Does Gary Young ever use the word "sensitization" in his 
literature?

>He is actively involved with the FDA and making sure that their idea >of regulating this 
industry is done in the proper manner for all concerned.

What do you mean "actively involved with the FDA"? With whom at the FDA?
I am actively involved with the FDA insomuch as their governing of my product disclaimers, 
etc. I maintain the proper contact and communication with them. The FDA regulation 
(nonexistent) in this industry at this point is just fine with me....probably with most of us. 
What does he mean......"in a proper manner for all concerned"????? What gives him the idea 
that he can speak for everyone in the industry? Especially when he maintains exclusivity from 
his peers. Doesn't this smack of pomposity to you? And if all of his practices were to be 
regulated by any governing body, heaven help us all.

>The list goes on but this is enough to make a point.

I don't think you've made any clear points with me.....at least not anything I can sink my teeth
into that really answers any of the questions I have.

The impurity of his oils was really an aside to most of the discussion here. I, personally, am 
bothered that he has had so much flack from this list and yet he remains an enigma. If I were 
aware that a large group of people (especially peers) were this concerned about me, I would 
attempt to clarify and justify my position with those peers. His reluctance or refusal to do this 
only fuels my distrust.

And, there has been exhaustive discussion about essential oil purity in general on this list, so 
don't jump to the conclusion that we are not attempting to look at the whole picture, albeit in 
sound bites here and there. 

I think I am trying to play fair here, Jac... Ask Gary Young to come play at all. 

Mar...
--------------------------
Subject: Re: Young Living
Date: Tue, 20 May 97 22:16:35 GMT
Cc: aromatherapy@idma.com

> Ask her WHERE he got his Doctor of Naturopathic Medicine Degree? No one here has been 
able to >find out. My ND went to Bastyr - and learned NOTHING about aromatherapy 
there.....what Naturopathic 
>Medical School teaches Aromatherapy??
> 
> Next, his claims of membership in various aromatherapy 
>associations....we had a letter here from a board member of one of 
>the associations he claimed to be a member of...they had never heard >of him.
> 
> Also, some of his recommendations amount to the "follower" practicing medicine without a 
license - >after all - he has the ND after his name, whether it is from attending medical school 
or from a mail order >school in the back of a magazine - she does not - and SHE would be the 
one putting her clients in danger >by following his practices!
> 
> MHO,
> Sue
> 
Hmmmm, perhaps a correspondence course from Clayton School which has ads in the back of 
many holistic magazines. They actually offer some basic aromatherapy courses as electives in 
their ND program. I know someone who went through the program. It cannot be compared in 
any way with Bastyr or the ND colleges in Oregon and Arizona, but you get to call yourself an 
ND after you complete it.

Kath
----------------
Date: Wed, 21 May 1997 01:03:08 -0400 (EDT) 
Cc: aromatherapy@idma.com 
Subject: Re: White Lotus / Snake Oil?

> Re: my comments about the flute music. I was only pointing out that
> frequencies affect us in many ways. Just another avenue for looking > into all of the 
possibilities!

I have studied energy healing and the like but I think its a *little* ridiculous to advertise that 
one brand of oils has a higher vibration than another? - Im kinda disgusted that someone 
would use spirituality that way. 

> As for my selling the oils. I am strictly working with 
> professionals, not selling to the general public. My interest lies 
> in getting the doctors, physical therapists, nurses, to take a look at the scientific

and what MD, PT, or RN prgram has courses in aromatherapy? Just because someone is trained
in one area of medicine/healthcare doesnt mean they are proficient in all - just as I wouldnt 
have an EO chemist operate on me:) If you are distributing to these people I hope they know 
more about aromatherapy than what is given out in the yl brochures

> evidence so far and take it one step further. Quite honestly, money has nothing to do with 
my interest in >eo's. My income comes from medical

if it isnt the income why not direct them towards a high quality distributor and school/course 
where they can *learn* how to use the oils safely? 
> 

-Rach
-------------------------
Date: Thu, 22 May 1997 10:57:44 -0500 (CDT) 
To: aromatherapy@idma.com
Subject: Group "Mission"

Dear Group Members:

All the discussion about Gary Young and Y/L products has given me reason to pause and 
consider why this subject has sparked so many varying responses.
I hope you will take the time to consider some of my observations:

1. What is the real concern we are expressing?
2. What is the "mission" of this list and are we expanding the mission into the area of industry 
advocacy?

It appears that many members are tired of reading the posts re: Y/L, Gary Young's 
credentialing, etc. But it is my feeling that what is really being expressed here is a genuine 
concern re: how products (and claims re: products) are affecting the public perception of AT -- 
its "practitioners" (to use the word broadly) and the efficacy of the products themselves. If this
is really what the discussion is all about, then shouldn't we attempt to really define those 
concerns and how they can be addressed industry-wide?

My other thought is that I understood this group to be a forum for sharing ideas, new 
products, terminology, research studies, etc. If the "mission" of the group is shifting towards 
industry advocacy and "watch-dogging" -- on issues wh/ range f/ FDA regs, product purity, to 
credentialing -- shouldn't we clearly have this decided b/n the Owner of the list and the 
members? I am not taking a position on this one way or the other -- I just think things have 
shifted a bit f/ the original purpose and intent of the list -- which may be a natural progression 
and one wh/ is needed -- but I think this needs to be clarified and understood by the members
who subscribe. I enjoy reading all the posts, regardless of subject matter, so please 
understand that I am not in any way proposing that the discussions have been inappropriate. 
It just appears to me that the topics and nature of the discussions have expanded towards 
including more "professionalism" concerns. Perhaps this is what the list was developed for 
initially and I just am ignorant regarding the history of the list.

Also, I continue to see concern expressed re: "slanderous comments" re: product claims and 
credentialing, but according to my libel manual, there is nothing libelous about discussing such
matters, as long as we are dealing w/ facts and not innuendo wh/ we are deliberately 
misrepresenting as facts.

I have no AT credentials; I am a writer. And, being relatively new to this group, I do not have 
knowledge of the long history wh/ "older" members have shared re: topics wh/ have been 
posted. My intent is only to understand the deeper concerns wh/ seem to be floating around in 
our discussions -- and to encourage further discussion, if members feel it is appropriate.

Blessings to all,
Ann 
-----------------------
> Newsgroups: alt.aromatherapy
> Subject: Skin irritation
> Date: 22 May 1997 04:13
> 
> My wife recently got interested in essential oils, and ended up purchasing a set of Young 
Living oils. >(And yes, I've looked through the DejaNews archives, I know the reputation of YL 
with many folks here. >Bear with me.)
> 
> Anyway. One of the wundercures attributed to the oils was the reputed ability to help the 
body dissolve >lipomas -- small sacs of fat that some people collect in varioius parts of their 
bodies. 
> I have a number of these, including a large one (~ 3cm x 4cm x 1cm thick) on my forearm.

> The YL rep told my wife that a drop of Lemon oil, applied *directly* to the skin twice a day, 
would help >dissolve the lipoma.
> 
> I figured what the heck, let's give it a try. Since I tried it on my largest lipoma, I used 2-3 
drops to cover >the whole area well. 

>After about 2-3 weeks I noticed a bit of itching and a few bumps that I assumed were 
clogged pores or >something. Within another 4-5 days this had spread into a full-fledged rash,
with bumps, redness,
> itching, etc.
> 
> I stopped applying the oil. The YL rep suggested that the oil was "forcing more oxygen into 
the cells," >thereby causing the body to detox through the skin somehow, and that increased 
water intake 
> might be helpful. I had been pretty dehydrated lately anyway, due to a cold I was fighting, 
so I stepped up >my water intake.
> 
> That was over 2 weeks ago. The bumps are going down, but the skin is still very red -- in an
area over 6" >long, as much as 2" from where I applied the oil. It seems to have spread since 
I stopped applying the oil. >It still itches quite a bit.
> 
> Should I be worried? Have I just irritated the skin and it's taking a while for the irritation to 
work out? Or >could there be something more serious going on here? Is there anything I can 
do to help the
> redness and itching go away?
> 
> Email replies are preferred -- this group isn't carried on the system I normally use, and it's 
sort of hard >for me to get here to read it.
> 
> Thanks,
> Ga 
Editors note: A high risk this guy has become sensitised by this mad 
treatment.
----------------------
Date: Thu, 22 May 1997 17:12:28 -0400 (EDT) 
Cc: aromatherapy@idma.com
Subject: Re: The Awful Truth about MLM

In a message dated 97-05-22 02:46:40 EDT, you write:

<< I respect the aromatherapy training he's had >>
WHAT TRAINING???

No one has been able to prove he has ANY training!

All attempts to verify his credentials have proven unsuccessful!

1. ) Where did he get his medical degree?

2.) Where did he get his Aromatherapy training?

3.) What Aromatherapy associations does he belong to?

Answer any of these, confirmed from a second party ~ not from HIS literature, and maybe 
minds might open. Of course, then we'd need to address his dangerous practices..... and then, 
maybe some more of his EOs will have been tested and prove to be.......hmmmm.......

Sue
---------------------
Date: Sat, 24 May 1997 02:03:26 -0400 (EDT)
Subject: Re: EO Oil Quality & Safety Questions 
Cc: aromatherapy@idma.com

OK, I have had about as much of this as I can stand and I've even used the delete key on 
many occassions. WARNING ... this is a passionate and somewhat negative post. You may 
want to delete. Yes it does concern YLO. 

MR Young via his distributors are simply practicing UNSAFE *medicinal* aromatherapy in my 
OPINION and I am free to state my opinion based on all the things that I have seen and read 
and heard FIRST HAND. I just got off the phone trying to *fix* yet another persons VERY 
SERIOUS reaction to applying essential oils NEAT on the skin as recommended by one of the 
YLO distributors. He told the distributor (a well trained herbalist) about his "rash" and 
erythema going up and down his arms, and the blisters and hives and she told him "it is just 
the poisons coming out of your body and it may have to get worse before it gets better" "it is 
to be expected" .... OHHHHHHH PAAALEEEEEESE!!

He may sue ... (and I did not encourage him, he is an intelligent man and can make that 
decision clearly without me) and if he does I will volunteer to be his nurse advocate. 

And excuse me here folks, regarding the NOW and AC brands and Frontier ...
anyone even without an "educated nose" will *smell* the difference between a pure essential 
oil of the highest quality and some, maybe not all, of the ones sold by these companies. I 
would pit my oils, and *many of the other peoples oils on this list* against the "other" oils. 
This does not say that they are "not good" but believe me, you would know, feel, and smell the
difference. There are MANY good suppliers on this list.

Quality re YLO oils HA!! ... this is INSIGNIFICANT TO ME compared to the poor safety 
standards and questionable promotional techniques and educational issues of MR young. He 
HAD been asked PERSONALLY to respond for TWO YEARS to give proof of his credentials, 
"come to the list" ... lets discuss issues openly, freely. WE ALL WANTED TO SEE HIS SIDE 
THROUGH HIM ... 

THE OTHER BIG issue I have is that if his safety standards do not change and his distibuters do
not cease and disist their advicing people to use oils NEAT on their skin then THE ENTIRE 
AROMATHERAPY INDUSTRY will be threatened.
THIS MEANS THE ENTIRE RIGHT OF PEOPLE TO USE ESSENTIAL OILS PROPERLY WILL COME 
TO A SCREECHING HALT BY THE FDA BECAUSE THEY WILL PUT HIM AND ALL AROMATHERAPY 
OUT OF THE RUNNING FOR ALTERNATE / COMPLIMENTARY THERAPY.

OHHHHH YES, and then there is the preying on peoples FAITH ... lots of biblical quotes mixed 
with impressive information and hype. Preying on desperate people looking for healing in any 
shape for form ... much easier to swallow for those with faith, but still desperate. Gary Young 
is exhalted by his ditributors, most who have never even MET HIM, only know him through HIS
literature as some great HOLY MAN ... A HEALER ... who "healed himself with the grace of God 
with essential oils, preserverance, does so much for the world by his work and sheer existence 
etc. yadayadayada". GOOD FOR HIM. What does that have to do with the high price of 
essential oils????

I and many others have been witness to our own miraculous healings on many levels. I credit 
God and God within and I am sure so do many others. In fact, gee, so does Gary. We just don't
necessarily use this as a "selling point" for oils. Preying on peoples faith, to me, is 
unacceptable. HELPING people through using faith is wonderful. 

Go ahead, flame me. My finger is poised ready and waiting on my delete button. I've "lowered"
myself (God forgive me) in making this post. I shall not lower myself by getting into a heated 
debate. Been there, done that. This is my opinion and I am entitled to it. I am only stating my 
opinion on this issue once .... until the next surge of YLO distributors come. And I'll save this 
post for them.

As for me personally ... and how I sell oils (I am mailorder and oh, yes, I am also a "living 
room" AND Classroom nurse educator/client advocate. I go to peoples homes, churches, 
schools, senior centers, and many other places for free so I can teach people about basic 
issues in aromatherapy as well as OTHER complimentary therapies. Whoopie do. (Laraine, I 
*did* take slight issue with the "living room" sales thing but I know you didn't mean it the way
it sounded and did not take it personally. I would like you to know however, that each of us DO
practice nursing or AT or simply helping people in a wide variety of ways).
There is NOT A SINGLE OIL that goes out of my company that is not properly labeled. I also 
give proper dilution instructions with my oils and additional info too. And one more thing ... 
people can buy tiny amounts at very fair prices because I ENCOURAGE THEM TO COMPARE my 
oils to others and I don't think it should cost them an arm and a leg as it did me when *I* got 
started in AT.

DO NOT take this as self advertisement. I assure you it is not, THere are many others on this 
list who do much the same thing as I. No big "feather in my cap" ... I salute the many other 
SAFE PRACTICING Aromatherapists / retailers / wholesalers on this list. Many of us spend a 
tremendous amount of time with our clients to assure they get the right diffusers, the right 
information, the right oils for their needs. We also spend a great deal of time disseminating 
what knowledge we have ... sharing views, experiences and our love for the Art and Science of
Aromatherapy and ... as proven many times, OUR LOVE for each other.

I am sorry for this negative verbage people ... I just couldn't take it anymore.
I'm done. Maybe you should've pushed the delete button a long time ago. It won't happen 
again from me. I promise!

S. R. RN
-----------------
Date: Sun, 25 May 1997 14:08:53 -0400 (EDT) 
Subject: re: EO Oil Quality & Safety Questions
email list@idma.com 

Dear Su,

Don't lose your passion! keep on saying what you feel and believe! I for one, support you. This
goes for Gary Young, or any other person who advocates unsafe use of essential oils to 
untrained people. Yes indeed, as Laraine said, some of his recommendations seem to follow 
the French medical model, but in that case, medical doctors are practicing aromatic medicine, 
in a much more controlled manner. Disseminating this information through untrained people 
becomes like the children's game of *chinese whispers* the information gets distorted, and 
therefore unsafe along the way.

Don't stop Su..!

all best wishes,
Dan..
------------------
Subject: Re: Justifiable Criticism/faith 
Date: Tue, 27 May 1997 19:57:51 EDT

On Tue, 27 May 1997 17:42:41 -0400 P.S. writes:
(big snip)
>(Person X says:)
>>OHHHHH YES, and then there is the preying on peoples FAITH ... lots 
>>of biblical quotes mixed with impressive information and hype. 
>>Preying on desperate people looking for healing in any shape for 
>>form ... much easier to swallow for those with faith, but still 
>>desperate. 

I had wanted to comment on this earlier but forgot who said it or where I put it. I'm not trying 
to disregard Person X's comment, I just wanted to give my view. After re reading the quote I 
realize that what Person X probably meant was that she feels he is preying on people who 
possibly have a need in their life for faith in something be that God or AT. But I'm not trying to 
put words in her mouth.

I am a Christian and hold a very strong faith in God. While I, personally, would not say of 
myself that I push my faith onto others, in today's world just the mention of one being a "born 
again" believer can be like announcing one has leprosy. What occured to me were all the 
Christians that I know who would not even consider AT because it "appears" to be tied in with 
New Age thinking. We Christians sometimes throw out the baby with the bathwater. That is 
why I was quite surprised when a Christian friend first told me of aromatherapy-like she even 
thought there may be something to it!! I was shocked!! (smile) I still have trouble over some 
of the blends offered by YL (sorry YL distributors but this is the only source I have to quote 
from) like the blend Acceptance "stimulates the mind, compelling it to open and accept new 
things in life that would allow one to reach toward one's higher potential..." Now to normal 
people that may not sound alarming but something about the verbage of "higher potential" 
rings of New Age. and I find that saying that a blend will stimulate my mind and compell it to 
open kinda bizzare. OK, I know this is getting long but let me comment on another one(I'm on 
a roll): Humility "is an integral ingredient in having forgiveness and seeking a closer 
relationship with God. Through its frequency and fragrance, you MAY find that special place 
where your own healing may begin." Now, as a Christian there is NO way I would tell someone 
that they could have a closer relationship with God by using the blend Humility.

But, my real point is this: If you're looking to make money the Christian marketplace is not the
best way to go. We are a small target audience. The secular market would be much more 
profitable.
>
>This just doesn't match my experience or observations. As an ex-Christian, I myself was at 
first a bit off >by the several Biblical references Gary included on his tapes, 
(another snip here)

My point exactly! Normal people (grin) would be put off by any inclusion of Scripture. If ya 
wanna make money...go where the money is!

Friendly thoughts,
Am..
-----------------------------------------------
Date: Tue, 27 May 1997 20:02:06 -0500
Subject: Re: Justifiable Criticism
list@idma.com 

Pat stated:
*************
One person said she'd rather see no information provided upon the sale of EOs, than 
misinformation, implying that that is consistently the case with YLEO materials. This isn't 
exactly an accurate depiction, IMO. What is more accurate is that there perhaps should be 
additional attention to safety, and there may be some information that could be misconstrued, 
but I have not seen materials that say that it is always okay to apply all oils neat, and there 



are also specific directions to dilute them appropriately in the YLEO materials. 
***************
For a first hand look at the misinformation you can check out:

http://www.healingoils.com/raintech.htm

This excerpt from Gary Young's book (at a YLEO site) specifically details applying the following 
oils neat: thyme, oregano, cypress, birch, basil and peppermint. The only "dilutions" stated are
to add 10-15 drops of mixing oil on the skin after the neat oils have been applied. I do not 
consider this to be appropriate dilutions of these oils.

This technique may be OK if the YLEO oils are adulterated, but YLEO distributors are giving the
impression that these are pure essential oils and therefore this practice would work with any 
pure essential oils. Misconstruing information like this is DANGEROUS! 

There are several other questionable practices on this page, including the fact that the 
distributors are given an "out" if the technique doesn't work by stating that " If there are other
people in the room with negative attitudes and the individual applying the oils does not have a 
high enough frequency to block out that negative interference, the results may be less than 
optimal. "

These are just a few of the things that I think most aromatherapists are objecting to. If a 
bottle of EO is sold in a store with no directions, it is left to the consumer to learn how to use 
it. Questionable, yes, but most consumers don't buy products that they don't know how to use 
if there are no instructions. But if the consumer is being dangerously misinformed in the first 
place, this gives the whole industry a bad name and also leads to agencies like the FDA 
deciding that the whole industry needs to be controlled. There are serious consequences to 
what you call "misconstrued information".

L. A.
-----------------------------------------------
Subject: Re: EO Oil Quality & Safety Questions
Cc: aromatherapy@idma.com

Dear He... and YLO DISTRIBUTORS:

(By the way, I *loved* (not) the blatant adversing about the YLO Starter Kits ... it was cool 
(not). Gee, should I post the great deals I have on starter kits too???????? Am I *jealous*?? 
Don't make me laugh. I find it a joke.

He.., in all fairness to you, I would be careful what I ask for, you just might get it. I realize you
are just trying to seperate fact and fiction so God Bless Ya, you'll be doing a lot of reading for 
your boss!!! Personally, I wouldn't waste my time, but, then again, I really feel like I am 
wasting my time on this list at the present moment.

The bottom line is: Mr Youngs integrity, EDUCATION (he claims to be a doctor of naturopathy) 
among other things like HIS OWN RESEARCH, etc etc etc etc etc and this has not been proven 
even ... there are only words from other distributors who hang on HIS every word passed 
down from other distributers NOT HE HIMESELF to defend him. This "proof" is saddly 
laughable. All I have EVER SEEN is the propaganda (that is my OPINION) spit out by other 
distributors verbetim ...and MORE (that's another big concern for me ... "the MORE". MLM's are
good at exhalting those higher in the food change. They can be like "cults" ... this is surely 
obvious. 

OHHHHHH yes, and when his distributers pass out UNSAFE INFORMATION or make UNSAFE 
CLAIMS FOR USAGE and SOMEONE GETS HURT ... just expect to heAR more or the same until 
you get yourself a lawyer as MR YOUNG WILL SURELY NOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR WHAT 
HIS REPRESENTATIVES DO ... UNFORTUNATELY *THIS* IS THE LAW.

It is not MR YOUNGS PRACTICE OF AROMATHERAPY THAT IS IN QUESTION. HE IS NOT THE 
ONE INDIVIDUALLY SELLING HIS LINE OF OILS. IT HIS DITRIBUTORS AS WELL AS THE 
INFORMATION HIS POOR DISTRIBUTORS HAVE TO GO ON. 

Case in point (I know a little about the law here): EX: I am a nurse. I am working in ICU. ... A 
AM ACTUAL, qualified, board certified physician gives an order that I find questionable or 
unsafe to the patient. Lets say it is a new drug that I only know a little about. I know that it 
can be good in the right circumstances and it is indeed used in the exact situtation that my 
patient is in. I give the drug JUST like the doctor says. They patient dies because of this drug 
and his reaction to. No one picked up on the fact that he was also taking another drug (in the 
recent past) that had the POTENTIAL for causing some problems with this other new drug. I, 
the nurse, had "heard" a little bit about this but ... I figured the doctor that even I TRUSTED 
knew more than me and what was better for that patient. So the damage is done. The patient 
dies.

Any ideas who will be sued??? 
Answer:

ALL of us, the doctor, the hospital, the nurse.

Any idea who will probably loose their license, (or at least be SEVERELY REPREMANDED) and 
be held accountable for that paitients death?

Answer: THE NURSE and chances are the nurse only. FACT. Do your own research on this. I've 
done mine but no one seems to believe ME. No one seems to be listening and / or no one 
seems to "GET IT".

Now ... Distributors of YLO ... ARE YOU PAYING ATTENTION???? ARE YOU LISTENING???? DO 
YOU UNDERSTAND???? CAN YOU AFFORD A BETTER LAWYER THAN GARY YOUNG????

Gee, I really hope so.

Happy happy selling.

Here is a post you can take to your boss ... and distributors .... please do give this to GARY 
YOUNG IF YOU ARE HIGH ENOUGH ON THE CHAIN OF COMMAND TO REACH HIM AND TALK TO
HIM PERSONALLY >>> YOU WILL GET NO MORE FROM ME. And if he wishes to comment to ME
... he can do so to the list, in public, him and him alone, no lawyers, just him and me. up front.
I'm tired of "fixing" his *ditributors* messes. I have no personal contact with his of course. 
Since one of the well respected chemists and list members got a job testing his oils for purity, 
gee, maybe I can get a job with the YLO crew as his safety consultant.
:-)
a very tired and disgusted 
S. R.
---------------------------------------------
Date: Wed, 28 May 1997 20:37:48 -0400 (EDT) 
To: aromatherapy@idma.com 
Subject: Re: Justifiable Criticism

Hello List
I am normally a quiet person, and I ask questions and share what I can, however, silence is 
not always golden. So I must speak here instead of letting it run through my head.

A few weeks ago, I recieved a YL package in the mail. At the time I did not know what it was 
about...I had an e mail stating there was this oil and I could get a package and a tape and , 
well of course I like to research these things.

Before I had a chance to really play the tape, I opened the package and read all this stuff 
about God....for me that was strike one. I would not sell anything that is based on God or the 
use of God to sell a product. This is a cheap form of attracting someones attention. For 19.95 
you too can be closer to God...sorry ....I am not Christian, nor any other religion, I simply 
believe in the universe and the beauty and well what I call Tylerism, a bit of everything that 
pertains to me.....
But I was appauled that the use of God and Bible scriptures were used to SELL a product, 
mainly a product like EO's.

Then Ibegan to read the posts and promptly threw out the tape and material.
I also sent this web site to many friends and told them of the list and what was being said. I 
gave as much warning as I felt I could.
Many people I told could not believe Garry would use God to sell his product, I threw out the 
material to prove my point though , but told them to take my word, and to check the web sight
that has been recommended by people in this group.

Now here is my thing, first thank you all for sharing so much with this group. I get 
overwhelmed because of how busy I am , and run several support groups over the internet as 
well as locally and am busy in school, and running my small business, BUT, the mail here is 
worth reading.....AND I enjoy this group very much...which made me come to a point I had to 
ponder.

I got into the essential oils because I believed in their healing power and the ability they had to
promote healing and spirituality.
I research and do my work to know that what little business I do, I do out of care and love. 
Matter fact, i am not a good business woman, I lose money and gain hardly any profits by 
selling blends that I make because I think sharing is what is important. I barely cover a lot of 
my own costs.

But to me, healing with oils and energy {I do some energy work} is about spirituality and 
about being honest, and having a natural appraoch to HEALTHY Healing.
My number one care and concern is for the person I am trying to help. Nothing more. I think 
the EO is spiritual and to sell it like the YL oils are being sold, somehow just means we are 
using oils for a HUGE profit and then we care more about how many people we can get to 
represent us, and how much money we can make, and I asked where does the real care come 
in?
To me, EO is about a natural approach....natural and healing.....do no harm to others, this is 
what I am always thinking about. How can I help, without hurting someone at all. I could not 
live with myself PERIOD!

Thanks so much for letting me post. If someone needs to flame me for this post, that is fine, I 
can not help that I wrote what I felt, and that I agree so much with what so many people here 
are saying.
I will take the flames, but I will not take some one being hurt, or anything else over bad oils, 
and a company that doesn't care, and uses God or any other type of higher power to promote 
its sells. I think if a man can not sell his product based on his experience and has to use God 
to sell, then there is a BIG problem.
What ever happened to promoting things because we ourself believe in the product.
I personally do not need God to sell my product, I sell what little I sell out of my heart, and 
that is good enough for me. 
Thanks for putting up with my words...as I said, I do not believe silence is golden.

Ty.......
-----------------------------------------
Date: Thu, 29 May 1997 21:30:17 -0700
Cc: aromatherapy@idma.com
Subject: Re: YL and bad advice 

J. B. wrote:
> 
> Just another point of view to consider in this continuing discussion.
> Since I am the one who got this latest round of discussion started I
> have a couple of observations I want to share.
> 
> Judging from the posts you were all kind enough to forward to me 
> about the concerns over YL and the practices of some of YL's 
> distributors, it appears that much of the concerns have resulted 
> from information available from a couple of web-pages and personal 
> experience with a few unscrupulous and mis-informed distributors.

Jackie - I truly have appreciated your interest re: clarifying many of the issues raised about the
YLO (Young Living Organiz.) - My concerns do not stem from web pages or unscrupulous 
distributors - but from Gary Young himself... I attended only one marketing/educational 
meeting in Denver about a year and a half ago when GY told the people in the audience they 
could call themselves "aromatologists" as "there were no standards for aromatherapy 
certification in place in the US anyway". 
What an attitude. Helpful....? not!
> 
> It is unfortunate that a few bad apples have spoiled the whole 
> barrel so to speak. All points of concern are well taken and steps 
> are being taken to correct the errors made by these uninformed 
> distributors. However, with over 60,000 people signed up as 
> distributors, it seems most unfair for anyone to think that all of 
> these distributors are misinformed and unknowledgeable about eo's 
> and aromatherapy.

To think that 60,000 distributors have "signed up" and are "duplicating" the teaching of unsafe 
neat oil practices in addition to preaching the "energetics" of the essential oils is disturbing to 
me for several reasons. As an example, an RN in my aromatherapy training this past weekend 
told me of another nurse in her community, completely new to aromatherapy, who recently 
"signed up" as a distributor with YLO, now presents herself an "aromatherapy teacher" - and 
what is she teaching, I ask?

Believe me when I say this is NOT sour grapes --- It SADDENS me greatly that many people 
who become enthuastic about essential oils and their potential will UNKNOWINGLY compromise
the efforts OF MANY OF US in holding to safe standards in use, being cautious not to make 
unfounded, unreferenced claims.

I wonder if GY will be responsive to his distributors if they are targeted by the "Rocky Mountain
Skeptics" - a watch-dog organization that is VERY alive and well in our region of the country. 
Believe me, if "aromatherapy" is targeted in our community, IT WILL AFFECT ME!!! and I care!!
Note: "What's That I Smell? The Claims of Aromatherapy, SKEPTICAL INQUIRER, May/June, 
1996. 

> of eo's. Again, no where in any of the literature that I have received from YL have I seen 
these blatant misuses of the oils 
> suggested. Only an accounting of his own experiences in using them 
> -- both neat and diluted. I still have not found a reference to 
> putting oils neat on the eyelids. Did this come from someone's web-
> site? The information about using Helichrysum to help restore 
> hearing explains that the oil was used on the area behind the ear 
> and on the accupressure points around the ear -- Not that the oil 

> was put directly in the ear. Nor did GY say that this was a cure for 
> hearing loss, only that there were 3 cases studied and that it 
> looked promising and he explained why it looked promising.

Dr. Terry Friedman, teaching a YLO E. O. workshop recommended the application of 
Sandalwood essential oil on the eyelid in a session I attended. I saw Helichrysum placed on the
finger and massaged in the ear - yet heard of a friend's husband who applied Helichrysum to 
the ear canal with a Q-tip and nearly went to the Emergency Room because of the burning 
pain. I don't know if this was what he was told to do or not???

There is an erronous "more is better" attitude among YLO, I have noticed.

And, I did hear of a neat application of an eo (?) "behind the ear of a crying baby " to calm 
it....pleeeaaase.... NOT!

AND, IT IS THE WORD OF MOUTH TYPE OF EDUCATIONAL "PASS IT ALONG" that has the ON-
GOING POTENTIAL of creating and perpetrating mis-information .

And thank you Susan for not taking my earlier comments about the "living room sales" thing 
personally -- please hear my concern instead. 

There are many historical references to rely on in discussing ancient uses of aromatic oils. 
What I personally object to is the "God made them for us to use" - yes, and he gave us a brain
to use them judiciously - with respect - with even a little awe, for good measure! Personally, I 
disliked the evangelical tone in the distributor meeting I attended which encouraged a "true 
beleiver mentality" -- but this is encouraged in other MLM organizations - part of the marketing
thing - but IN THIS CASE, WITH THIS PRODUCT, the MLM furvor compromises logical thought 
and basic factual information , including safety, which IS MY.....FUNDAMENTAL CONCERN, NOT 
GY'S SALES......We are not selling auto tires or long distance phone cards. 

By the way, some of my friends are GY distributors and I can speak to their "waiting for 
answers", also. I sincerely hope GY takes some self-corrective action in refraining from making
unfounded claims and, "modeling" unsafe practices for his distributors to "pass along" to other 
excited, discoverers of essential oils. And if he dosen't know about the "Rocky Mountain 
Skeptics" and their recent activities with complementary health care practices he should buy a 
copy of the SKEPTICAL INQUIRER and inform himself of the potential... 

Respectfully to all, 
L. K.
------------------------------
Date: Sat, 31 May 1997 10:59:37 +0000
To: "aromatherapy@idma.com" 
Subject: YL - The Big Picture

Ann & others following this thread...

I agree there has been heated debate over this issue and that flaming does get the best of us. 
However, there is a simple reason for this...one thing some of you keep missing about all this.

1) We still have contradictory information about Gary Youngs credentials.

2) Most of what I have read & heard about applying oils neat to the skin have been directly 
from GARY YOUNG! I've read the literature, listened to the tapes AND his monthly conference 
calls. The information has come directly from him.

If these two items could be addressed instead of all the other superfluous bantering we would 
be on the road to clarity sans flaming.
Address the issues.
Blessings...Ro..

------------------------------------------

Date: Sun, 01 Jun 1997 18:06:56 -0700
To: aromatherapy@idma.com
From: S-L

I never heard of YL before until the last time the subject came up on this list. Later that same 
week, I came across two YL distributors. So S.... is right, it is not just a US thing. It's already 
in Canada (at least here in BC). Like that Melaleuka MLM before it (no, lets not go there!) 
these things generally seem to start in the US and spread from there.

The main concern is SAFETY. I feel that the concerns expressed by those that have been called
YL bashers or whatever are very valid. The dangerous use of eo's have serious ramifications for
both individuals and the industry as a whole, whether they be a result of the uninformed or 
misinformed or those that just don't care...whether they be YL or other MLM distributors, 
manufacturers of body care products, or *certified* aromatherapists or estheticians.

I understood where some of the people who posted on this subject were coming from. When 
some people just do not get it, or try to cloud the issue, one may have to be a little more blunt
to get the point across.
There's nothing wrong with passion about such a serious issue as safety.

The person who has been slammed and called a flamer for "getting personal" has apparently 
had a lot of personal experience (bad) with the results of such unsafe practices. This person is 
also someone who contributes a lot to this list. I don't blame her for being passionate 
considering she is one (of many I'm sure) who has to treat the poor people hurt by these 
unsafe practices.

Thanks to all who have contributed on this thread. I have learned a great deal. I think it all 
just reiterates what many have been saying, that the key is education. Lets hope these unsafe 
practices will stop before too many people are hurt and without intervention from government 
bodies like the FDA. Probably going to be flamed for this one but IMHO, I believe that these 
type of practices are what leads to regulation and banning of natural products (see Codex 
thread). I've heard a rumor that the actions (practices & claims) of one company has already 
led to the imminent restriction of one eo here in Canada. That ditty about GY working with the 
FDA had me cringing in my chair! If that's true, is he in cahoots with the pharmaceutical 
companies or just looking to have some kind of exclusive on eo's? (who the hell does he think 
he is? I don't recall anyone voting him sole representative of the industry) Might as well hand 
the whole industry over to the drug companies, then we can all pay three times the price for 
inferior eo's that we would need to have prescribed by a dr.!! I really have to shake my head 
when I hear about people who desire more regulation and bureaucratic involvement (read red-
tape).

Regards,
Sh....
------------------------------------------

Date: Mon, 02 Jun 1997 

Dear L....,

>S.... said,
>I thought putting "neat helichrysum in the ears for hearing loss" or >"neat sandalwood on 
the eyelids to increase sight" was ridiculously 
>BAD and unethical not to mention unsafe- - BUT THIS IS LOTS WORSE.

THIS IS GOING TOO FAR. Putting these known irritant oils on the skin in large amounts 
undiluted is unsafe and stupid, but repeating it, scratching it in and applying hot towels is 
BLATANT ABUSE. THESE ARE HIGHLY IRRITANT OILS AND SHOULD NEVER BE APPLIED NEAT, 
MUCH LESS REPEATEDLY AND COVERED WITH A HOT TOWEL. (I have already heard of one 
case entering a hospital with severe chemical burns to the spinal area due to this practice. 

I don't care what anyone else says or does. But I for one will do all within my power to help 
make known and try to stop the dangerous practices related to YL oils. If you are not aware of 
the danger then I beg you to not practice with essential oils on human beings. horrified, 
h..........
------------------------------------------

Wed, 29 Oct 1997 19:13:42 -0600
To: aromatherapy@idma.com
Subject: Re: YL Raindrop therapy misinfo

I am apologizing in advance - this is no offense to anyone personally - although I suggest 
strongly, VERY STRONGLY, that you go to the library - any public library, and take out some 
aromatherapy books and read them. Read books written by people other than followers of YL. 
Then you will see EXACTLY what the fuss is about YL, his oils, and his methodology.

In absolutly any aromatherapy book you will never, I repeat, *NEVER*, see any author 
suggesting or implying to put thyme or basil oil directly on the skin - it simply is TOO LATE to 
apply carriers afterwards, you have already done the damage. Most writings I have read, state 
that basil and thyme should be used with the UTMOST care at the MINIMUM amount possible 
and only for very specific ailments. 

That is if the thyme and basil oil is a true 100% pure essential oils. My Personal therory (and I 
am an American and ENTITLED to my opinion) is that YL simply does not sell true, pure 
essential oils. The "oils" may be nothing but synthetics or something with an odor similar to 
thyme and basil. Which could be why you state "it doesn't hurt you or your husband."

Please, Please try to expand your base of information. Go to the library.
Look up Aromatherapy books - there are plenty of them. Read the books you choose. Begin 
your true learning. Take one of the courses offered by members of this list that are not 
involved with YL. Get a "Second Opinion!" Learn safe ways to use and enjoy the benefits of 
essential oils! 
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